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CONTROL,’ GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION FOR
_ ADVANCED MANNED--*ISSIONS °

Final Report on Task Il of Contract NAS-~9+6823)

» ABSTRACT . °

This is a study of Navigation, Guidance, and Control for Advanced Manhed

Space Missions, It is divided into the areasof systems, computer subsystems,

radiation subsysteins, and inertial subsystems. From a system aspect a studyis©

> made of guidance and navigation requirements imposed by the different phases of.

. interplanetary missions, Arepresentative system is described as.a design model, ©

‘Detailed descriptions are provided of analytical and development work on advanced

concepts in. computer, radiation, * and structure-mounted inertial subsystems -

. - It is shown that required system performance advances are will within rea-

¢ son but that'the requirements for reliability will demand new standards in design

concepts, quality assurance,maintainability, ane. quiescent failure rates.
i

Guidelines for further developments in this directionaresetforth.
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1. SYSTEM AND INSTRUMENT MECHANIZATION CONCEPTS © . = =

1 .l Introduction Oo s . ‘

In accordance with the work statementobjectives, the development effort

described :in this report is oriented towards considerationof a body-mounted, strap-—

down, inertial subsystem for Advanced Manned Missions. It is appropriate atthe

beginning of this report to review the factors which led to the emphasis placed on ,

the strapdown configuration of inertial subsystemsfor this type of application.

Accordingly, the following paragraphs are devotedto this subject.

Characteristically, thestrapdown and the familar Apollo inertial-~platform

mechanization differ.primar‘ily in the implementation of an inertial reference frame

for accumulating specific--force measurements.

In the inertial-platform gimbal mechanizationthe gyros are used in gimbal-

drive nulling loops. The gimbal drives operate in responseto the gyro outputs,

' appropriately resolved, to null all angular motion of the stable member, i.e., to

space stabilize the.instrument package from vehicle motion ; and thus the stable

merpber isa direct physical representation of the inertial reference.frame. The

corresponding advantage of a relatively passive instrument environment, in which the

the accelerometer information is physically resolved into thedesired inertial- ~

coordinate frame, is apparent. s \

In contrast, in the strapdown system the sensor package is mounted directly

to the vehicle. Sensor measurementsrepresent specific force and angular rates

in the vehicle coordinate frame. Thus, the instruments encounterthe full dynamic

environment, Further, ‘in order to maintain the inertial reference frame an

analytical computational algorithm must be implemented that numerically processes

the gyro outputs. The accelerometer data may then be resolved intothe inertial-

frame coordinate system and processed by guidance algorithms-in the digital computer. |

Apart from academic interest, the motivations for the successful attainment

of a strapdowninertial-guidance mechanization stems from someof its inherent

potential advantages. Perhaps the majority of these advantages result from the

eliminationof the mechanical complexities of the gimbal-system structure.

Minimum configuration constraints result and efficient packaging is possible. Thus,-

for an equivalent sensor package significant size, weight and power reductions

appear to b2 attainable. Further, the elimination of the rigid physical gimbal re-

straints allows packaging concepts to be formulated that facilitate system maintenance

and in-flight repair.

G
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Improved reliability is also generally cited as a major advantage of the strap-

down mechanization. Theincreased complexity of the strapdown inertial-sensor

torque~rebalance loop is“easily offset by the elimination of the gimbal mechanical

complexities and its associated angle readouts, servo drives, slip rings, etc.

“\The reliability considerations associated with the impact of the additional attitude

algorithm computational load is debatable. It is considered, however, that the

reliability index of a guidance and control system computer conceived to function —_ =

with a strapdown sensor package does not-differ significantly from that of one

mechanized to operate with an inertial platform. In ‘addition to‘reliability increases

resulting from component count and relative design complexities is the strapdown

mechanization's ease of adaptability to redundancy reliability techniques.

An inherent strapdown implementation operationaladvantage is the direct

output of wide-band body-rate data. This is a desirable feature for autopilot control

functions especially if the vehicle evidences significant body-bending modes. In

addition, relative to the three-gimbal stable-platform mechanization, the strapdown

,computational algorithm is free of gimbal-lock operational restrictions. . “

. Clearly, for advanced manned space missions, the strapdown inertial-configura-

tion potential advantages are significant. Long-duration flights strain state-of-the-art

reliability and would be enhanced by in-flight repair capabilities. Similarly, payload

restrictions necessitate economic allocation of weight, size, andpower. Thus,

this Advanced Manned Mission inertial-system study and development effort has

pursued the following basic objectives: .

1. ' The formulation of concepts that would achieve anoptimal harvest of the

strapdown mechanization's advantages. uf

2. The in-depth evaluation ofthe performance capabilities and limitation of

the strapdown inertial configuration.

Consistent with theSe objectives the tasks outlined below were formulated

‘to encompass conceptual system definition and theoretical investigation balanced

by state-of-the-art sensor, sensor package, and algorithm test and evaluations,

Inertial SystemTask Outline

‘I System and Instrument Mechanization Concepts

Algorithm and Instrument Model Development

ii State-of-the-Art Instrument Development and Evaluation

IV  Body-Mounted Test Package and Realtime Algorithm Test
and Evaluation

iA
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This report presents the status of activity after ten months' effort on each

of these subtasks and, as such, it is interim in nature. Although many individual

goals have been achieved and are described, continued support to assumethe ful-

fillment of the overall objectives is merited. oo

_, The remainder of this chapter presentsvarious aspects of strapdown system

mechanization concepts. They include: an instrument and system performance

model based upon limited mission studies and instrument and controlloop perform- .

ance that appearsto be realizable, a multisensor configuration for ultra- reliability

with self-contained failure detection andisolation concepts, and a modular instrument

concept that ‘is consistent with in- flight repair objectives. |

\ The remaining chapters of this volumecover:

Chapter 2- A review of algorithm and instrument model development.

studies. oy a .

Chapter 3 - A review of 18 IRIG arid 16 PM PIP inertial component

development and test evaluations. . ..

Chapte? 4 - A review of the status and capabilities of the real-time

strapdown system test and evaluation activities (including

“the body mounted package, electronics, and test facility

_ descriptions). : |
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1,2 { Performance Model

1,2.1 . Introduction

The nature of the inertial system mechanization is intimately keyed

to the gross mission definition, spacecraft propulsion system, and the intended

mission functions of the inertial equipment, i.e. , control, guidance, and nav-

_igation. Within the frameworks of Advanced Manned Missionsit is reasonable

to project certain basic constraints that allow a realistic conceptual formula-

tion,

The primary objective of Advanced Manned Missions studies is the

realization of interplanetary space exploration. Applications overlap into post—

Apollo-type earth orbital operation and lunar exploration is also probable.

" Manned mission trajectory studies considering Mars, Venus, and Dual plane

flybys, Mars orbital and landing operatioris in the years 1975-90 have been

conducted, (1, 2) The North American Rockwell study configures

itself about current Saturn booster and Apollo spacecraft technology while

Boeing considers..use of the Nerva II nuclear engine. Although radically dif-

ferent in engine design, a common fundamental feature represents a basis for

uniform inertial subsystem design concepts. Both are impulsive propulsion

engines; thus the guidance operation and spacecraft steering and control is of -

brief duration compared to extended free-fall coast periods. —

Examination of the midcourse velocity corrections called for by the

navigation and guidance algorithm used in the requirements study (sée Vol. I)

showedthat only 5 to 10 velocity corrections were required with increments

on the order of tens of feet per second, Guidance errors were reviewed for

these midcourse corrections but only the tail-off uncertainty in‘the propulsion .

‘system seemed critical. Accordingly, attention was turned to the transplanetary

. injection and earth entry phases, o

The transpianetary phase described by Boeing was selected because

of duration of the burn, 2303 sec with a velocity change of 19, 149 ft/sec.

The entry phase appeared to represent the most severe dynamic environment

imposing loads of up to 10 g and manueverrates of up to 0. 37'rad/sec.
ui

For both studies a ''best guess" instrument and inertial system para-

meter estimate was projected for the mid- 1970 time frame. Error models

- were formulated for each mission phase. The study results then developed

position and velocity error sensitivities for each inertial system error model

parameter, The error analysis work was performed under the systems: task:

reported on in Volume I, Chapter 1 ‘of R-600. The following paragraphs de-

scribe the error models and review the error analysis findings.
° p
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extracted from references 1 and 2.

1.2.2 Transplanetary Injection

A) General

:A statistical error analysis of the injection into an interplanetary

path from an earth orbit was performed in order to define the demands upon

the inertial subsystem during this phaseof operation. No externally derived

information was used during the burn.

°

The reference trajectory was generated in each case using the

required velocity concept together with a cross-product steering law!3 4)

This was implemented with a modified version of a computer program which

was originally written for the Apollo translunar injection by Philliou'>), ‘The

required velocity is defined as that velocity which will cause the vehicle to

_ arrive at a specified time at a preselected inertial target and is computed as

a solution to a Lambert problem.

No effort was made in this study to' optimize either the guidance or

targeting schemes, The criterion for an acceptable scheme was that the })

sensitivity of position and velocity errors to individual inertial component °

errors should not exhibit first-order influences by minor changes in the refer-

ence trajectory. All data necessary to characterize the vehicle and engine was

“ 17 ’ ®

The strapdown inertial measurement unit was assumed to be installed

such that the X input axis aligned with space vehicle Xor roll axis, The instru-

ment*package configuration assumed was an orthogonal triad of three single-

degree-of-freedom gyroscopes and accelerometers. Each, instrument operated <¢

_in a torque-to- balance control loop with quantized output that represents an in-

cremental measurement of velocity or a rotational angle. The Y and Z gyros

are mounted with their output axes along the vehicle X axis, For this align-

ment a suitable body-fixed.system error model was developed and included in

the statistical error analysis for the referenced trajectory. :

B) Simplified Error Model
aa

For the purposes of describing the problem, one accelerometeris

assumed to be aligned with the desired velocity vector Vy and it controls the

propulsion system cut-off on the basis of its velocity-gained measurement,

Similarly, the two orthogonal accelerometers are nulling out velocity build-up

on their axes by the steering .:w. (It is not necessary in the actual system to

assign specific accelerometers and align the strapdown package so that X is

collinear with the.velocity vector. It is convenient for this simplified model. One

1-5



0may, however, visualize hypothetical accelerometers in the software which

are so assigned thatthey are subject to some performance and alignment o

errors,) ,

‘For the particular alignment concept we may express our error in

terms of the orientation error (E) of an actual (VA) velocity measurement

relative to the desired velocity (Vv;). A velocity error (V_) may also be defined —

‘that corresponds to the scalar difference in magnitudes of the desired and ac- .

tual velocity. §,. ~ / _ . a 5

Vou V, cosE-VE A I (1.2.1)

The angular error (E) may be defined in terms-ofseveral sources and.is

formulated on an RMS. basis (expressed in degrees),

- |e +E a ee (1.2.2).
B® /Foot t Emech * Farite + Fea |

 

where : ‘

Boot = the angular error introduced when the body frame and

strapdowninertial.frame were initialized in the computer

usingoptical techniques

Enech” angular error corresponding to the mechanical misalignment - .

of the accelerometer on the body-mounted frame

Edrift = angular errorin the inertial frame resulting from gyro

driftterms, non-sengitive bias, and acceleration sensitive

bias~ -

ECA angular error due-to bias output of the orthogonal acceler- 7

' someter Y and Z, i.e, , the vehicle steers to null their outputs

Figure 1, 2- 1 illustrates a worst-case orientation’ error build--up for

a two-axis representation.
>

To determine the velocity error'as defined in (1. 2. 1),we consider

_ the relationship, between the measured velocity (Vig) indicated by the X accel-

erometer and the actual velocity change along thisaxis:

Vu = tALyte + VAGUspy) | : & (1.2.3)

ys oe
where ~

g . 9 QO *

Avy = the bias uncertainty ofsthe X accelerometer ‘

te = the burn time

VvA = the magnitude of theactual velocity input along the X axis

U =SFX the x accelerometer scale factor uncertainty expressed as

a fraction of the calibrated scale factor. a” :



DESIRED THRUST VECTOR -

ACTUAL THRUST

Vu = Velocity measurement indicated, ..
by the x accelerometer{includes ,
bias and scale factor errors)

Vy 5 Actual velocity gained
‘V1 = Desired velocity to:be gained

Go .

 
  

a s

Note: Vy is preset to equal Vy

. @

Fig. 1,2-1 Transplanetary-injection error model,
aus
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o* The actualvelocitymeasured by the Xinstrument, corresponds to:

rr VytApt
5°

i bx'f oF | SsSOW vegt . . (1.2.4)VAST EUR| Co
° a

Note that the engine cutoff was assumed to occur when the”‘measured

velocity equaled the desired velocity. _By, substituting (1.2, 4) into (1,42.1) we
* can define the scalar velocity error in terms of the‘desired velocity ‘magnitude,
the burn-time instrument uncertainties, and the vector orientation-error,

Representative nominal and high- low limits for;orientation errors

due to the:initialization andaccelerometer mechanical misalignment,uncer-

° “tainties were defined and are listed:in Table 1,2-1B. “The drift orientation’

".° error results from-the bias and acceleration sensitive termsof the cross axis:

gyros. For the figure shown, the drift corresponds only to the influence ofthe a *

Zgyro. on the orientation of X accelerometer référenceframe. The actual

Baritt used:corresponds to the RMS.of.the z and Y gyro influence; their
yeWy

Se

individualterms wereassumed equal, = °°. 7", ,

wey. haee nF .
| - wgKIOPC pte >

oy ic “, m 7 oy | oo |
where , HN soe CeeS os

e Bus . &3 ee mo °

NBD “= nénsénsitive bias drift uncertainty expressediin meru
; . _ waits, be. e. 3 earth rate, Wir x 10° ; Be

° ’ ADOA = acceleration sensitivity drift uncertainty ofYyor z gyro due

. to. specific. force along its output axis, ‘ive. 9the Y and Z

* gyros wete assumed aligned with their output axes along.Xx.
og BEal ‘the specificforceseen‘by‘the.‘gyros; vehicle.thrustalongx

o
f it

5
an

/ at b f\ /~ :2 E = E ‘= tan (+ ve) ,

Rg Ay UN Ma

+

f

Wig

‘Se ginning of.engine burn° /

3 the engine on time

x 107?
0036

The rms velocity vector misalignment resulting from the influence

o

o

2

9

o

a

ao

i)
ad ae

2 q

o

=. coriversion. constant (meru to.degrees/sec);

3 yy
the'totés time in secondsbetweeninitialization and the be--

of -Y-and Z axis‘accelerometerson thesteer law (equal bias levels isassumed
"for all instruments)1is:

poo
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, 7 ow
ie Dy

fw

be

‘These equations.were mechanizedin’a statistical trajectory, error

. analysis program. Computational algorithm, error modeling was.notingluded”-

in these runs due to lack of specific:‘dynamic,rate (vibration,‘ete!)envionment
information.

Pa

The Bosing vehicle. ani trajectorywere character:rizedby: .
* as

ao

“QQ?

OSS

. mo, : TABLEf.2-1A
VEHICLE PARAMETERS'
 

"Exhaust Velocity
|. Thrust °""

Initial Weight -
Mass Plow Rate ° 

—_= 5
?

2,313, 760 pounds
H

705 pounds per second _

: 27, 400 feet per second: . °

‘600, 000 pounds

  °

“The total velodity change‘‘was19, 149 ft/¢sec and the burn‘time, was

2,302°sec, A one-hour ‘realignment time,tp was ‘assumed,,

oe
vB

that were usediin the study were:
ii 3 4 o5 .

5 e
o

“TABLE 1. 2-1B

" SYSTEM PARAMETERS °
0

 

 

 

‘ Parameter . | High

|

Nominal

|

Low |

- Egpr(secs) - 90 |80. F380
oe | Bgoytsegs) | 30 } 20 10 |

° ‘ °NBD (meru) 1° 5.0 — “US : _ 0. 5

ADOA(meru/g) 1.5 “4.0 | 0. 3
8 a,(cm/sec?y f° 0,20 | oo.10me 0.05
ooi:Ugg(PPM . 150 50 a ms ,     

a
a

variation were essentially linear,

2

. The nominal instrumentand.subsystem parameters with: the extrerhes.

4

°The position:and velocity errors resulting from any given parameter

Table.1,2- 1c presents the slopes of these.
”linear®functions at the end of the burn for each ofthe.above error sources,, 2 8
(A more complete discussion of the trajectory analysis program and Statistical —
® error,modeling is presented in.Vol I, )

As might be anticipated the most Significant instrument }error sensi-
tivity co¥responds to accelerometer bias.

during the one hour prealignmentwas the next largest error source.

30-bit word. length and.10g scaling is approximately:0. 5 mile tor as many. as -
*1000°updates per second,

1-9)

yw oe

Reference frame orientation drift

é The error, 8
sensitivity resulting |from velocity algorithm computational round -off with’a :

a

0



TABLE r. 2- IC.

SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS AT 2302 SECONDS
 

of

s Source
&

6
Position ‘Error. .

. Sensitivity’.
a, Velocity’ Error,°

Sensitivity

 

 

: eo o, * a : ; oS

‘Accelerometer Bias .

Acvelerometer ‘Scale
Factor Error ° °

8

a

ti

NBD

NBDWith Phour ° °
prealign

ae

 

ADOA

Initial Mifalignment :
or.Mech?! ical
Misaigement.  

gy .

31 miles/cm/sec”

0. 0089 mile /ppm

0,41 mile /meru- |

1,94;miles/meru. «
ee. -

° 0. 14 mile /meru/g: “8

SS ge

q

a

as 0. 035 mile ‘/are-second “fe? 

° 6147 fps/cm/sec”

. @,045 fps/ppm

14, 2 fps/meru_
a

138 fps/meru/

a

“OD
u

)

y

3.8fps/meru ps

0. 222 fps/are-second

2

  
a



1,2,3 | Mars-Barth: Entry *
°

Errorsensitivity studies were.> also condacted for a Mars-Barth © :

‘entry trajectory. --. Although the mission studies were limited,it does appear

that the entry phase represents the,most stringent dynamic-envirénment on.

the. accelerometers,and gyroscopes,

The. referénce trajectory was generated using an entry,steering -

_scheme. whichis.essentially the’same as thatused for Apollo’ Earth atmo-= ‘

(6 ) The ‘only modification is ‘that the ‘constant drag phase was..

_moiified: to decrease the g-loading by:decreasing drag,with velocity. _ This - -

spheric entry

Q op

" analysis is'based,therefore,on the assumption thatAn,Apollo-~type earth

entry module would be used and is sized to alle?the heat shield.‘too cope,with°

°" return velocities“of*up to 55, 000 ftisec. ‘Phe maximum acceleration was’ .

"between 9 and 10 gis”for approximately 60 sec. ‘The entry’was initiated at

400, 009 feet and terthinates at 24, 000 ft (chute deployment). Its duration .

was 13.5,minutes. ~ The nominal reference trajectory and vehicle charac- *

0 *eo 2
asst S

. ‘teristics!that wereused in this analysis were: «
o @

2

Tnitgdt-Velbedty - pe - = 50, (000. feet per second

Entry Angle (y) 88 ; =*27degrees

" Lift°to DragRatio.(L/D) a

‘Range . / “s = 25500 nauticalmilesa

The acceleration yersus ‘velocity, profileis$ shown in.‘Fig.d,2-<2; This’

__BEC ‘ile’differs. fromi-Fig.L2265--AFol-£;~sincetnctinditedieffvectorwas”

assumed down, The roll maneuver time history for i‘entry trajectory is. °

 

-_shown in-Fig. 1.2-3. , ae

° » °dThe strapdown packages a triadinstrument configuration, was assumed

* ‘to be’ mounted such’thatits X-axis was aligned parallel.to the dragvectors

- Gefaus relative velocity) and Z wasalong the lift vector; > This configura-

pince the primary control spacecraft ma-

onneuvers were-about the;‘relative velocity vector, V.-Thus, the. majofrate~
&

of

tion was selected forconvenience

_mateuyers occurred along one réference triad axis (a maximum roll, rate of:s

0.37‘fadian/sec);
é Lo ee eb | ag =, oe a oan

Thé analysis program accountsforthe strapdown implementation by.
G

usingthe instrument errors inbody:coordinates. and °‘transforming them in-- °
Q

to‘an, inertial:frame. Theeffective inertial accéleration errorAs then pro-

“cessed by’ successive.integrations to yield, corresponding trajectory position “
a is

bed
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and velocity errors. The position and velocity errors are then transformed

into a local vertical frame. The local vertical frameis defined as:

Altitude - outwards along R at event time

Track - along VxR
. ae

Range - along Altitude x Track

The computational result for the entry trajectory is a linearized tab-

ulation of altitude, track and range error at termination for each instru-

ment error source,

In addition to basic instrument errors, the influence of the compu-

tational attitude algorithm error propagation was also included. A first-

erder direction-cosine algorithm was postulated and errors were modeled:

on the basis of coning, rate slew, and computational round-off, The coning

environment was projected using Apollo simulation data, where a pitch and

~ yaw damping oscillation frequency is exhibited during entry. Theoscilla-

tion is essentially a function of the aerodynamic spring constants and vehicle

° mass, The frequencyis characterizedby:

tae lye (1.2.6)

where

f is the oscillation frequency in radians/second

g is the vehicle acceleration expressed in units of

earth. gravity. a

The coning angle is essentially defined by autopilot considerations

and for the sinusoid model using a maximum angularrate limit of two. de-
’

grees per second the coning angle a, is:

Pi
i808 radians (1.2.7) 

; The dynamic coning environment was then generated using the accel-

eration profile of Fig.1.2-2. A worst-case condition was assumed, i.e.:

the pitch and yaw oscillations were defined as being phased displaced by 90°,

For the mounting configuration selected the coning error is reflected as an

equivalent drift rate about the X-axes that is represented by:

woe 2 (1.2.8)
sD 12

aa (2nf)° At
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where:

At corresponds to the computer update interval.

}
Rate.slew errors were modeled’‘as the attitude algorithm errorthat

results for vehicle maneuvers. These wereessentially about the roll axis

(X-axis) and correspondto :

3_ Ae | .On = a (1.2.9)

where:

A@ is the accumulated rotatiorlal angle in a computational interval At.
|

For these studies At was set to1 x 107° sec (similar to a DDA serial

implementation). Round-off errors were developed using a 30-bit wordlength.

They were generated on a worse-case basis, a cumulative error based on

the sense of rotation,

These algorithm errors were also generated in the analysis program

on an iterative basis to yield the effect on trajectory position and velocity

errors. The error analysis results for both the instrument and attitude al-

gorithm error model are tabulated in Table 1.2-2. For comparison pur-

poses a stable platform (gimbal system) mechanization was also imple-

mented for the same trajectory with the same initial conditions, Although

dynamic instrumenterrors(e. g., anisoinertia and output axis coupling) or a

vibration environment (that could have resulted in a larger coning error) ©

were not included in the analysis, several significant aspects of strapdown

errorpropagation were evidenced.

In both the’ strapdown and the gimbal system implementations size-

able but essentially equivalent errors are introduced bythe initial platform

or algorithm misalignment. Similarly, the errors due to bias drift uncer-

tainty for an assumed one-hourfree-fall period between initialization and

start of the entry phase are also equivalent. It isinteresting to note that

the’ sensitivity of the strapdown system to .accelerometer misalignment, bias

and scale factor errors is considerably reduced, e.g., misalignment of Y

about Z and Z about X in the strapdown corresponds to a track and range

error of 222 and 197 feet,respectively. In the platform case the errors were

1941 and 1306 feet,respectively. The reduced sensitivity in ‘the strapdown

implementation is probably due to cancelling effects arising from the body

motion with respect to the acceleration vector. In contrast the strapdown

implementation has a marked sensitivity to gyro IA misalignments, eg. a

4497-foot track error results from a 20-sec misalignment of Y aboutZ anda

6748-foot range error for a 20-seb misalignment of Z aboutY.’

1-15



TABLE 1, 2-2

ENTRY ERROR ANALYSIS-
 

 

  

  

 

 

 

        

RMS Uncertainty Velo city Uncertainty

Strapdown System Uncertainty (feet) feet/sec a

Uncertainties Track [Range Alt _Track Range_|

I Initial Alignment X| 60 Sec -1419 | 27 .012 | -5.96 +0,17—
(Optics-ISS- y| 60 See 104 | 2081 |-19.54'| 0.09 1,31
Algorithm) Z| 60 Sec 5824 ~167 0 8.59.| -0.25

II Accelerometers

a) IA Misalign-
ment

" X about ¥| 20 See 14 17 2.31] 0 0.01
Xabout Z 20 Sec - - - - -
Y about X 20 Sec -1il 119 0.05 -0.48 0,15

Y about Z 20 Sec 222 | +237 -0.11 0, 96 -0.29
Z about X 20 Sec - | -. J o- fo - -
Z about Y 20 Sec “171 -197 | -0.11 -0.07 | -0.92.

b) Bias Error

x }0.1cm/sec*} +14 73 -2.54 -0.01 -0.05
Y |0.1cm/sec*} -540 226 0.13°| -1.2 0,28
Z10.1cm/sec*] -149 -607 -0.28 0.03 -1.53

c) Scale Factor .

| xX] 50 ppm 15 -79 2.38 = 6 -
Y 50 ppm - - - - -

Z| 50 ppm 44 51 0.03 0.02 0.24.

lil Gyros

a) Gyro IA Mis-
alignment :

X about Y 20 Sec - - - - .
X about Z 20 Sec - - - ~ -

Y about X 20 Sec - - - - -

”"  Yabout Z| 20 See 4497 -341 -0.26 3.55 -0.82
Z about X 20 Sec - - - - -

Zabout Y 20 Sec 570 |+6748 3.00| 2.00 -10.9 
1-16



TABLE 1.2-2 (Cént'd)

 

ENTRY ERROR ANALYSIS

 

 

 

 

 

          
* ADIA dominant effect in error result.

** Bias drift is divided into two phases; Intl- corresponding to an assumed

a

one-hour.period between systemopticalalignment and the actual entry

maneuver phase, Entry - corresponding to the actual entry phase,
9

1-17

RMS Position Uncertainty Velocity Uncertainty

Strapdown System —|_ Uncertainty feet ___feet/sec.
Uncertainties Track Range Alt Track | Range

b) Bias Drift ** °

X Intl -=1921 37 0.02 -8.07 0. 23

Entry © 1.9 meru 4 |" 45 o.01 -o.01| 0.03.
¥ Intl tsmeru| itt 3792 |-26.5 0.12 1.77

Entry 200 437 0.19 0,27 1.03
. Z Intl

Entry 1.5 meru 7884 -226 - 11,62] -0,34
-398 298 0.15 -0.82] 0:64

c) Accel Sensi-
tive Drift

‘(Combined ADIA;ADSRA
~ ottect)* “5 meru/g 29 120 -0.,05 0,08 0.21

: 4 mera|g -| 838 64 - 1.12 0.49

221 1198 ' 0,53 0.97 2.30 °

Accel. . 9 . -
Squared xX 1 meru/g -36 164 0.07 -0.07° 0.27

Sensitive 9
Drift 1 meru/g 529 -162 -0.09 0.60} -0.22

OO z \1meru/g*| © 20 764 | 0,32 | -0,24 i.36 |

d) Scale Factor X 50 ppm ~33 =43 %.03 -0.03] 0.17

\ ' ¥

|

50 ppm - - - - -

Z.| 50 ppm - -~ - - a

IV Algorithm

Coning Eq. 1.2-9 -0.01 0.03 — - - -
Slew Eq. 1.2-10°| -0.02 |. 0.03 - “ - ft
Round-off. (30 Bits) -0.6 | -7.4 -0.01 -0.3 -0..3

Strapdown Total ° :
Error (RSS)- 10854 8605 .

Inertial Platform .
Total (RSS) 11662 5149



9

The level of these errors is consistent with cross -coupling error pro- i

pagation for the severe dynamic roll environment depicted in . :

Fig. 1.2-3:

Errors” associated with gyro scale factor uncertainty, which are

commonly thought of as being oneof the major strapdown design problems,

were negligible. Similarly, algorithm error propagation effects were also

insignificant, even though a relatively low performance algorithmwas used,

It is interesting to note that the overallrms error for the strapdown'config-

urationjasessentially identical tothe stable platform mechanization in

*track and somewhat poorer in range performancefor this entry tra-

jectory. Although this study was not comprehensive, i,e., it was not possi-

* ble to review all of the various entry trajectory and alignment conditions, it

does appear that the projectedstrapdown system mechanization performance |

is adequate for successful space mission applications.

1.2.4 Performance Design Model

The preceding ‘sections described some of the trajectory error analy- ~

sis. findings ‘associated with various inertial subsystem performance param-

eters, The details of the overall guidance and navigation requirements study .

were reported on in VolunieI.
2

The transplanetary error model considered first order error sources

in a simplified error. model. The entry analysis was more extensive and ,

considered all instrument errors using the same linearized techniques em-

ployed in similar Apollo studies. Table 1. 2-3 lists instrurfent, control

‘ loop and algorithm parameters that appear to be realizable during the time,

frame consideredin the mission studies. ‘As indicated by the error,sensi-

tivities of the mission phases. described in the prévioussections and Volume I

these performance parameters are compatible with the anticipatéd Advanced

_ Manned Mission objectives.

“1-18
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The coning inputs represents the more severe criteria in all cases.-

, “TABLE 1.2-3

REALIZABLE PERFORMANCEPARAMETERS
 

 

 

Gyro |Performance _ 3 é

Bias»-- NBD - ey 1. 5 meru :

Aéceleration ADIA .2 meru/g .
Sensitive’ ADSRA . 2meru/g ~~ « >»
Terms. ADOA = °0.5 meru/g

Acceleration . 9g .
eg Sensitive Squared > 1meru/g

| Scale Factor Linearity
(,01-. 3 rad/sec) - 50/ppm

oye Factor Stability , . — °

2°/sec) .. > 20/ppm,
of Sperone Range . ° 1 radian/sec

Acceleroineter Performanceoe , me sb

Bias . He, o 0.1 erh/ sec”

Scale Factor Linearity 7
-(.O0l-Ig's) © = = 50 ppm ~.

oO

Scale Factor Uncertainty. ‘10 ‘ppm

- Acceleration Squared: — "10 mg/g"
Indication Error ° 20 .

 

 

4

\ Mechanical Alignment 7s 8 .
SS o 4 / .o * ° ~ >. .

Instrument Nonorthogonality: 20 arc-seconds.
o  | Optical Alignment-Initialization 60 arc-seconds:.. “,
 

The algorithm requirements wére sized to allow for amore severe body

bending’ coning environment. Anticipated algorithm requirements consistent with:

one-meru performance over coninginput ranges of: 1/2° cone.at 4-10 eps and as,

much as 1 rad/‘sec 3-axis slew rate:are tabulated below,

tee °° (TABLE 1.2%4 .
ANTICIPATED ALGORITHM REQUIREMENTS.

« 2

 

 

v General Purpdse * DDA
ec Third-Order ” First-Order

_ Update Rate ~ (100-250)/sec *  (1500-4000)/sec

Quantization pO (2-6)sec " - (2-6) Sec |

Word Length | 34bits . "| | 34 bits -     
u ‘ . . aesa

°
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1.3. Multisensor Configuration ». — De .
 

* 0 'u ° 8 3 °

S ‘1.3.1 Introduction
Qo a

‘ | High reliability’is perhaps the most significant guidance. system re-

quirement for extended mission applications. Reliability may be viewed in

the statistical sense and,as important, in absolute terms, A mean-time-to- , |

failure statistic of 108 hours, for example, does not preclude the possibility °

of an instrument failure. ° The need for alternate guidance provisionsis

clear but the concept of back- up systems that are "inerently" more reliable:

- is’ questionable;Generally, the back-up concept implies reduced saphistica-_:

» tion (elimination of operational capabilities) as the means for reliability if-

-provement, For extended,missions this approach does not represent awise

| trade- off;i.e., terminating the most fruitful portion oft’an interplanetary a

“mission because, of the reduced capability of a back-up system is ludicrous.

Moreover, areduction in sophistication does not guarantee an.improvement

in reliability. Too often cost and performance compromises areé made because \

itas "only"2 back -up systens and marginal reliability results. ¢
%eS a

, Redundant usage within the:‘primarysystem or redundant application

_ of primary systems;such: that missionobjectives ‘are not compromised by

‘performance degradation or failure is thepreferred system concept for €x-. .* ¢

tended missions. : Redundaricy, however, in itselfis ‘not a cure-“all; the re- .

liabilityof each element.in the system must be consistent with the mission

environment and duration. ° sa! ‘ 0
SS

a

The*guidance and control system may be functionally segmentedinto 8

the ‘computer and the, inertial reference sensor package.; Volume Il of this ©

—neport pregents. a: multiprocessor.computer. concept...The mmultiprocessor eyo

i employs redundant, techniques-using multiple-element implementation as well

as ‘adaptive coding methods, for error detection and correction’processing,

For the inertial Feference unit |a variety of redundant implementations are

possible.» Within a single. system, they evolve about thesensor mechanization;

° ies, redundant use of sensorson common orthogonal axes or redundant

measurementdata via ‘the use of skewed multiple-sensor configurations.

Consideration of xedundant usage of primary systems ‘representsanother

level of reliability enchancement.”
o

ea

The introduction of ;in-flight repair concepts is also warranted,

_Mission reliability objectives, however, should not be predicated on tHe’ use ;

of in-‘flight repair. . a : ee . °

‘1-20



1.3.2 Design Model Concept.
8

e. ; The design model selected for the extended mission application, is

 

based upon the use of a skewed redundant sensor implementation, - The we

» Sensor configuration empléys Six gyros and accelerometers whose input, °
%

axes: are collinear with the normals to the faces of a regular dodecahedron,

(SeeFig. 1.3-1.) (‘Phis concept was developed in full detail in a Master's |

, thesis by!Gilmore’ _and is reviewed here’for completéness. ») This array .

-is unique in that complete symmetry is évidence; i.e, the ‘acute angle
o 8

2

“Qa} measured betweenany two axes defined by thedodecahedron normals "
G

is equai(63°26', 8"). The preferred orientation ofthese axes with ° »

‘respect to the orthogonal triadis’algo shownin Fig. 1.Brl.

Note that input axis pairs ave located in triadplanes (XZ, XY, YZ) and are

displaced by an angle a (3°43'2, 8") dbout eabh positive triad axis. For this”

configuration the relationship between angular rate or ‘specific force inputs -
cay

along the triad frame ‘and each of the respectiv&dodecahedron.axes A,B,C,

 

    

So

D; E, F, respectively is? ° ‘

¢ m=Hb. (4.3, 1):
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Here m_ is either ‘the rate:‘input, ,&, or the‘specific force input,wt, geen by

gyrOS.0F.accelerometers whiose®‘inputaxes lie.along respect ive’‘dodecahedron
Eyo “&

2 axes.
©

» a “ wt o * 4 Oo 4 ‘

~ , AS seen from the equation“each instrument provides a measure of© ae
nedundant data, For example, instrunients A, BS Ce7D”.e all:sénse a comnpon-

erty

ent ‘ofinput, along. the ‘xX triad®axis, Similarly dine’may algebyaivally ayant, \-

-ulate theequations,andobtain’ corresponding solutions for,equivalent inputs”
Ws

ine wf
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a wo i , : . “ : 2@) > : e , Ss ne 3Fig? 1.3-1 @xStrumentinput axes orientation relative to the .
ee ‘ arses ‘i 6 =» instrument. frame triadarid.the-dodé¢ahedron.
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” 2 O° ” . 8 °u g
o ’

al ng the triad axes‘based on the sensed instrument’ inputs. Fromanalysis °-
a

of the equation format one observes‘that a solution for equivalent X,Y,2 > °
O- a

 

z

“ki attainable from anythreeof the sixgyros or dccelerometers. &
p «, cop

Thus, «sumthing a means exists for determining thé failed sensors, an

equivalent triad solution for guidance and control utilizationis attainable : os

‘from any*three gyros and accelerometers, In. an arrangement employing ' .

°° duplex: redundancy on orthogonal: axes failure:‘of‘two gyros or accelerometers

on the same,ays is catastrophic:| . .
« ’ . ° 0 @o 8

The dodecahedron array ‘also provides‘self- contained failure
”

"detection aiid isolation capabilities. Failure’detection is not:limited toa °

._ catastrophic ‘failure; it includes’ a:meastire of inst£yment’performance me

 degredation, The mechanization, allowsisolation of any two gyro or accel-

° erometer.failuresand. the detection of a third failure. ‘In general, ° self-

contained failure detection arid isolationrequires some sort of majority o

voting orérror. coding scheme. Clearly ianorth® onal configuration ” \a

employing two gyros per triad axis asingté gyro. failure is detectable, It °* °°

is not possible, However, unless:the’environment is known ora catastrophic

failure occurs, to determine which of the two gyros or accelerometers. is:

functioning.‘correctly, -After.a performance type failure is detected, no

basis:for isolation is ‘available unless diagnostic’Sensing aids are also imple-’
o

mented (wheel speeddetector, scale factor current monitor, etc. de On.the
e

n

other hand, with the dodecahedron six-instrument conéept complete‘symmetry

‘ is achieved, For each instrument:‘set, gyros or accelerometers, none “of:

- the input axes are colinear, no three axes are coplanar, and: each axis is -

skewed with respect to the orthogonal reference. frame,, Isolation-is, there-

- fore,attainable.for-a-single;-“Or-even~dual;-failures—
= . Ou

In essence, the dodecahedronarray implementation allows ais ves

 

comprehensive redundantusage of six gyros and:accelerometers and their

associated control electronics, In absolute terms its ultimate,backup: cap-

ability exceeds that-of a nine- instrument orthogonal instrument configuration |

sinceit’ can tolerate any three gyro’ oraccelerometer failures and: still’yield

useful data,
db
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1.3.3 Data Processing

Equation 1.3.1 may be mahipulated to determine the triad solution

for every three-fold subset of instruments. Each of the twenty character- a

istic solutions for each possible instrument grouping is itemized in s

Gilmore's thesis. A statistical index for each solution may be obtained

considering the solution variance relative to the performance of'a single

instrument. We may view this index as a measureof the error- spread of -

the equivalent orthogonal instrument frame solutions relative to a triad

configuration using the same instruments. For normal distribution slightly

more than 95% of the measurement instrument error spread is included in

the one-o limits. Assuming identical limits for all instruments allows an

analysis of the geometric properties of the dodecahedron array solutions.,

Interestingly, the twenty instrument combinations maybe identified with

the four distinct total variance groups shown in Table 1, 3-1. ,

TABLE 1,3-1 THREE-INSTRUMENT
COMBINATION SOLUTIONVARIANCES
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7
Solution

‘ Instrument Group Variance Mean- Squared-
= : Errors

I~ | [1,207] 8.3507| 0.6907} 10, 8607

It 1.8207] 1.6507 |0,6907| 4, 1607
mr | [8.6207 3.6207 3.6207} 10, 860°

~ ' LIV |1,.3807|1.3807/1.3807] ©, 4, 150°

ABC&KED , x y z Qo

AEF&BEF : z ox "y ‘

CDE&CDF y z x
ABE&ABF x y z

oh . | CEF&DEF z x y .

( » . {ACD&BCD y z x
. | ACF |

ow . af ADE x hs y : 2

BCE ,

LES —  f  JacE) }
==) qd, ., {ADF) x y [ee ob9 , oP a BCF : y © .

“ BDE . :          
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Group I corresponds to those three-instrument combinations that exhibit the

most error propagationidue to geometric resolution. For example, in the

triad solution corresponding to gyros ABC or AED the Y-axis solution error

amplification corresponds(io-‘a variance of 8. 35 times that. of a single instru-

ment. In ‘CutitPast a skewed configuration obtained by rotating two orthogonal

triads apart by three 45° Euler angle rotations yields a corresponding worst- —

ease variance amplification of approximately 100.

The thesis also demonstrates that, relative to the geometric error

propogation characteristics, the symmetricaldodecahedron array yields,

an optimum statistical performance solution (cbsvariance matrix of 1/2021)

when all six instruments are used, Further, the performance index for all

combinations of five instruments is,‘still superior and four- instrument

combinations yield performance indexes that :are essentially equivalent to

that of an orthogonal triad solution,

a A generalized weighted least-squares bestéstimate solution for

the dodecahedron configuration is:

Tob= Glytayuty tm

  

vim (1.3, 2)

' The covariance matrix yw is:
0 \ >

[~ ’ cS . -

Ag oo 0
o2

1 Cy

Orme 9, 8 OO
@ ey .

0 o -. 9 oO - 02 a
3° 2

0 0 0. 4; 0 .0
“4,
oo 1

0 0 0 0 =F 0

>» 4 > 0

0 0 0 o o +4
: Go

L so 6 J

If all instruments are weighted with equal variance and the errors/are °

estatistically independent, (1.3, 2) reduces to:

fen
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Con, --m,) 8 (a) + (m, +m,) c(a)|

m
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y

(m, -m,) s(a) +(m, +m,) c(a)| ~ (1,3, 4)

Um, - m,) s (a) + (m, + m,) c(a)]
where

s(e) = sin(a) , e¢(a) = cos(a)

Similar equations'may be defined for the five-and four-gyro combinations,

They correspondin (1, 3. 2) to setting the variance associated with the

instrument not considered to ,

The corresponding solution forms are listed for triad rate solutions

in Tables 3.4 and 3.6 of the referenced thesis. Fora specificsystem the .

variance of each instrument may be defined from extensive component _

testing and,thus, individual instrument weighting as identified in (1. 3.2) is

possible. The application of such statistical weighting represents a trade-

off between mission performance requirements and computational complexity.

In some applications,.a simpler approach to solution processing may be

warranted,

It may be argued that statistical processing is superfluous if per-

formance is adequate when only three instruments are operative. (Note

that the mean- squared error for certain three-instrument combinations in

Table 1, 3-1 correspondsto 10. 860°, ) One could develop solutions using —

an arbitrary selection criterion when more than'three instruments are avail-

able. For example, in (1,3. 1),although all instruments are operative,we

_ could restrict the solution to reduced. processing by: considering only solu--.

| jtions associated with: ‘ ee

x = (m, +m,) + c (a)

y = (metm) gol 85)
z== (matm) > (a)

Similarly, if instrument D were"suspect! an equally.simple:

processing schemefor the x-solution could be used:

x = (ma” ™p) - s(a) ; (1.3.6)

As long as four instruments are available,the most lengthysolution involves

_ a single axis and is ‘of the form: 3”

x = =s(a) (m, + m, )pee(a) (1, 3. 7) :
°20"(a) » a AG



(For (1.3.7) instruments A or B, but not both,and C, E, and F could be
. if

performing satisfactorily, but only C, E, and F would be used.)
ay

Ultimately the selection of a solution algorithm represents ai trade-

off decision between the power (speed and memory) and "graceful deprada-

tion" capabilities of the multiprocessor computer and the mission perform-

‘ance requirements,

1.3.4 Failure Isolation and Detection

In the previous discussion methods for obtaining equivalent triad

solutions of frame rate or velocity were identified. Implicit in these

discussions was the assumption that a suitable technique can be defined

that allows detection ‘and failure isolation. Failure may be defined as

being catastrophic or a performance degradation malfunction; either may

invalidate the mission objective.

Catastrophic failures are usually detectable with simple detection

schemes; e.g., a spin-motor detector ina gyro, a Signal generator null

_ monitor, a AV monitor in free-fall, etc. Thus, for catastrophic failures

rapid failure isolation with a corresponding change in the processing

algorithm is readily mechanized, Even in powered flight, where previously

a catastrophic failure would have represented a safety hazard, the direct

filtering influence of the multiple-sensor processing configuration assures |

tolerable operations during the detection and processing-reorganization interval,

Performance degradation is not as simply evidenced or detected,

In some spacecraft applications external failure detection and isolation is

possible, Diagnostic procedures using on-board celestial sensors or ground--

' based tracking may allow detection and identification of the faulty instru- .

ment. For a variety of mission phases diagnostic procedures are impractical

and the needfor a self- contained failure detection and isolation capability is

apparent,

Self- contained failure isolation in a redundant-sensor implementation .

‘ig clearly evidenced-if one considers majority voting, e.g., three instru-

ments all along the same triadaxis, In the non-orthogonal array, however,

‘no two instrument outputs correspond, Thus, to achieve an output comparison

° for the hexad array, as in the case of the triad solution processing, a multi-

“sensor output comparison algorithm must be defined. Several techniques

were explored in,the referenced thesis, The direct approach that comes to

mind is simply to compute triad solutions using individual three instrument

combinations, effect solutioncomparisons, and then. use those that appear -

to agree, The direct application of this approach was shownto be unwieldy,
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but due tothe unique geometry this basic deterministic concept was refined

to yield a simple set of direct instrument comparison"parity equations",

Another more sophisticated technique would be to use the best estimate

solution b (Eq 1.3.2) of the instrumenttriad solution to estimate wkat the

respective instrument outputs should be. One may then compare instru-

ment outputestimate with its actual output and isolate an instrument?failure’

by the measureof its deviation from that estimate. -

The "parity" equation implementation is simply mechanized in a

computer and represents a minimal impact in both processing and memory

- requirements. ''Parity'’ equation refers to the identity equations listed in

Table 1, 3-2 (for derivation refer to T-472). These equations correspond to

geometric relationships uniquely satisfied by the multisensor array. The

| equations are mechanized on the basis of four instrument output comparisons

which should:yield a resultant zero output. For example, if a gyro configura-

tion is considered, the term A corresponds tothe accumulated Aég count in

some comparison interval of the instrument in the A position of the multi-

sensor array. For ideal instruments and no malfunctions all equations

would null, If we consider only a single failure, gyro A for example, we

note that equations 1 through 10 would not indicate correctly and equations

11 through 15 would. Thus, a failure of gyro A is detected and isolated by

a check of the parity equations. If a second instrumentfails, inspection of

the remaining equations (11 through 15) would allow another level of detection

and isolation.. If three instruments fail, none of the equations are satisfied —

and the failure .is detected; but self- contained isolation (except for catastrophic

' types) is no longer possible. ,

In practice, it would not be necessary to inspectall fifteen equations

at each parity test time. If one considers that no two failures will occur in

thesametest interval, the parity test can be reduced considerably.

The reference identifies a series of truth tables that allow single-failure

isolation in a sequential manner such that inspection of fewer equations at

any one test time is possible. If we consider monitoring equations 1,3,6, .

10,11, and 15, we can directly isolate a single failure and detect a dual :

failure. In Table 1, 3~ 3,. for example, we note that for each individual

instrumentfailure, a "go-no-go'' combination of parity equations (the 1"

indicates a non-zero result) result that is not duplicated by any otherfailure

or failure combination. Ifa dual failure occurs (i, e. no equation set matchea), |

one maythenresort tothe full equation set in Table 1,3-2, Once a single

’ failure occurs andis isolated, another group of the parity equations: may then

be used for further fault isolation. Other economies are also possible; e.g. ,
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TABLE 1, 3-2

. FAILURE DETECTION PARITY EQUATIONS

 

 

     

  

Ry

No. Instrument Equation|

1 ’ ABCD (A-B)e-(C#D)s=0_
2 |» ABCE.- (B+C)c-(A+tE)s=0
3 | ABCF (C=A)cet(B- F)s=0,
"4 '  “ABDE (D-A)ct+(B-E)s=0

5 ABDF (B+D)c-(A-F)s=0
6 ABEF (E-~F)c% (A+B)s=0
7 ACDE (D+E)c-(A-C)s=0

"8 _ ACDF ‘“(F-C)et(AtD)s=0-
9 | ACEF (A+ F)c-(CtE)s=0

io «|, ADEF (E-A)ct+(D-F)s=0
Pl _ BCDE (E-C)ct(D-B)s=0_ |,
12 " -BCDF (F+D)ct(B-C)s=0
13 [2== BCEF. (B-E)e+(C+F) s=0._
14 BDEF (B+ F)c#(D-E)s=0.
15 CDEF — (D»C)e+(E> F)s=0

= cos(a) = 2% 51/7 ~ 0.85065
7 8. 7 wy; |

= sin (a) = (2 V5) ~ 0.52574©
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by analysis of the si‘ins of the terms in the '"no- go’ ' parity equation’ test,

the number test e(fdations can even be further reduced.
C

TABLE 13-3

 

PRIMARY PARITY TEST - FAILURE DETECTION
 

 

Gyro Failure = ° Parity Equation “-

16 10 6 3° 1 1

A 0 1 1 1 1 0

ae: 0 oO 2,2 2.1

° Cc 1 °0 -0' 1 1: 1

D 1 1 0 0 1 1

, EB tor 4 0.0 +1

F "4 4°41 0 0     
Thus far the discussion has assumed anidealized instrument set.

Clearly, errors associated with instrument uncertainties require that the’

measure of satisfactory, parity equation test be defined by some tolerance...

The determination of thle tolerance is highly dependent on the instrument

error model and performance’ statistics, ‘The parity. tolerance and measure~

“ment-comparison must allow for random errors, possible. rampingperform-

ance deterioration, low-level jump shifts, and unacceptable short-term

performance tolerances.
iS)

_..The parity tolerance for low-lével ramping deterioration-or: jump

° shifts would best be achieved by a comparison after a long-term count

accumulation (here random error accumulations would tend to average dut)..

Unacceptable performance, i. e.a large SF orbias shift which is intolerable

evenfor short durations, can be detected using a muchwider tolerance but

with parity tests affected overshorter accumulation intervals, A specific

mechanization isdefinable only when the mission performance: requirements:

- , are known and an adequate instrument error modelis synthesized.

One interesting‘adaptive congideration in the parity equations is that.

for|single:instrument performance shifts it maybe possible to make an effective

measure of the change and correct for it, Thus, a measure of self- calibration is

- feasible and overall system reliability is further enhanced. Similarly, an.

instrument exhibiting low-level ramping tendencies which was previously

takenoff- line inthe equatign processing structure could ke reinstated to .s

provide satistactory short-term performance when.a catastrophic failure occurs,

thw
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' 1.3.5 Multisensor Mechdanization

"Having established a data processing and‘failure isolation scheme,

we may now integrate the multisensor contept within the framework ofa

system package and electronics mechanization, Thus far the defined,

symmetrical array of six: single-degree-of: freedom instruments is applicable

°* to either a gimballed platform ora ‘Btrapdown system mechanization, Al- —

though previous discussions implied computer usage for the data processing,

it,is equally possible to rhechanize a comparable analog scaling’‘and switching

‘system: that would reduce the gyro outputs. to signals. equivalent to the stable

-, member triad signals normally usedthrough the platform resolution system

and'fed to the torque motors. Although the instrument redundancy is re-

tained, the complexities in the. analog.computational scaling ane sizable;

. and if these elements’ are notto compromise systeni reliability, they*must

also be redundant. Similarly, the gimbal system seryo, resolver,, and

,Slipring mechanization all require Some redundanttreatment if a single fault ;

“is not to compromise the ‘entire ‘system, The attendant gimbal weight struc-:

ture penalty is likely to be overwhelming.‘In contrast, the“relative ease of -

adaptability to a strapdown configuration is apparent, Mechanical complexity”

and configuration constraints are minimal’and the size, weight and power :

“penalties do not increase out of proportion. With respect to’the additional

computer processing burden, the strapdown implementations represent

additional interface channels and a relatively small percentage increase in |

the memory capacity, Further, with the computer multiprocessor structure

‘presented in VolumeIl vf R-600, redundancy is inherently defined and thus

_ thefundamental reliability of the entire concept is. preserved, SO
o

‘Figure 1, 3- 2 illustrates the adaptation.of the six~ gyro configuration

‘toa strapdown system implementation. A similar block diagram is appli-

‘cable to the accelerometers,Note that a pulse- restrained torquing loop. is 3

identified and each single-degree- of- freedom instrument is configured with

its own thermal controller and torque loop.(thereby further, extending the.

redundant instrument mechanization), ‘

OA pulse- restrained torquing loop was selected as oppdésed tothe use

ofsingle-axis platforms. Relative advantages of reduced complexity, higher

reliability,and lower power and weight are cited. A performance advantagé

_is often attributed to‘the.single axis platforms, generally in the area of
8°

dynamic range’ -. However, the realizableperformanceof torque- tg~ balance

,instrunient controlloops(Section 1,2. 4) appears to more than adequately

satisfy the mission application requirements (Sectién 1,2 and Volume 1).
0 . we 8 ae = . 8
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2 ' po

ofS st
in a separate. input counter in thecomputer, If a-serial interface is defined

The incremental output of,each instrument arid controt lo stored|

- (as in the caseof the multiprocessor), the counters shown in the figure can .

assume the role of local accumulators with redundant serial interface pro-

visions for data transmissiow to the computer. (An alternate mechan"i}ation’.

could be defined using a redundant multipigged- time- shared pulse- restrained

_ torque-loop configuration’. ) Finally, to ‘achieve the overall system reliability ;

goals (redundant gyro wheel, ° suspension,.-etc.), power supplies must ‘be dé-

fined.° The relative reliability of these elements is Significantly greater than

that of the basic inertial instrument, Thus, more convéntional duplex. type

‘of,‘redundant implementations with: self- contained failuremonitor and switch-
9 eo o

ing provisions should suffice,

_ Thus far orientation constraints have been defined only for the ‘input,

axes of the inertial instruments.’ Withinthis basic. constraint:‘we are‘free.to ,

consider the instrument placement within a mounting configuration. Several .

“orientation choices are possible, Figure 1, 3-3 illustrates one inwhich,max- °

_ imum density packaging objectives are satisfied. . The instrument outlines SS

depictedcorrespond to the 16 PM PIP:Accelerometer and 18 IRIG gyro (Ref

p cChapter 3), both single-degree- of- freedom pulse- restrained instruments.

This layout would yield a,reasonably compact assembly using a conventional ‘

mounting frame design. The: mounting configuration shown allows identical

| "predlignment of- all’‘instruments, and the final input-axis orientation array ig

achieved by placing the instrument OA's'in an orthogonal mounting. configura-

tion. Notethat, since ‘the OA's areall orthogonal, the data processing triad | °

a solutions may be used directlyfor OAdynamiccorrections:(Ref.‘Section2.3.

and|2,4)without, requiring’ any additional geometric resolution, “In this 6 9

arrangement, however, four gyros are mounted such that all of their accel-

. eration sensitivities may be exhibited during thrusting. (Assume, for ;

example,‘that X corresponds to the thrust or g-vector; then instruments

A,B,C,ang DDall have relative specific force componentsalong IA and SA.,

° Consideration can also be given to ofienting the instrument.OA's ;

in a:“manner such that somepreferred orientations are definedthat -

minimizeor eliminate somieof the acceleration.sensitive term effects.

For mostspace applications, the. majority of the, missiontime is spent

‘ina.freesfall environment. Generally, accelerating flight phases are ©

of brief duration and, if the instrument perfornianceis within reasonable

. tolerances (see Séction:1.2.3), only minor performance advantages:are.

‘obtained witha special orientation. For these applications, packaging ;

efficiency will bethe dominant consideration. Forland navigation applica~

| tons. however, (transport aireratt missions ‘dependent upontthe °
fo.
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Fig. 1. 3-3 Hexad-array strap-down, configuration package.
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instrument tolerances) it.may'be desirableto align. the instrumentsto:

minimize the°gravity’‘influence on instrument drift.sensitivities, If,we

; econsider mounting OA in non-drthogonal planes (for example, those defined | ,

by the faces ofadodecahedron with the:TA's normal to the esky it is ¢

“possible ;to achieve: an instrument alignment:inwhich thefaseZeros are per- ,

pendicular’ to atriad frame axis (z) corresponding to thenovfiinal g-vector .

(Fig. 1.3°4.0 oe

1.“3:6 Relighitity Models .
o ° eo 4

a

cen A variety of reliability models for comparisons of the multisensor

réliability:statistiag were developed and’‘described in the reférenced:thesis.-

Talgenetly,se it waS shown ‘thata significant,reliability advantage is attainable , ;

over other ‘comparative redundant instrument ‘and system configurations,

‘Figure’ 1.8-5 illustrates these findings. .Normalized reliabilitytrend statis- .

» ties are plotted. They correspond to the useof identical instruments in

. differentredundant configurations. For example,reliability plots compare .

8“ thre’ triad systems mechanized so that continuedmission succéss is attained

by majority agreement, a similar. majority.agreement-Scheme using a single

system mechanization with three’:‘instruments on each triad axes):the multi-8

‘sensor configuration with parity votingallowing two failures, and the: multibe‘

“sensor array using a standby concept. ‘The standby concept assumes :‘only.

, five instruments are normally operative and when a‘failure‘tiis detected and°

isolated |the. remaining sixth unit, which wasima. standby (inoperative) status,

‘ is. activated. No data loss accurs during’the activatiotiit phaseeggince the other .

‘four good units are fully: operational, The newly activated:instrument simply — 3

__provides the fifth instrument. necessary.for.operation.with.-continiled.failure...

detection and isolation capabilities.
v

-The normalized abscissa used in theplotcorresponds to, the produgt |t
©

ofthe failurerate (a) of asingle instrument in the system and time of opera- ;

tion for each system, If identical instruments are used in each System, the-

reliability forthe same operational time is given by the projection of the,‘@ty

point ott the abscissa to the corresponding system’‘configuration curve, - ‘

Similarly, if the instrument, AX is 100 x 10°“6 failures per million hours, / es

0,2at corresponds'to 2000 hours ofsystem operation, ‘The basic hexad . |

_ array instrument configuration reliability is approximately 0. 9 forthis.period-

even when_all six instruments are assumed to be continuously operating, ‘This

y is significantly better thanany comparitive systemmechanization evenn though

they. uuse @lar err quantity of instruments. 2 te
4
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Fig.1 3-4 Componentalignment with spin axes normal toz axis. /
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14) Modular Instrument Configuration

Enhancementof maintainability design features has been cited in previous

. discussions as one of the potentials of the structure: mounted configuration, Inertial

instrument replacement for suspect performance or potential failure hazarda (in :

accordance with prediction criteria?) has been a continuous.problem in the Apollo

Guidance and Navigation System programs, Each replacement necessitates removal

of the Inertial Measurement Unit from the spacecraft. Rigid cleanliness and inspection

procedures (since the gimbal covers must be removed for instrument replacement)

are required and extensive subsystem recertification testing is c ynducted assure

that other hazards have not beeninduced and that a satisfactory replacement has

been achieved, Clearly the maintainability problem is a question of accessibility

of the inertial sensor packageand the instruments within the package andof final

design for maintainability,

. The strapdown system implementationremoves the obvious constraint of

» gross instrument inaccessibility by the elimination of the gimbal system structure,

Design for ease of access and instrument removalin a gimbal structure generally

“ conflicts with packaging density objectives and, as such, tends to be negated to
avoid substantial weight and volumepenalties, Structuresmounteddesign allows more

flexible consideration of packaging concepts that are consisient with modularity de- _

sign features typically employed in electronic assemblies, Modularity design ,

features are a necessary requirement. if comprehensive inertial subsystem in-flight

repair is to be yealized, Forthejneriixl-grade inatrument, however, modular in-

_ flight interchangeability represents an unrealizéd goal,

Unlike the electronic module, the nature of the inertial component and its

‘ application requirements necessitate precise mechanical alignment, thermal control,

and electronic design compatibility, In the strapdownconfiguration these precision

requirements are significantly more severe than a comparative gimbal system, Por

the same application,. superior alignment and torquing performance is an absolute

“pequirement (see Section 1,2,3), Thus, although strapdown «llows consideration of °

modular concepts, it also imposes more severe remuiyements onn\the module design,

Initial studies were conducted to develop modular desigi concepts for inertial

gyros.’ Thelayouts shownin Figs, 1,4-1 and 1;4-2 represent some of the concepts

that were reviewed, Thesefigureg illustrate a modular design centered aboutthe

18 IRIG MODB, a single-degree- of- freedom pulse- restrained gyro developed for

strapdown application (gee Chapter 3), Self-contained within the module are the gyro

pulse-+orquing electronics, tempereture controllers with thermoelectric control.

elements, suspension and quadrature adjustment components, digital- to-analog

‘conversion channels for direct signal-conditioning monitoring, and mechanical align-

ment adjuetinentProvisions, The:‘inclusionofthe torquing electronics and sugpension
o . S a ED
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°Fig. 1.4-2 Gyro module thermal strap-in mount:
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o camponents within the module adlaws a compatible electronic normalization of

. the inatrument for interchangeability. Normally adjusted parameters to

account for torquer peale factorand tuning, instrument transfer function,

etc, are thereby self- contained within the functional assembly The primaryelectronic: —

interfaces then reduce to power, clock, and output data lines whith are identical for,

all units, Inclusion of, the digital- analog conversion modyle implies seélf- contained

* monitoring and signal conditioning. The digital monitoring interface allows for onboard] /

ata management using the computer and facilitates test and maintenanae procedures, ©

Thethermal designshown (consistent with studies.deseritied in VolumeI;

Section 2, 2,7, and Appendix A) considered the useof thermoelectric materialsfor

the control elements, The studies have shown (hat the thermoelectric elements

‘exhibit a higher performance coefficient compared to conventional heaters, For

example, in a teat in which a 10° difference existed between the heat sink and the

desired inatrument temperaturethe thermoelectria device used one-third the pawer

of an equivalent conventional heater, The device is also.bidirectional, and. therefore

- allows heating or cooling depending upon the environment,

& Figure 1, 4-1 showé integral coolant passages within the gyro madule tied

directly to heat sinks that are attached to the instrument with thermal isolation and

gontrol provided by the thermoelectria modules, Figure 1,42 shawa the end-mount

- heat sinktied to a liquid cold plate (or system heatsink)via thermalstraps (heat-

‘pipes are shown since they ‘pepresent a potentiai-<hermal short circuit), The use-of,

separate temperature controllers for each instrument end was considered to correat

for aaymetric heat dissipation due to the large currents required by the gyro tarquer

_ at l-padian=per-aecond input rates. Torquer magnet improvements (Section,8, 8, 6D).

‘ should eliminate thia consideration, The overall thermal module design features in

hoth illustrations are compatible with syatem variable thermal resistance design

“eoncepta describedin Chapter 4, Section4,3, In total, -the thermal.mechanization

allows adaptability to a variable environment while maximiaing thermal control power

efficiency, ~

Finally, the module design illustrates a mechanical alignment conceptfor the _

BYTO, Note that the instrument alignment and thermal control function are essentially

‘separated.The instrument alignment adjustment is achieved byrotatingthe entire

gyro cradled between ita two end-support heat sinks, A flat and qonical seat is located

an'the base af one end auppart and a V graove on the other, They form a three-point

kinematic-mount, _Adjustinent ia achieved by rotating the fine screwa in the module

hase which advance ar retract the ballathat mate with the seata:onthe end supporta,”

" -Pifferential rotation of the twoscrews at one of the baseadjuat the gyro IA:About OA,

while adjyatmentof the sarew. on the V-grooveand adjuatethe gyro 1A aboutBRA,
o ie



The module illustrations represent afirst-cut conceptual design, Aa such,
considerable’ improvementa are realizable, and other design approachesshould be

reviewed, They do, however, serve to illustrate manyof the design.considerations
that are eadential, to the attainment of modular- Inertial instrumentin- flight, inter- >
changeability, :
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1,5° StrapdownSystem~Spasecratt Testing

Apollo’experience has shown that for an extended period of ‘time prior to

, Vehicle launch thé, inertial subsystems‘inatalled:in the spacecraft, _ During this:

" period the system is used in combinedspacecraft-syatems integration teating, It

ig in this phase of operations. in which the spacecraft is earth-fixed thata ~°— “2

gimballed inertial subaystem's (ty) orientationflexibility is advantageous, For .

example, in the spacecraft atackedconfiguration IMU gimbal‘rotationsmay‘be

commanded sothat aodelerometer and the corresponding gimbal angledengor out~

*“puts ‘provide siimuli for functional spacecraftaystem teats (thrust vactox and

‘reaction control ayatem phasing and scaling), ° Further, this gimbal orientation “

" flexibility:allows the stable thember to be rotated oO that inertial components may —

_be oriented with ‘respect to the earth-rate vector andlocal vertical, Thug, ‘the

‘Inertial instrument parameters (bias, acdeleration sensitive hiaa, atc; ) may be

monitored” duringthe extended apacecraft buildup and pre “Jaunch phases and a

* high degree of performance confidence is assured prior to launch, In contrast,

the same measure of confidence with ourrent!? strapdown ayetem.configuration -

-goncepts aan only‘He achieved by removal of the sensor package and subsequent

-laboratory festing. This single factor can represent a serious constrainten

6 “spaceoratt operations, Procedural syatem removal and test impliesthat the.

apacearalt inatallation ia suchthat the package ia. readily accessable’and easily,

“removed, |“Rxtremely durable electrical and coolant interconnection interfaces

axe algo required tq. withatand the hagards of periodic package removal andteat,

One obvioua aolution to this: constraint is ta mount the atrapdown package

an anavigati yhase that incorporates a provision for rotationof the packagein the

spacecraft, ie... “puiethe packageona-gimbal"',.Thisdoésnot imply thata. :

multiaxis gimbal structure, which would nullify all of the advantages”cited for the °

atrapdown syatem, is required, ASatisfagtory solution. may:‘he achieved with A.

‘ single-degreeoffreedomgimbal that is manually ariented todetent positions an,

- at mast, driven to desired poritions by: a stepper motor, The multisensor . 2

: configuration, by, virtue of the non-orthoganal instrument orientations, ia readily

adaptable toa high cenfidenceinstrument test with onlya single degree of °
rotational.freedom, Further, its aelf=contained comparative aapabilities coupled,

withhon-orthagonallity with|regpect, ta the earth rate and local vertical vectors

assures a, considerablelevel of instrument performance confidencewithout'any =

rotational teatfreedom, _ Hone were to conaider implementing a single test gimbes |

only, limited motion would he’ required and aliprings, ete, would not he needed, ©

Om miaaion operationa thegimbal would he loaked and not affect the syatem reliability,

7
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Amore sophisticated approach which combines the radiationsensor ayatem

and the®inertial aensora waa‘ponceptually jnvestigated ad part of the Advanced Control|



- Guidance, and Navigation study, | ‘Thecinstrument is,‘fachematically illustratedin
Big. ol. Sr, The radiation sensora and concepts are’‘fully described in Vol, It °
of the study report,-Briefly, the radiation sensor configuration depictsa dual-line=
_.of*sight automatis photomeiric dextant that hagfour’‘degrees of freedom and -
allows maximum spherical,aoverage; |The sensor assembly incorporates

* photometers andstar:trackerg and utilizes a/vidicon for functional: astronaut©
monitoring, .

“With regard9 the inertial subsyStem, the mechanization shows the inertial-
-instruments fiountedon‘the ‘outer he!pAiaphere, |- Tnthis’ atudy,a triad ofthree ;
216 PMPIRIA and three 18 MOD B TRAQ!s were:‘used, ‘The hemisphere, which is
also ‘the outer:motion,isolation gimbal of the radiation sensor package, gonstitutes |
the equivaleiit of thesnavigational base between the aptical and inertial: references.
Both sendar aystemscan“be thought of as operating sooperatively for mutual
measurement back-upand calibration,

In the caseof theinertial sensors; their ¢alibpation can beaanfeved by
uaing the radiation sensor,system to orient and precisely define: the inatrumerit
axes, via,the rotation of the outer gimbal and its sensorreadouts, Theinertial.

- Instrument,alignmentsWere selected inthe conceptual medalsuchthat the instrument.
JA triad waaconfigured about the axis of rotation of the outer gimbal, The IA's are

| orthogonalbutthe gimbal axia is set ao thatit is angularlyequidistant fram each.
axis, (approximately 54°), With this orientation, if we conaider the genaor

“ package installed onthe-side'ofthe vehicle with he outer.rotatsonal axia eaneytially
‘perpendicular to local vertical, a sériea of rotations may be defined.that arient°
« Inatrument axes with respect to. earth rate and local vertical,’ |The use oftthis:
set af orientations.enablesan accuratedetermination of‘each inatrumert's parameters,

eats1598 ia &deaign layout of the‘combinedgenson aasembly dnwhich”
° tweet the inertial. ingtruments are shown, Rleatrical.intercotineationsare made
usinga flexible ‘cableassembly, Inertial instrument aqcesa int this cage walld”
+be.attained hy.pamoval of the aover,or caver plates on the assembly, This section | |
‘at the inatrument asaembly ia within’the apasecratt‘compartment,

And
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2° ATTITUDEALGORITHM AND INSTRUMENT MODELDEVELOPMENT

-2.1/ “Introduction
This chapter stsummarizes analysis studies conducted to, providea foundation

- for stpapdown systemdevelopment and, in Addition, as direct support for the three 6

axis test evaluation programadescribediin Chapter IV. Specifically, thedevelopment

of suitable computational attitude algorithms, instrumentdynamic, error models‘and*

dynamic models of the combinedpulse-restrained-instrument control loop were «

" s undertaken, ..

In thearea of attitude algorithms, the quaternion and direction: cosine matrix.

wag‘studied, Emphasis was placed.onthe developmentof whole-numberalgorithms: ~

"suitableforimplementation’in’‘general-purpose computer. Whole~nurober.algcrithms

“were clearly:more compatible with the multisprocessor Soneepts, developed wader

the computerstudyportion(Val, I) oftheoverall Advanced CGEN program,

Rurther, theymaybe flexibly adapted in available small~general-purpose computer,

-Birst and‘thirdrorder‘quaternion ahd direction’ cosine algorithms were developed — .

“and comparitive erroranalysis forconstant slew rates andconinginputs’were.

e~efornqulateds”“Algorithmparametersthatwere,evaluated aret computationalupdate -

rates, data quantization, and word length. Thesestudiesare desoribedin section

| aeof this chapter; the. relative advantages of each algorithm’are also. discussed:

oh.gencral, ‘the: analyis studiés showed that a third-order algonithra operatingat.

“moderate.update rates. would satisty all anticipated system1requirements,For.

‘example,‘ina‘contig environment of 1/2° amplitudeat 4cps, a ‘34-bit third-order .

algoxithm operating at 100 coniputer,Update per second with a.‘gyre quantization.of |.

@ are seconds would result‘in‘better than one mera attitude drift performance. ~

Qo

5.

Sections 2.3 and 2, 4 formulate simplitied equations of motion deseribingthe

‘“gingle-degree-of-freedom, gyroscope and pendulous acgelerometer,: Theequation

_ devglopment,is oriented’towards defining andproviding:anunderstandingef seme —

ofthe. major.single-degred4of=freedom instrument errorsourcesencountered ine

Ag -full dynamic environment,of the strapdown appiication,  



The gyro dynamic errors are tien numerically evaluated for vepresentative
environment and test inputs using the design parameters of the 18 TRIG (Chapter I).

A separate derivation of the output-axis coupling error equation that accounts for

the radial motion freedom of the gyro in a magnetigally suspended™floated —

instrument is also included, ‘This treatment shows the frequency response characters.

isties of the output axis coupling equation.

Combined gyro~-pulse+torque “to “balance model and simulations are

describedin section 2.5, ‘These studies and simulations served to Llustrate the
dynamic interplay of the control-loop and gyro parameters, The simulations for ©

example, clearly demonstrated that the gyro Moat response imitations cause the

ternary-torqueto-balance control-loop to issue pulse bursts in lieu of regularly

spaced torquing pulses for constant input rates. The pulse bursting takes place

because only a small percentage of asingle torque pulse's flnal-value float motion

occursin a control-loop sampling period, This phenomenon was subsequently

corroborated during instrument testing. These findings stimulated further

investigations of sontrol development.techniques to eliminate pulse-bursting and

minimize float hang-off. Development of an improved torquing loop with a new

_ approach to loop dynamic compensation is described in section 2°6, Analog

simulations Dlustrating the potentialimprovements for various test inputs are

included,
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4.2 Transformation AlgorithmStudy

Nhe term "algorithm! is defined by Webster’!he"‘a ule of procedure fur

solving a recurrent mathematical problem" » Atransformationalgorithm represents

a Pecurrent mathematical form with whieh data can be transformed from one coordinute

frame to another,

Sincethe [deal trangformation equation would involve trigonometric terms and

would, in general, hot only be a funetion of angular veloatty but ulgo the derivatives ©

of angular velocity over a sampling time interval, certain approximations are required ~

to Lmplement the transformation algorithm,

Formulation of an algorithm for use in general purpose digitul coniputers lifters

considerably from an algorithm for use in a DDA (Digital Differential Analyzer), Both

approaches have been investigated, however, for this atudy, Compatibility with the

general purpase digitaltcomputer multiprocessor concept “is developed tn detail,

The performance attained is then compared with that obtained using a flrsteorder DDA

mechanization, The DDA is eapable of very high data-processing rates but ts limited

by hardware complexity when algorithms of higher than first-order are considered,

The DDA attempts to reduee rectangular integration errors by the ugeof high processing

rates, The practical limit of this approach ta the sampling speed with whieh meaningful

incremental angles can be extracted from the gyro loop, The digital computer is more

compatible with higher-order algorithm approximations whieh ean be updated at a muen

slower repetition rate, In higher«order algoritums, the Integration errors are smoothed

between updates by using both past and current gyro-output information,

ror comparison purposes a first-order DDA algorithm tuechanization program

has been reviewed for use on the Honeywell DDP~516 computer, ‘Types of DDA

mechanization of the first-order direction cosine algorithm have been considered,

Bumsgtead and Vander Velde proposed an alternating-order serial~updating method

reversing the order éach update time, ‘This reduces errors assoclated with both

limiteeyele and constant+rate inputs when compared to a straight serial updating, Tlession

presents a serial=parallel mechanization requiring three sample times for a complete

update in whieh sets of direction cosine elements are updated each sampling time,

Broxmeyer 1Bhas shown a grouping algorithm mechanization to reduee the error in the

off-diagonal elements, A summary of the types of DDA mechanizations suggested for

the fipst-order direction cosine matrix is presented by Ball, (

The information which follows is concerned with the development of

higher-order whole-number algorithm expansions and is extracted from MeKern8)

ull details and derivations are ineluded in this reference which was prepared as

Master's thesis conducted under the auspices of this program,
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Several trangformation methods have been investigated, such as Huler°

anples, vector transformations and Cayley-Kleln parameters, Only the

tireation eogine matrix and the quaternion offer transformations that are

vompletely desemibable at all possible orientations and have linear

differential equations that enable higher order éxpansion development,

The quaterdion transformation and the dipectlon=cosine mate are

discussed in this text, The quaternion and its assoclated algebra is discussed

later in some explanatory detail sinee it is rarely referred to in current Htera-

ture, (See Appendix A.) It does, however, offer some interesting advantaged for

strapdown attitude algorithm applications,

A) Quaternion of Transformations

‘The quatermnion of transformation represents the rotation of the bedy

frame with respect to thd inertial frame, Visualize a rotation of the body

frame about the lnertial frame degoribed by some angle a about the rotation=

alaxig i. ‘Then a unit qWaternion degeribing this rotation ig defined aa:

q* cosa /2 + Th sina/2 (2,2, 4)

The conjugate whith éorresponds to the apposite rotation can be

represented as! |

qe * cosa /2~ Ta sina/2 (2,2, 2)

Notice by the unit quaternion definition above a constraint has been imposed

such that the gealar squared plus the vectormagnitude squared is equal

to one, A similarity transformation using the quaternion 6an now be formed

which will describe an arbitrary vector being tranaformed from the body

frame into the inertial frame as!

vis qv? q” (2.2.3)

4 _b
where Vv is an arbitrary vector in the inertial frame and vo is the aame

vector represented in the body frame, The rate of change of the quater-

nion ls defined by:

b
4 e 45) Ye 1/2qo0- * qn (2,2,4)

au4



where has the auaternton fori

(0 +o.by

The aylor-sevies expansion for the. suateralon ie}

)alt + Ab) = git) # q(t) At # ey ALAt salty AbAe (2.2.6)
where oo pe
a = an dos (q+ ag) = qi +n); (BO)

‘a2 qd+ hA+2en +A) (2,2, 7)

The information available from the gyro-loop outputs over a At interval
can also be expressed as! bok At ° (2.2.8)

(At) # S, w (7) dt

Hoos ] de (2,2,6)

 

0 (ay «ff * 4 fu dy + at Crty ea ty) ES
and by axanling Ww i 7) as a Taylor series:

The Mrat-, second, and third-order quaternion algorithm expansion

ean be expressed in terma of the present ineremental gyro inputs (@At) and

the last gyro output @* (At) as: |

q(t + At) = q(t) U(t, At) . (2,2, 10)

where for:

- FirstOrder Expansion.
 

 

 

Ut, At) = (149) (2,9, 41)

Second Order Expansion

ie ; E i 4 t 4ui, at) e[ieg eh @ DH (2.2.12)
ThirdOrder Expangion

(2 218)

120-48 Bite Hea
Ul, Ate LH eG Degg +» gas Xa)

(2,2, 13)
The incremental velocity transformation can be made using the simila-

rity trandformation ag:

avi = ay? + andy AVP 4 95 x (5 x AT») (2.2.14)



B) ss Direction Cosines
Slintiar expansions dan be wiltten for the direction cosine.matrix, The

differential équation of the direction-cosine matrix is:

Git) = e(tyn | (2,2, 48)

where C(t) 8 the direstion easine mateix dnd © is the anti-edymmetric matrix

representation ofthe angular velocityveotor iti the body frame, ott!

0 Mwylt) tury)”

a = tu) wuglt) (2.2.40)

“uy, (t) | Hurse(t) 0  
TS propagate the direction-dosine matrix over some interval,an expansion is

found of the form:

C(t + At) = C(t) M(t, At) (3,9,17)

> Where M(t,At) ia & matrix which represerta the incremental attitude information

obtained from the gyro loops, Knowledge of the M(t,At) matrix would permit

the recursive calculation of the current value of C(t) represented as C(t+ At)

The Taylor series expangion of C(t) can be shown as:

‘ a .2 YY’ 3 ° mt |

Cit + At) = Gt) + C(K)At +Gi)Sb + C(t) Abb, (2,2,18)

where:

C= Gn (2.2.19)
c+ c[a" + a] (2,2,20)
Go» ofp? +a + om +] (2,9,291)

Again by using the gyro-loop output information over two adjacent intervals the

required matrix M(t, At) can now be formed as:

Oth-Order Expansion

C(t + At) = C(t)M gy (t, at) (2,2,22)

246



where, |

M(t, At)is the unity matrix,

Hixst.Order lixpansios’

 

 

 

lt bsAt)bs ot) ME, At) 43,9024)

; where, |

mit, At)[t+ @ At]s (2.2.24)

Sevond Order Hxpanvion . a

eles at) = ctl, at ' (812.25)
cad aad _ _

ii ae 4 j \ 4 4 « a . tg y 9 0 . - : - ;
Moi(t At) = M(t, At) + 5 | O40y (05 +07) OO, (2,226)

Oxy yy -(02 + 02)
Third OrderBxpansion te :

cle + At) = lt)Me, sty (2.2.27)

w(t, At) = MET+ At) +
~ 7 vata ea ah ea ak eae o®; 0 20°04 + 9,05 Oy 20 + 003- Oy5

AL 5 26 > * .

ry -20 0, + 004 « 0504 0 > 20°06, + 007 ay

2 2 * 9 b .20°6,, + 0,05 60% “20°0,. 6aby”Oyo 0

(2,2,28).
’ These expandiong are then evaluated for various types of dynamic inputs,

2.2.2 Algorithin Evaluation,
A coriparison of both the direction-cosine matrix and quaternion algo-

rithms through the first three orders of expansion is made for a theoretical

coning motion, A similar evaluation is made for constant three-axis slewing

and the constfaint conditions associated with each transformation are evaluated,

Ail evaluations are made over a single iteration time, The coning environment
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is generated by applying equal gine and cosine input) to twoof the\wlgorithni

axes endmonitoritig the coning error which ig shown about the third axis.

“pgure 29+“i shows a normalized respoiiseof all three orders of algorithm —
exparisior fo & coping input, It was found that both the quaternion and direc- ~*

tion- cosine transformations yield identical results to coning halfamplitudes

of 6 degrees ot less, the first and second-order algorithms shown agree well

With computer simulations made by Otter,|(19) the third-order curvewas doli~

firmedby computer simitlations conducted on this progrants.: Both curves were

‘developed analytloally frori bagic coning= geometry considerations:: The large

inprovement in didft errot shown in the third-orderexpansionds directly due

to the use of both past and present incremental gyro outputs in the algorithm.

The point {At = 0.5 represents the Umit in the ability of any algorithm to recog-

nize coning (l.e., at least two samples for each cycle Gt 4 sinusoidal {riput are —

required for any recogtiition of the actual input by the algorithm), —

. Figure 2,2+2 shows the equivalent information wherethe cone half-angie

is assumed to be oné degree, In this figurethe coning frequency is plotted

against the computer update speed, Lines of equivalent constant-algorithm ;

drift are shown to relate the required computer~tipdate.rate tor varioud conlng

input frequencies. :

Table 2, 2 1 showsthe drift’errors for corstant slewing’rates over 4

single ‘iteration timefor the first-, second-, and third-order directién~copine

algorithms, It also shows the magnitude of the errors which catbe expected

from the degradation of the six orthogonality constraints, Table 2,2-2 shows

similar‘results using the quaternion. The quaternion has only a unit-length

constraint, Comparing both tables, the quaternion performance is superior to

the direction- cosine matedx in all orders, For example, the third-order quater~

nion slew exroris one-aixteerith that of the direction cosine third-order slew

error, A comparison of computer timing requirements ig shown in Table 2, 2-3

using aétual programs mechanized for use on the Honeywell 616 test~system

computer (ref, Chapter 4), ‘These programs represent each algorithm

mechanized in double-precision using two fifteen-bit words (a twenty-nine~-bit

word length with a sign bit), The AVtransformations are also assumed to |

require double-precision calculations, In actual practice, the AV -tr‘ansformation-

update rate requirements may be less than that of the attitude algorithm update

transformation. As such, the velocity update could be run in parallel withthe

attitude transformation or interleaved with attitude updates

Figure 2,2-3 shows the effects of gyro-loop quantization and the compu~

ter word length upon the performanceof boththe firat~ and third-order algorithm

to a coning input.
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ALGORITHM TIMING AND MEMORY REQUIREMENTS

 

 

 

 

 

COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
ALGORITHM RELATIVE COMPLEXITY MEMORY (WORNS) ACTUAL UPDATE

PROGRAM] DATA TIME (usec)
DIRECTION COSINE MATRIX
FIRST ORDER 36A +36MPY +72LS 207 46 544
SECOND ORDER 54A+78MPY+156LS | 402 54 985
THIRD ORDER 78A+114MPY +216LS 519 63 1292
AV TRANSFORMATION 18A + 18MPY +39LS 100 7 271
QUATERNION S
FIRST ORDER 24A +24MPY+4815 148 23 392
SECOND ORDER —_| 30A+31MPY +621S 180 25 466
THIRD ORDER 45A +52MPY+98LS 273 31 704
AV TRANSFORMATION 57A+45MPY +75LS 267 31 693     

 

A= ADDS
MPY = MULTIPLYS
LS = LOAD AND STORES
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2.2.3 Summary

The results of this study demonstrate that a third-order algorithm opera

‘ting at low processing rates in a general-purpose computer yields drift-error

performance that is cornparable with extremely high DDA processing rates using

a first-order algorithm. For example, from Fig, 2. 2-2 it is seen that one-meru

performance is attained at a ten-cycle-per-second coning frequency with a first-

order algorithm operating at a processing rate of 10,000 updates per second.

The equivalent performance for a third-order algorithm requires a processing

rate of 500 updates per second. Similarly, for constant slew rates up to 0.3

radian per second, the equation in Table 2, 2-1 can be used to show that the third-

order direction-cosine algorithm operating at 100 updates per second yields better

performance than its cerresponding first-order algorithm at 10, 000 updates per

second. The constraint degradation errors of the third-order algorithm are also

reduced in two ways. Smaller errors are propagated during each update interval.

Fewer updates are required for the same general performance and therefore,

for the same operational period, fewer errors are introduced, Finally, the

general purpose computer allowsflexibility in programming algorithm selection

in accordance with mission requirements.

The comparison of transformation methods using the quaternion or the

direction-cosine matrix shows no overwhelming advantage for either transfor-

mation, The quaternion of transformation, however, has a single-length con-

straint to normalize rather than the complete reorthogonalization of the direc-

tion-cosine matrix, The normalization of unit length in the quaternion can be

. accomplished on the Honeywell DDP-516 computer (double-precision) in 192 micro-

seconds. The orthogonalization of the direction-cosine matrix is more involved

and care must be taken in determining the order of the orthogonality corrections,

No clear choice of orthogonalization equations was found in this study, for the

method used should be modeled to the mission requirements. The third-order

quaternion transformation constant slew errors were less than the direction

cosine matrix. The coning frequency response of both algorithms are essentially

identical. The processing time found using a Honeywell DDP-516 computer is

nearly equivalent assuming both attitude and AV transformations are required at

each update time. The quaternion attitude algorithm has useful testing advantage

since the actual attitude is visualized by an inspection of the four quaternion ele-

ments. In dynamic testing,if real-time comparisons were desired, four elements

must be read out of the computer at each comparison time as compared to a

possible minimum of six direction-cosine matrix elements. Thus, the output

processing required while the algorithmoperation continues is reduced.
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2.3 Single-Degree-of- Freedom Gyro Dynamics

The purpose of this section is to provide a background treatment of dynamic

errors associated with the single-degree-of-freedom (SDI") floated-inertial gyro-

scope, ‘The various dynamic errors are then evaluated for representative inputs.

Special treatment is given to the output axis coupling functions so that its frequency

response characteristics will be clearly evidenced. A numerical error summary

using 18 IRIG gyroscope parameters is also included,

2.38,1 General Byuations

The principle of operation of the gyroscope is formulated in terms of

angular momentum. Equations describing the motion of the gyroscope are

defined in both case (C) and gimbal element (f-float) coordinate frame, A

pictorial schematic illustrating the float case frame is shown in Fig. 2. 3-1,

The applied torque mi expressed in the float coordinate frameis:

, gf—f _ dH,M = (F—); (2.3.1)

where:

Hy = float angular momentum in the float coordinate frame (Upper

subscripts correspond to reference coordinate frames; lower sub-

scripts indicate the frame with respect to which an operation vector

is defined.)

It is convenient to express the rate of change of angular momentum in terms

of the equation of Coriolis:

=f
—f{ dH —f oof
M = (a~ e + Wi, XH (2.3.2)

where:

Wie = the angular rate of the float with respect to inertial space.

The angular momentum of the gyro may ba expressed in terms of

its spinning element (Hs” the wheel) and its non-spinning gimbal structure

(i,.).

wf wef wf a wf J arf
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where: W
SA Mga

Wie = [ra » Mi = |My

Wo Moa

H a

Bet }o] . MylWe L= [Oo ty 0
0 0 0 ly

(The operator p is introduced for the derivative expression,)

The float axes are defined as the spin (SA), input (IA), and output

(OA), and are selected to correspond to the principal axes of inertia, I.

The case axes are defined as spin reference (SRA), input reference (IRA),

and output reference (ORA),

The angular rate of the float may be defined in terms of the case

inertial rates (Wee) and the relative rates between the float and the case

(Wepe

a-f . [of =e ,sf |
Wir = [Rt | Wie t Wor (2.3.4)

where:

Wsra Aga
we Ok wi P
Wie = [Wirral + Wee Ara

WoraA Aoa

[Re] is a transform matrix that relates the case rates in the case

coordinate frame to corresponding rates in the float coordinate

frame. (Brackets or a bar below a letter will be used to denote a

matrix representation. )

Torques are generally applied to the float with respect to the case

by suspension forces and fluid damping. The corresponding torque equation

is:

~f _ | =f —f a —f
M = [c] we, [«] Aas + Mt2+ Ming (2.3.5)

f f+ M, + M,
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Where C is the float damping, K represents the suspension and other

elastic spring restraints, M' represents anisoelastic torques, and Ming

represents the command or control torques from the instrument torque

generator. ui and My, are acceleration sensitive and the bias (acceleration

sensitive) torques respectively. For the remaining sections they are

omitted since thay are not dynamic error sources in the sense of these

derivations.

¥,3.2 Simplifted SDF Gyro Equation of Motion:

As a starting point it is desirable to develop the equations of motion

of the float for a simplified gyro representation. The simplifying

assumptions are:

1. All internal rotations of the float within the case are about OA;

no other relative rotations exist. Thus, the C and F frames are

aligned when the gyro is ata null. (The float OA and case ORA’

axes are coincident.)

2. There ate no spring restraints about OA, ie: no signal generator,

flex lead, suspension, or torquer elastic restraints.

3. There is no bearing friction between the float and case or

between the wheei and float.

4, The wheel mount is perfectly rigid within the float, ie; there

is no compliance, and the gimbal structure is perfectly rigid.

We may develop the float equations directly from (2.3.3):

Mga = Iga Won + Con ~ Tyg) Won Wry) +H

Miq = Lia Wra + “ga - Toa) Won Won + Wog Hy (2.3.6)

Moa = loa Won + fra 7 Iga) Wa Won - Wry Hy

The pertinent angular inputs to the SDF gyro are the inertial rates

that are applied to the case. In the strapdown application the torque

generator, Ming: about the ORA is used as a measure of the angular rate

applied about the case input reference axic, Wira’ Equation (2.3.4) may

be used to relate the case rates to the float rates.

Using the simplifying assumptions allows one to define Rt and Wie

in terms of the angle and angular rate between the case ORAand float OA

axes. :
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R, = |- sing cosd OO (2.3.7)

0 0 1

0

wi. = jo (2.3.8)
cf a

6

where: @ =Aoa

Substituting (2.3.7) and (2.3.8) into (2.3.4) yields:

Wea = Wora cos 0 + Wing sing

Wra = Wipa 0089 - Wopay Sind (2.3.9)

Woa * Wora * 8

Substituting (2.3.9) into (2.3.6) and then using a small angle

approximation gives: “s

(Note that Wra = Wina cos@- Wira 4 sing - Wopa sin@g - Wopa 9 cos 0)

Mga = Iga (Wopam 9 9 Wong + Wing 9 + Wing 9)

+ lon * La) Wor, + 9) Wing ~ Wopy 9) + BH,
(2.3.10)

+ (Igq - Toa) (Wora +@) (Wona +Wina 6) +H, (Wora + @)

Moa * Joa Wora * ® + Ura - Iga) (Wing - Wopa 9) (Wong t Wir 9)

These equations represent the torques on the float MgA? Mia? MoA in
e;

terms of input rates about the case axes, Wira? Wsra? WorA .
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A further idealization of the gyro (not listed in the original set

of assumptions) would have been to consider Toa = Tra = Toa: Clearly

this would have eliminated the corresponding anisoinertia terms in each

of the three equations.

The output axis equation is of majorinterest andits characteristics

will now be reviewed.

2,3.3 Output Axis Equations

The output axis torques derived from (2.3.5) using the same

assumptions as in the previous section are:

=-CM oA 8 t Ming + M y (2.3.11)
OA “OA

The anisoelastic torque may be formulated by relaxing the previous section's

assumption that the wheel suspension was perfectly stiff and that a finite

compliance (k) of the wheel within the float exists. A linear acceleration

a of the gyroscope would then produce a corresponding gyroscopic torque.

For example, the force resulting from the acceleration of the wheel mass

(m) produces a deflection of the wheel CG along all three float axes:
Te,cm

Los
~f

d =kPF

where: “ ag

F=m By (2.3.12)

a

The resultant M2 sensitive torqueis:

M2 =@xXF = kFXP (2.3.13)

The wheel compliances are represented in matrix notation:

k k kss sr so
k = |kig kay ko (2.3.14)

Kos Kor oo
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“Bach element kKan is defined such that the subscript m denotes the

deflection direction and the subscript n denotes the direction of the force.

Evaluation of (2.3.13) using the compliance matrix for the float output
as

axis torque yields: v~~

= m2 . _. 2 _. 2 sa E

MOA ~ 7 [4s ay (Keg

~

Ky)

~

ag |" ar Kor

~

8G 87 kKyQ

+ a6 ag ks] | (2.3.18)

Adding (2.3.15) to (2.3.11) and equating the torque equation to the output

axis equation of (2.3.10) results in the total output axis dynamic equations.

(The second order terms in 92 are omitted, note that the terms 9 and Aoa :

are usedvinterchangeably in these equations. )

a"A0a Ao
‘oA G2 SOAEE A= He Winn * Mag 7 He Worn Aaa ~ Joa Worn

2 2
+ (Ign ~ Ta) [Wira Wsra * Wir~ WoraAo]

2 : - 2 . 2 2 0

+m [es ay Kgg- ky) - ag kKyg tay Key

k (2.3.16)- 86 87 Kg * 29 Ag Kso| |

where: i ) = the moment of inertia of the float about each of its

principal axes (SA, IO, OA).

QO uOA the viscous damping coefficient of the float about OA

u the spin angular momentum of the wheel

> uiOA the angle about OA (6), of the float with respect to

the case 0

Ww ) = the angular velocity of the gyro case about each ofits

respective reference axes (SRA, IRA, ORA).

the linear acceleration of the gyro along float axes

(S, I, O). ”

k = the compliance of the wheel withinithe float along the

mth axis due to force along the nth axis.
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5 The terms on the left correspond‘to, the-float rotationaldynamic :

response. oThe first and second terms on the right correspondto the —

desired input rate and measurement control torque. The remaining terms

on the right side represent measurement error sources corresponding .

to: :
= a

H.s VoraOA - axis crosscoupling ;

IgA WorA 7 output axis coupling

Osa~ Tra) Wie Wora + 3] - anisoinertia’

“2 _ oo, as
m” |ag a, (kg “w ee - anisoelastic

(Torques arising from float’mass unbalance, etc., that result in ©

acceleration sensitive torques are not considered in this dynamic analysis;
at

they are discussed.in Chapter 3.) The most simplified representation of

the gyroscopic behavior corresponds to equating the restraining: torque

Ming
‘(a steady-state, constarit-rate solution is inferred).

8

to the input axis case rate and neglecting float rotational dynamics

M,. =H,WH é (2.3.17)="TG IRA °

A linearized analysis may beapplied tothe.output axis equation described ”

in (2.3.16) so that soldtions £for 6 can bedeveloped independently for each .

input and error source termon the right hand side of the equation. The

total 6 solution is then the sum of all individual solutions. o It represents .

the float rate that would be measured and quantized_asaninput to a

strapdown attitude algorithm. Dependent upon theattitude’performance’ ~

desired it may be necessary to dynamically correct for these error terms,

To provide some:aosightinto the, character of each error source, time

ts dependent solutions for various rate and. acceleration conditions (steps, ramps, :

and sinusoids) expressed in terms ofan equivalent input error rate are

outlined in the following subsections.’ The equivalent input rate isdefined as:

ye, ‘= OA § (2.3.18)

253.4 Error Sources

“A) Basic Input Response 3

To.provide a base line consider the gyro responseequation: |

-6+¢OA oa 8? =Hg Wira (2.3.19).I
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The output float rate response may then be defined for each of the

following input rates, when the initial float conditions are:

t=0, 6=0, 6=0 (2.3.20)

1) Wipa = Wy UL, tt)

a step of rate att =0

 

 

. H -
6=wi [i-e tir | (2.3.21)

OA
I

where tT =A
OA

2) Wira = Wy Ulg tt),

a ramp of rate att =0

. H - .
6=wyet- [tir ee t/r. 1) | (2.3.22)

OA .

3) Wira = W, sin ut

If wr <<1 then cos wr * 1 and

 

y ~ He -t/r
6-Wre [ sin (wt - y) +r we

OA

H -
=Wia [sin wt+rw(e tir _ cos wt) |

OA

where: =tan™! (Tw) (2.3.23)

(The 18 IRIG Mod B time constant equals 450 usec. )

Equations (2.3.21) through (2.3.23) demonstrate that the float

dynamics introduce measurement errors in the form of an exponential

transient in the case of step and ramp input. For an oscillatory input both

an exponential-transient and phase lag is introduced.
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B) Output AxisCoupling

This error term is principally introduced by the inertia of the float

output axis. Physicallywe may view this effect as the tendencyof the float

to remain at rest when the case is accelerated about the output axis. (A

more comprehensive treatment of output axis coupling that evidences the

interaction of the float input and output axis dynamics ig presented in

Section 2. 3.5).

The applicable gyro response equationis:

Ion 9 +Cogn 9 = ~Iog Worn (2.3.24)

The float response expressed as an equivalent input rate error, Wp: is

presented for each of the following rate functions applied at t = 0 about the

case output axis when the initial conditions are:

t=0, 6=0, 6 =0 (2.3.25)

1) Wora = Wo U_, (t), a step rate at t =0

-W
- O -t/rWp = =Coa & (2.3.26)

where: T =ToalCon

2) Wora = % U-g (t)s a ramp of increasing rate applied at

t =0 and constant slope, Qy-

Qa
= -o _ t/tWy = H In, (Le ) (2.3.27)

3) WorA = Wo sin wt, a sinusoid applied att =0©, for (wr)? << 1

W .

x _O -t/r_ “ae | ,
Wy HF loa [we w (cos wt wb) (2.3.28)

s

where: = tan’! tr a)

If rw<<l

w,, *w, ae [wet!7 - woos wt | (2.3.29)
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Equations (2.3.26) through (2.3.29) demonstrate that the output~axis

errors introduce

for a step~rate input a decaying exponential rate

transient error,

for a steady-state constant.angular acceleration a

constant rate error, and

for a sinusoidal input a quadrature error that is

proportional to the frequency of oscillation

of the applied sinusoid input and a decaying

exponential rate transient error.

C) Anisoinertia Error

As indicated previously the anisoinertia terms arise from the

difference in the inertia of the float spin and input axes. To simplify our
. 2 2 . .

analysis the (Igy - Tra) (Wira - Wora) 6 term will be neglected(é is

controlled to be small, less than 10 sec).

The applicable gyro response equation is:

I,@+eOA (2.3.30)oa ® = Usa ~ Tra) Wira Wora

The float response expressed as an equivalent input rate error, Wp

is presented for each of the following rate functions applied at t = 0 with

the inertial float conditions t = 0, 6 = 0, ard 6=0.

1) Wira = Wr U_ 1 (t), Wora = Ws UL, (t), step inputs about each axis

att =0

The combined input corresponds to a step whose magnitude is Wy Ws and the

equivalent input rate error is:

 

(I -I,,) W, W= SA ‘tA’ “rs [ _ oct ]
Wp H. l-e (2.3.31)

2) Wira = Wy sin w t, Wora = We sin ®t +z), sinusoids about each

axis applied at t = 0.

Trigonometric identities may be used to express the product of the two

sinusoids as:

sinwt sin(wt +z) = [cosz - cos (2 ot +2) (2.3.32)
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_ W, Wg (Iga - La) [

 

-t ~t
Wy = TH (l-e I") cosa te I” cos (z~ W) - cos (2 wt +2 - y)|

-1 toawhere: W=tan (2 wr), T= (2.3.33)
Coa

D) Anisoelasticity

As derived previously the anisoelastic terms arise from the

compliance of the wheel within the float. Resultant error torques arise

when components of acceleration are seen along the float input axes.

The applicable gyro response equation is:

I., @+C 6 =m [ag ay tk - ky) - atk
OA OA 8S “I Ss Il s IS

2 .tar Ker” 8G ay Kia t 8g 8g Ks| (2.3.34)

The float response expressed as an equivalent input rate error, Wp is

presented for a three axis acceleration step and sinusoid. These forcing

functions are applied at t = 0 with initial float conditions of 6=6 =0.

as
1) a= ay UL, (t), a three axis step of acceleration

89

Wp "8 [ ag ay (Kyo Ky) ag Kyg + ay Kgy AG ay KG

. “tr
tag ag ks | [1 e (2.3.35)

ag Sin wt

2) a= ay sin (wt + z) , a Sinusoidal input of the same frequency

a6 sin (wt + A)

but phase displaced applied along each float axis. (The time averaged error

term is tabulated below. The complete transient response is quite lengthy.)

2
W —_— m 2 a
D* 3H [ ag ay (egg - Ky) cos - ag Ky tay k

SI

- ag ay Kio cos (z= A) + AG ag Kgaicos r] (2.3.36)
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E) Coning

This error does not correspond to one of the dynamic error

sources derived in the previous sections. It is included here for com-

pleteness and is evidenced when one considers simultaneous phase-dis-

placed oscillatory rates about the float output and spin axes. The erroris

a kinematic drift rectification which results from the geometric

characteristics of a single-degree-of-freedom gyroscope. This error

source is particularly significant if one considers a strapdown platform

subjected to angular vibrations. (Coningis discussed in detail in MIT/IL

report E-1399, August 1963.)

Consider a vibratory input of the form:

Woa =A woos wt

Wea = BwWeos (wt + 6) (2.3.37)

where: A and B are the respective magnitudes and wcorresponds to the

oscillatory rate expressed in radians/sec. The resultant kinematic

rectification corresponds to:

_ AB wsin6g
Wwe (2.3.38)
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2.3.5 Output Axis Coupling
 

This section develops a more comprehensive treatment of output

axis coupling so that a better understanding of the output axis transient

response is afforded. We may formulate the desired analysis by considering

(2.3.5) and (2.3.6)and relaxing the restriction that rotation exists only about

OA.

To allow a manageable analysis we will, however, simplify the

equations by assuming that anisoinertia and cross-coupling effects are

) = 0. (Compliance
OA

torques will also be neglected.) These approximations linearize the equations

negligible, i.e. |A| is small and (Ig, - Iya) = Ug, - 1

and decouple the SRA equation, leaving the output axis term intact.

The removal of the float rotational restriction allows us to formulate

the float input and output axis rates in terms of the inertial rates applied to

the case and the relative motion of the float with respect to the case,

1a “ira t Ara

Won Worat4oa

utWwW

(2.3.39)

It also allows us to formulate the input axis torque equation in terms

of the suspension radial spring constant (Kya) and damping (Cry):

CL, A (2.3.40)Mi, = A” Cra Ata1a Kya A

Equating (2.3.5) and (2.3.6), accounting for the linearizing assumptions

and substituting (2.3.39) and (2.3.40) as required yields (The transform

operator p is introduced asthe differential operator.):

2 _
(Ir, P+ Cra P+ Kp) Ayy = H(Wopn t+PAGa)- La P Wipa

(2.3.41A)

(I H(WIRA )-1+ pA +M
2 ;

oaP + CogPiAga, * 1a) IoaPWorat Mig
(2.3.41B)

Solving for Ara (2.3.41A), substituting the solution in (2.3.41B), and clearing

fractional notation results in the output axis equation:

22 _ 2) ge(Pra Poa t+H"p Aca = H(Cyap +Ki,)Wipa - Io,Pra + H")p Wopa

(2.3.42)
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where:

_ 2
Pin = (pap + Crap t+ Kia)

2
Poa = “oaP + CoaP)

The output axis transfer function response to an input about ORA is then

given by:

-(I., P., +H?)

 

An, = —G& lé pW (2.3.43)
OA ( P..P + HH 2 ORA

1a Poa HP’)

Substituting the values for Pia and Poa yields:

1. (Inpp? + Crap + Ky.) + HAA. = -[L OAT IAP TAP SIA Ww
OA 2 2 ORA

[pap + Crap + Kya)IgaP + Coa) + H“p

(2.3.44)

The next stage in the analysis is to selectively simplify the equation

so that the significant dynamics may be visualized. If we divide the

numerator and denominator by Craloa :

 

‘dia 2 Kin 7?
Gop tpt ee tye

= 1A TA OA WIA (2.3.45)
Aga “PI K C 9

(e p?+ p+ cia)(p +724) +a PIA IA OA oA 1A
I

Since the7 < < 1 (for the 18 IRIG MOD B I, is 436 gm-cm* and
1A

Cra >> Con = 500, 000 dyne-cm- sec), the p- terms may be neglected. We

may further simplify the equation by noting that:

 

 

C K 2
7s >> a > i i : (2.3.46)
OA IA OAMIA

2 (staThat is, manipulating (2.3.45) after removing the p ( C )terms
IA

and using the relationships in (2.3.46) allows one to neglect the BloaCra

in the denominator of (2.3.45). This last simplification yields the
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following form:

  

2H
- pt a (: + te)

Aon 8. J loa Kia
WwW ” ( +a ) ( +@Q ) (2.3.47)

ORA PY @INPT 2%

where:

_ Bia — Coa
71 * EG %9 * JIA OA

For the 18 IRIG MOD B:

7 1/a, ~ 10sec

T * l/ ay ~ 450usec

H7/1..K., ~ 0.2
OA VIA ™ ~°"

The frequency respanse of the output axis function is obtained by

substituting p = 27Jf into eq. 2.3,47. The magnitude of the resultant

function is shown in Fig. 2.3-2. Note that at extreme low frequencies

the response magnitude includes an effective output axis inertia term"

(Ion + H?/K,,). For all higher frequency ranges only the float inertia,

Toa? influences the response.

2.3.6 Numerical Error Analysis
 

A numerical error analysis of the Apollo 18 IRIG gyroscope errors for

various dynamic environment conditions was constructed. The results of

this analysis are provided in Tables 2.3-1 through 2.3-5.

The Apollo 18 IRIG is a single- degree- of-freedom torqued-to- null

gyroscope. Its basic parameters are:

 

H, = 1,51x10° (gm- cm”) /sec

Con = 5,02 x 10° dyne-cm/rad/sec
T = 450 usec

He
0.296

Coa
= 2

low = 225 gm-cm
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In addition, the compliance drift rate has been|experimentally

determined to be on the order of 0.8 meru/g’,

Suggested Dynamic Environment Inputs:

1, Angular Rates:

Maximum maneuvering rate - 7 rad/sec

Normal maneuvering rate - a rad/sec

Residual rate - 10°° rad/sec

Angular Acceleration:

. 1 2
Maximum - 75 rad/sec

Normal - aa rad/sec”

Linear Acceleration:

Boost - 4g

Maneuver - lg

Oscillatory Environment:

Body bending -(thrust) - limit cycle - 1/10 degree P-P

frequency 2 Hz

Slosh effect -(thrust) - limit cycle - 1 degree P-P

frequency 1/2 Hz

Basic autopilot deadzone - limit cycle - 1 degree P-P

frequency - 1/20 Hz

These rates represent an educated guess to the Apollo dynamic

environment,
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TABLE 2.3-1

SUMMARY OF DRIFT ERROR FORMULAE

 

TORQUE
 

 

 

 

 

  

FORM - REQUIRES INPUT EQUIVALENT DRIFT RATE (w,) ERROR

aw Angular @
, ORA ; O t/7 =OA Couplin -I —{ : Acceleration} w = a@,U_,(t) -aw 1., (l-e%') dt 7t=IOA/COApang OA —dt About OA ORA~ °O™-2 Hs “OA

Angular w = Const = w wwe (le, - Ly, )
(IgAT UA) “ma “sRA Rates about IRA I Is SATA *

* IRA & SRA Yona = Const = We 5

Anisoinertia *
é tt it :: =A“ra sin of AB (Ig, ~ I,,) cos &

Yop, = B sin (ut + &) S

2 2 Trans- m2 2 2

- - ; = —_— -} - *mfLagayl keg Ky] -kyg a5 ationalwtionl >ent H, '@s%1 “gs Kqy) Kygag + kgyay

Anisoelasticity + k a” -k -k, a, a, t+ Ke, a, ag]nisoelasticity st *t ~ky92921* Kgg2925] IO “O "l sO ~O °S

m2
ag =a sin ot Hy [ab {Kog- kay) cos § +ac kg, cos »

" a; =b sin (ut + &) 5 9 .
~a' kyg + b’ kg, - be ky, cos (E Ad]

a_=c sin (wt +r)
O -

Sinusoidal DA = A w sin wt
Conins -------- Vibration ABu sin £

oning * about OA & =B +8) 2Z
SA Wo, = Bw cos (wt +E     

“Steady State Solution.
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TABLE 2.3-2
OA COUPLING - NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF EQUIVALENT DRIFT RATE

 

‘ANGULAR ACCELERATION
 (op)
 

 

 

INPUT TYPE ‘MAGNITUDE. (Meru)

MAXIMUM _ ‘\ CONSTANT + ™4 2.05 x 10°
me . sec .

\. 1 rad * : 2 |:

7° Ch, oO ° ‘ . See- :

ow ef e
my : 5 ee”

    
Constant Angular Acceleration Duration ~ 4 sec max.
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TABLE 2.3-3

CONING - NUMERICAL EVALUATION OFEQUIVALENT DRIFT RATE

 

 

 

 

 

 

INPUT

(p)
SOURCE INPUT MAGNITUDE (meru)

Body Bending Sinusoidal Limit cycle

(Thrust) f = 2HZ +0.05 Degree 65

Slosh Effect Sinusoidal Limit cycle

(Thrust) f= 1/2 HZ + 1/2 Degree 7630

Basic Autopilot Sinusoidal Limit Cycle

DEADZONE 163
f= 1/20 HZ + 1/2 Degree      



TABLE 2. 3-4

ANISOINERTIA - NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF EQUIVALENT DRIFT RATE

 

L
E
-
S

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

RATE - BOTH AXES

SOURCE° INPUT MAGNITUDE *p)
(Rad/Sec) MERU

Maneuvering (Maximum) Constant 107! 6.14

_| Maneuvering (Normal) Constant 107° 6.14 x 1072

Residual Constant 107° 6.14 x 108

Body Bending Sinusoidal _ 3.66 x 107
1.095 x 10-7

f= 2HZ .

Slosh Effect Sinusoidal -9 2.28 X 10}
- 1/2Hz 2.73 x 10

Basic Autopilot Sinusoidal 5.48 X 107° -
2.28 x10?Dead Zone f= 1/20HZ ,
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TABLE 2.3-5

ANISOELASTICITY - NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF EQUIVALENT DRIFT RATE

 

 

 

 

  

ACCELERATION (p)

SOURCE INPUT MAGNITUDE (meru)
g

Boost - (Maximum) Constant 4g 1.28 X 10+

Boost {Linear Accel- Constant

eration and RMS and 5 .66g (RSS) 2.56x 10!
Vibration) Sinusoidal

Maneuvering (Maximum) Constant lg 8.0 x10     



2.4 Pendulous Accelerometer Dynamics ina Rotating Frame

The differential equations describing the dynamics of a single-degree-of-

freedom pendulum ina rotating system may be derived in the same manner as

those of the gyro. The dynamic equation is formulated here for background pur-

poses. Error analysis for representative inputs is not included sinceit is

essentially the same as the gyro analysis in the previous section.

2.4.1 General Equations

The principle of operation is formulated in terms of angular momen-

tum and the equations describing the motion of the pendulum are defined in

both case (c) and float (f) coordinate frames. The applied torque mi, ex-

pressed in the float coordinate frameis:

(2.4.1)

 

where a is the float angular momentum in the float coordinate frame.

The rate of change of angular momentum is expressed in termsof the

Coriolis equation.

at
dt

f
f

+ W, xii +a, xP (2.4.2)mi, = | .

 

where

Wir is the angular rate of the float with respect to inertial space, i.e.:

PA
—f  _

Wie Wia

Woa

pt is the float pendulosity (mass m displaced by a length 1 along

the pendulous axis) i.e.:
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The angular momentum of the float (no spin angular momentum)is

ae iwi
if

where

yn 0 0

I= 0 La 0 (2.4.3)

0 0 loa,

The float axes are defined as pendulous (PA), input (IA), and output axes

(OA) and correspond to the principal axes of inertia, I. The case axes are

defined as pulse reference (PRA), input reference (IRA), and output refer-

ence (ORA).

The angular rate and acceleration of the float may be defined in

terms of the case inertial rates (We) and acceleration (ay) and the relative

rates between the float and the case Wie . (It is assumed that no relative

acceleration between the case and float exists. )

wi Ri} we + wi
if c ic cf

(2.4.4)

P
h

r
h

"

r
e b=
)

Q
O

h
h

L
o

=
I
0
°

where:

Apa
af a

Wore = Ara

Aon

f
Ro is the transform matrix that relates the case coordinate frame to

the corresponding float coordinate axes. (Brackets or a bar below the letter

is used for matrix representations.)

Torques are generally applied to the float with respect to the case

by suspension forces and fluid damping,

_— —f af
M = -C Wop - KAge + Mtg (2.4.5)
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where

= the damping coefficient matrix,

the suspension and other elastic restraints,

2
Ix

lo

Ni

TG = the command or control torques from the instrument

torque generator.

2.4.2 Simplified SDF’ Pendulous Accelerometer Equation

As in the case of the gyro, the equation development may be sim-

plified by assumingthat:

1, Ail internal rotations of the float within the case are about OA;

no other relative rotations exist.

2. There are no spring restraints about OA.

3. There is no bearing friction between the float and case.

4. The float structure is perfectly rigid.

Using these assumptions allows one to define RE and Wee .

cos @ sing 0

Rh = |-sindg cos @ 0

0 0 1

(2.4.6)

0

at
Wor = 0

6

where

0 = Aga

Using (2.4.6) in (2.4.4) and substituting the results in (2.4.2) yields an

outnut axis equation of the form

Moa = Toa (Wora * 6) * (lpg - Ip) (Wipa- Wppa 9 (WopatWipa ©

- P(arpa- 2ppa 9) (2.4.7)

The output axis torques derived from (2.4.5) are
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Equating (2.4.8) and (2.4.7) and dropping the e2 term (@ is small) yields

the SDF pendulous accelerometer output axis equation.

Ton 9 + Cog ® = Papa + Mpg - Pappa ® - log Wora

2 2
(Ip, - Tyg) [wma “pra *(Wiga- Wpra) 6|

(2.4.9)
where

I ) = moment of inertia of the float about each of its principal

axes (PA, IA and OA)

Cc = the viscous damping coefficient about OA

= the float pendulosity (m1)

a) = the linear acceleration of the PIP along its respective

axes (PRA, IRA, ORA)

W = the angular velocity of cage

8 = the angle about OA of tLe float with respect to the case.

The terms on the left correspond to the float rotational dynamic response.

The first two terms on the right correspond to the desired PIP input axis

acceleration response and the measurement control torque. The remaining

terms represent the dynamic measurement error sources:

P apra 9 - axis cross coupling

Lon Wora - output axis coupling

2- + _ 1 © anten: ;
Ina La) [ira Wora (Wina Wrra) 6) anisoinertia

(Other terms could have been introduced had one considered additional

misalignments of the float about the input and pendulous axes. They have

been omitted so that a simple representation could be developed that would

clearly evidence the nature of the error source terms. )

The output axis coupling term is basic to the nature of the device

and cannot be eliminated by design. The axis cross-coupling error can be

minimized by torquing control loop design. Similar other misalignment

errors may be minimized by suspension and system alignment procedures.
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Because of the method of location of the pendulous mass on the

float of the 16 PM PIP its anisoinertia coeficient (a - Iba) is equal to

approximately one gm-cm?. Thus an anisoinertia error does.exist. For

example, a constant rate of 1/3 radian per second about IRA and PRA

would result in an indicated error of 0.11 cm/sec”, This error does not

appear to be significant for an Apollo type mission (reasonably low level

angular body modes are assumed). However, in a long burn application

(Nerva engine) body bending type angular rate inputs could introduce

significant anisoinertia error effects. It would be desirable therefore to

consider design of a 16 PM PIP pendulous float that minimizes the (I, ~I
A pa):
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Gyro Pulse-Torque Model and Simulation

2.5.1 Summary

A dynamic digital program for simulation of gyro and control loop was

 

developed. The 18 IRIG gyro and the ternary torque-to-balance parameters were

used and actual hardware test conditions were duplicated. Thus, the simulation

model allowed investigation of the dynamic character of the gyro and control

loop. As such it provided means for a better understanding of the test results.

The simulation also allows analysis of parameter variation influences for control

loop optimization studies.

The most significant simulation result was the prediction of gyro control-

loop-pulse-bursting operation during torque-to-balance rate testing (Section 3.3).

The simulations clearly demonstrate that gyro float response limitations cause

the ternary torque-to-balance loop to issue pulse bursts in lieu of regularly

spacedtorquing pulses. For example, for an ideal instrument and control loop

subjected to an input rate equal to 20%of the torquing loop~gyro scaled input

rate capability one would expect a pulse pattern of one pulse on and fouroff.

The simulation showed that the gyro float lags dominate the dynamic operation

and, for a 20% input, a three-on twelve-off pulse pattern resulted at a simulated

9.6 ke sampling (interrogation) rate.

The characteristic grouping of on-and-off torquing pulses was termed

pulse-bursting. The average rate measurement over a long period is not

affected by pulse bursting; however, it does represent an error source fora

high-frequency DDA or whole-number algorithm mechanization. Since the

maintenance of the attitude matrix is time dependent and non-commutative,

pulse-bursting from all three gyros will result in attitude: matrix errors.

In other words, at the 20% rate input the pulse-bursting phenomenon

represents an effective quantization that is three times larger than the

pulse scale factor. Because of these findings development of control-loop

techniques to eliminate pulse-bursting and minimize float hang-off (i.e., reduce

cross-coupling errors} was initiated. Progress on this developmenteffort

is reported in Section 2.6.! For the gyro, increasing the damping-

to-inertia ratio of the float output axis would have the most effect in reducing

pulse-bursting. Discussion of the simulation program and some of the output

plots which provide a more detailed appreciation for the dynamics of operation

follow.

2.5.2 Loop Model

The digital simulation was mechanized in the MIT MAC language

(similarto FORTRAN) for use on the Honeywell 1800 and IBM 360 computer
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facility. Fig. 2.5-1A shows a simplified block diagram of the ternary torquing

loop and gyro. The basic operational principle is to sample the single-degree-

of-freedom gyro's output-axis motion as indicated by its signal generator (SG)

and generate a torquing pulse commandto the gyro torquer (TG) to return the

float to its null position. The operation is called ternary since the indicated

motion must exceed some preset level (threshold) before a torquing pulse is

issued. Similarly,the polarity of the torquing pulse is dependent upon the sense

of the motion, Thus, three torque~command states are evidenced: no torque,

plus torque, or minus torque.

The torque commands in the actual hardware are mechanized such that

they are fixed in magnitude and width. Thus, each pulse represents a quantized

command (A®) of gyro output-axis motion ( or an equivalent measure of input-

axis motion). For a constant input rate about the gyro float input axis the ter-

nary control loop would respond with an output torquing pulse train to keep the

float output axis at null. The average rate of the pulses would correspond to the

input rate. (A detailed description of the torquing-loop electronics configuration

is presented in Section 4.5.) The major parameters in the simulation of the

torquing loop electronics are: the sampling rates {interrogation rate), the

threshold level, the data-processing delay, and the pulse-generator torquing

pulse width and magnitude. Interrogation rates of 3200-pps and 9600-pps were

investigated. (The SG has a 9600-cps suppressed carrier output, and synchro-

nous sampling at the peak of the carrier frequency is employed in the electronics. )

Similarly, the pulse width of the torquing pulse was nominally set to correspond

to 3/4 of an interrogation sampling period (i.e. 78 microseconds for 9600-pps

interrogation rate), The threshold level is nominally set to correspond to the

Ae increment command of a torquing pulse. This assured that the control

loop would not mode (unstable operation resulting from a single torque pulse

being capable of driving the float through the threshold and causing opposite

polarity torquing pulse).

The gyro model was developed by considering the torques acting on the

float. Fig. 2.5-1B illustrates the major torques affecting the output axis.

(Mass unbalance, anisoelastic and anisoinertia sources were not considered

as they would unduly complicate the simulation and shedlittle light on the

dynamic interaction of the gyro and the control loop.) To properly simulate

the gyro dynamics both output- and input-axis equations were mechanized. The

equations are listed in in Fig. 2.5-2 (MAC language coding). The pertinent

gyro parameters are also tabulated. Note that the second-order derivative of

input angle motion in the second equation was omitted. The ratio of input axis
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J
inertia to damping (A) is so much smaller than all other equation coefficients

IA
(i.e.. 0.2% of HI) that its omission resulted in a negligible error. Further

numerical solution of the second term would necessitate multiplying by the

inverse ratio (Cyl Sra is approximately 2x108) resulting in solution instabilities,

A simplified closed-loop program flow diagram is shown in Fig. 2.5-3.

2.5.3 Closed-Loop Response

The gyro float response to a single torque pulse provided a good deal of

insight into the lagged response of closed-loop operation at different sampling

rates. As shown in Fig. 2.5-4, only a small percentage of the total

float motion to a single fixed-magnitud= torquing pulse occursin the first

sampling period. For example, at a 9600-pps interrogation rate the float has

only begun to move when the torque pulse is turned off and has gone 11%of its

commanded travel when the next torque-loop interrogation sample takes place.

At the 3200-pps interrogation rate approximately 34% of the travel has occurred

by the time the next sample is made,

Clearly at 9600-pps closed-loop operation an Wa angular rate about the

gyro input axis that is in excess of 11% of the torque-loop, full-on, rate-scaling

capability will result in some form of multiple torque pulsing. For example,

consider an initial condition in which a steady-state Wra was such that the float

travel in a sampling period was slightly in excess of 11%. Thus, at

sampling time (assumethe float crosses over the torquing threshold exactly

at a control-loop sampling point) a restraining torque-commandpulse is issued.

The float operates such that the steady-state input and the pulse command are

summed, Thus, at the next sampling interval the float is still outside the

threshold and another torque pulse is commanded. (The return travel due to

the first torque pulse is only11% while the travel due to the steady-state input is

in excess of 11%.) The operational effect over these two sampling periods has

been to command two A@ increments in response to an input slightly in

excess of A@, For the next few sampling periods the float response to the

two successive torque pulses dominate and no further output pulses will

occur. Then, dependent upon the threshold cross-over relationship with the

sampler,another pulse burst may occur, Thus, the average indicated rate

is correct but a pattern of pulse on-and-off bursts may occur.

If the maximum-input-angular-rate capability of the torque loop:were set

at full-on operation (continuous pulsing) to 15°/sec, bursting would probably

start to occur at somewhat less than1.65°/sec and 5. 1°/sec (accounting for

additional delays in the control loop) with 9600-pps and 3200-pps interrogation

rates respectively. During18 IRIG unit #411 testing at 9600-pps with this
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Fig. 2.5-3 Gyroscope loop simulator program.
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nominal rate scaling, bursting was evidenced at about 1. 3°/ sec, Fig. 2.5-5

demonstrates a simulation plot of closed-loop operation at a 10K-pps sampling

rate with an input angular rate equal to 20% (3°/sec) of the scaled loop capabi-

lity. The upper curve showsthe indicated float input rate relative to the actual

input rate. The middle curve shows the torque state with respect to time. Note

the steady-state three-pulse-on, twelve-off sampling-period bursting pattern.

The lower curve shows the float angle with respect to the torquing threshold,

Note the float excursion beyond threshold and its subsequent return after

the issuance of three command-torque pulses.

In general, this simulation has provided a valuable tool for the investi-

gation of various gyroscope parameters and torque-loop parameters on closed-

loop dynamic operation. For example, Fig. 2.5-6 presents the closed-loop

response for a 20% input rate with an increase of the output-axis damping

coefficient from 502,000 to 875,000 dyn-cm-sec. Note that in this case a 2-on,

8off pattern results. Similarly,the single-pulse response shownin Fig.

2.5-4 for this increased damping shows a superior response.
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2. 6 Improvements; in Pulse-Rebalanced Instruments
 

2.6.1 Introduction

(20)

'moding" problem of the delta-modulated,

The closing words of Weiner's
!

strapdown survey are a recommenda-

tion that someone should solve the

or pulse-rebalanced, inertial instrument. Over the last decade considerable

study has been directed toward this end and although analytical tools such as

describing functions have been improved, only Hayum'2!) seems to have

formulated a sound basis for synthesizing compensation. His scheme was
(22)however described "as an afterthought and apparently was never developed

further. Ina master's thesis supported by this contract, Lory'??) presents

an analysis which places noise filtering and moding compensation in proper

context and develops techniques for synthesizing simple compensation net-

works (e.g., for the 18 IRIG MOD B). The following descriptive material

presents a condensation of the major findings of this thesis. Although the

workis applicable to gyroscopes or accelerometers and to ternary or binary

interrogate logic, this discussion is specialized to the ternary-torqued gyroscope.

The greatest stumbling block in the design of pulse-rebalance loops is

the failure to consider carefully what may legitimately be called an ideal sys-

tem. For instance, the choice of pulse rebalancing along with quantized, im-

pulsive communication of the output to a digital computer implies that a nonlinear

element having jump discontinuities is a necessary and desirable component of

the system. Therefore, attempts to "eliminate’! the nonlinearity by quasi-linear

analysis (describing functions) obscures the ideal solution. Furthermore, with-

out some standard of comparison and an organized approach, one searches for

a filter that simultaneously shapes the signal, rejects the noise, and stabilizes

the loop. The confused intermingling of specifications precludes successful

solution,

2.6.2 The Ideal System

A) System Specification

If we assume, as a Specification, that an integrating gyroscope and a

periodically-sampled, constant-area pulse-rebalance loop must be used, the

simple system shown in Fig. 2.6-1.is a useful idealization, Thatis, it serves

as a standard of comparison for the evaluation and optimization of the actual

system, The ideal has no float time constant, no torquer-current rise time,
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no noise filter, and, indeed, no noise. Its interrogator and switch (modeled

by the step discontinuity, sample, and zero-order hold) have a symmetric, one-

step-wide deadband without hysteresis. The deadband is assumed as a system-

level specification forbidding a null-innout limit cycle. For convenience and

without loss of generality, the input and output havebeen normalized and the

loop gain has been associated with the integration.

Now consider the differently arranged but equivalent system of

Fig. 2.6-2, By superposition, the integration of the sum of the input and feed-

back have been replaced by the sum of their integrals. The result is one we

could have adopted initially, for we now have an ideal one-step-at-a-time

quantizer. But the combination of these is not yet an ideal system. The quanti-

zer acts only on its current input at sample time. Thus, we would better

represent the signal in each period if we quantize its value as predicted in the

middle of the period. This we can do in our conception of the ideal linear sys-

tem, and therefore we use the system of Fig. 2.6-3.

B) Modeling the Real System

The selection of a suitable model for the actual system need not be overly

sophisticated. Error terms such as output- and spin-axis cross-coupling,

anisoinertia and anisoelastic torques, while sources of error, are not of

sufficient magnitude to alter the dominant dynamics described by a linearized,

single-axis model of the instrument. It is sufficient, at the start, therefore,

to take the view that the purpose of the instrument is to measure all other

torques about the input axis by proper application of rebalancing torque. Thus

the familiar model for a delta-modulated inertial instrument shown in

Fig, 2.6-4 will serve, A noise input is assumed, as well as a filter, H(s),

for the design of which we must derive some strategy.

C) The Strategy of Solution

Becauseof its linearity, the model of the actual system can be divided

in two, as shown in Fig. 2,6-5, one branch having the torquing commands as

the input, the other having all other inputs. The outputs of these two branches

add to form the input to the nonlinear interrogate logic. The key innovation

necessary is to recognize that, although cascade compensation of the loop 1s

impractical at the input and undesired at the output (for then it would have to

appear in both branches), parallel compensation can be applied from the torquer

input to add to the signal-generator output. Adding this as the transfer, G(s),

and rearranging the diagram to emphasize comparison to the ideal system, one

obtains Fig. 2.6-6, which is a graphic guide to the steps necessary to arrive

at a solution.
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Fig, 2.6-2 Idealized system equivalent to Fig. 2.6-1.
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S = Laplace Operator

Ty) = Float Time Constant
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H = Gyro Anguiar Momentum
NOISE + F3(s) . .

C = Float Output Damping Coefficient
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Fig. 2.6-4 Linearized, single-axis model of a pulse-rebalanced gyroscope.

(Note normalization of Input and Output)
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These steps are:

1, Formulate the optimum filter problem by choosing a

linear filter, H(s), to minimize some function of the error

between points C and D.

2, After the filter, H(s), has been chosen, calculate the necessary

compensating function, G(s), to match the ideal by.

a) selecting G(s) so that the overall transfer function from

points A to B is K/s, and

b) setting the trigger level, b, to equal the ideal value, a.

2.6.3 Design of the Compensation
 

To be able to solve for the ideal compensating transfer function is not

enough. Its use in a system is dependent on the relative complexity and

reliability of its circuit mechanization, The above theory has been formulated

to achieve these objectives, i.e., the invention of a practical compensation

mechanization. For example, if we wish to compensate the 18 IRIG MOD B

whentested with no output filter, the method below is applicable. The

right half of Fig. 2,.6-6 shows that proper compensation requires that:

 

F,(s) Fa(s) His) + G(s) = (2,6.1)

Note that:

Fis) Fo(s) = | K (2.6.2)1°° 2 s(7,s +Ty (758 + T) cu

where; T, is the float time constant of 450 microseconds and T, is the torquer~
current rise time of 40 microseconds, If we set H(s) to unity the solution for
G(s) is:

. K _ 1 |
w= £ fa ——

T1798 + (7, + T9)
G(s) = K ee| , (2,6.3)

G(s) = K(7, + T)) |tite
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where

pe 12
T) + i)

But, since Ty » Tops

T & To

and thus

K(7, + T))
G(s) = FT (2,6,4)

Hence, a single-time-constant, R-C network which supplies a bias voltage either

to the gyro preamplifier output or to the interrogator thresholds is sufficient to

compensate the instrument and eliminate moding in a ternary control loop,

2.6.4 Analog Simulation Results

To illustrate the effectiveness of such simple compensation, an analog

 

simulation of this gyro and rebalance loop was congtructed,. Even though an

output filter haying an additional lag of 55 microseconds was added, a single~

time-constant compensation was still sufficient, requiring only a slight modifi

cation in the gain derived above, Figure 2,6-7 is the responseto an initial

float. displacement of five-pulse quanta with no input and no compengation. The

deadzone is plus or minus 3/4 one-pulse weight. Observe that asteady-state

limit cycle was established. With the compensation, the responseis shown in

Fig, 2,6-8, In another test, the deadzone was set to the absclute minimum,

plus or minus 1/2 a pulse weight. Then a quite severe ramp to one-half the

maximum rebalance rate was applied. The uncompensated response, shown

in Fig, 2,6-9, displays a poor initial transient and six-six steady-state moding.

The compensated unit responded as in Fig, 2,6-10, with an excellent representa-

tion of the ramp and ideal one~on one-off moding to indicate half-rate.
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3. INERTIAL COMPONENT EVALUATIONS 18 IRIG MOD B AND

16 PM PIP

3.1 Introduction

In addition to consideration of systems configurations and computational tech-

niques it is important to evaluate the basics of instrument performance and reliability,

In order to provide qa realistic assessment and projection of strapdown systems capa-

bilities, two state-of-the-art inertial grade instrument designs were selected for

development study andtest evaluations. Hvaluation studies were programmed to in-

clude both instrument level and integrated Body-Mounted Sensor Package (Chapter IV)

testing, The instruments evaluated were the;

1, Size-~18-Integrating~Rate-Inertial-Gyro Mod B

(18 IRIG MOD B)

2. Size-16-Permanent-Magnet: Pulsed-Integrating- Pendulous Acaelerometer

(16 PM PIP)

The 18 IRIG MOD B is a single-degree-of-freedom gyroscope that is currently

under development at the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory. Apart from reduced size,

its gas-bearing wheel package and permanent~magnet torquer are the basic features

that distinguish it from the Apollo II gyro, The 18 IRIG MOD B deaign, however, is

specifically oriented towards a strapdown environment application. The torquer,

for example, is compatible with input rates of‘up to one radian per seaond, Similarly,

the suspension design prevents radial side loading for rates somewhat in excess of

one radian per second, The gas bearing is considered relative to the objectives of

extended operational life that appears warranted for planetary missions of several

years duration, Wheel-bearing failure or degradation has accounted for approximately

60% of the Apollo II ball-bearing-gyro failure population.

Continued development of this instrument was funded under the scope of this

program. Four units are to be fabricated for evaluation and to support Body-Mounted

Sensor Package integrated syatema testing, At this reporting date performance data

on one unit is available and it is included in this text, Two other units encountered

wheel-bearing degradation during preliminary acceptance testing and are under in-

vestigation for corrective design action, It is anticipated that all four unite will be

available by July 1968,

The 16 PM PIP is a single-degree-of-freedom pendulous integratingspecific

force receiver operated in.a closed-loop torque~restrained mode, Itrepresents the

next level of maturity in the development cycle ofthis type of MIT instrument. It is
primarily distinguished from ita predecessor, the Apollo I 14 PIP, by a permanent-

magnet torquer and solid float, Its development was for support of a gimbal

Inertial Guidance System and, as auch, it ia notspecifically designed for strapdown
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application. It merits consideration in that it represents the current state-of-tha-

art status for this instrument class and incorporates design features that suggest

significant operational and reliability advantages over its predecessor. Among

these advantages are the increased stability of the permanent-magnet torquer, the

reduced sensitivities to float motion, the absence of radial side loading, and the

elimination of hysteresis sensitivites (i.¢,, gaussing) associated with microsyn

torquers, Reliability improvement is projected through the reduced number of

parts and their simplified construction features. The solid float and improvements

in the case assembly design should eliminate the sealing difficulties that have

accounted for over 30% of the Apollo PIP failures,

Four 16 PM PIP's were made available for evaluation testing. One unit,

SN~12, was furnished to NASA/MSC,

This chapter is devoted to a description of the test and analysis studies con-

ducted to date on the 18 IRIG MOD B and 16 PM PIP, Physical and operational
features are presented and test results are detailed. Descriptions of special test

considerations and procedures are included where they provide a fuller appreaiation

to test results, When applicable, recommendations for design changes to enhance

the instruments! suitability in‘a strapdown application are furnished,

8,2 valuation Summary and Recommendations
Abrief summary of the evaluation test results on the 18 IRIG MOD B and

16 PM PIP is provided in this section. Their performance and the problems en-

countered during test are outlined,Design recommendations where applicable are

listed, This summary should be viewed as interim in nature, however, since only a

limited number of instruments have been available, Similarly, the scope of testing

has been curtalied by funding Hmitations. Vibration, shock, and dynamia-environ-

ment testing have not been possible, The detailed test evaluation disaussions for

each instrument are presented in Section 3.8 and 3, 4, °

A) 18 IRIG MOD B Test Evaluation Summary & Recommendations
: This section briefly summarizes unit 411 evaluation test findings, The co-

efficient data, presented in (1) below, allow a measure of quality relative to basic

; Inertial component instrument performance, The torquer performance evaluation

datain (2) are presented as an indexof the inatrument's patentiat suitability for

gtrapdown pulse torque-to-balanae operation, Problem areas encountered during

_ tast evaluation are outlined in (8) and recommendations fondesign resolutions are
provided when applicable, Design improvements in (4) are then recommended which

offer potential performanceand utilization advantages for extended misaion strapdawn:

applications, (Detailed test evaluation findings, status and problemarea discussions

are present in Section3, 3)
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1, Coefficient Performance

One-sigma drift stability for 21 three-position servo runs.
, x

Bias drift = 3,8” meru (0, 057°/hr)

Acceleration Sensitive Terms:

ADSRA (spin reference axis) = 1.3 meru/g (0. 0195°/hr-g)

ADIA (input axis) = 1.8 meru/g (0, 0245°/hr-g)

"7

Compliance = -0, 44 to -1, 39 meru/g® (0, G066 to 2. 09°/hr-g”)

2. Torquer - Control Loop Performance

a. Pulse torque~to-balance Scale Factor (SF):

Stability « 5 ppm for 18-1/2 hours at 3200-pps interrogation rate,

Linearity~ 100 ppmat 3200-pps interrogation rate 2° to 10° /sec input,

(9600-pps interrogation rate SF stability 25 ppm, linearity 200 ppm).

b. Torquer Sensitivites

-Temperature =16 ppm?/F
Axial displacement - less’than 60 ppm, 10 g'salong output axis
Radial displacement - less than 10 ppm caused by 1/2-radian-per-
second rate about the output axis.

The data presented in a, are indicative of the performance consistently obtained.
Superior performance was exhibited during a limited numberof test runs. |

Ag indicated by the above performance data, the 18 IRIG MOD hasthe patential

of fulfilling the overall, abjectives ofa strapdown gyroscope for advanced manned

8, Problem Areas and Recommendations

The following prablem areas were uncevered during companent testing, and. ©

design solutions in accordance with the recommendations are in process,

-a, Stop-Bias Hysteresis (Section 3.8.5 C1)

Bias changes of up to 10 meru accurred due to the fleat ratating into

the rotationalstop caused by magnetic material on the float in the vicinity
of the magnet, The recommended solution is the development of a non~

magnet torquing coil holder, oo :

 

co CTeeTaTere procera : * ; a .

This relatively large bias uncertainty represents the influence of t
stop-bias atfect. it a G-day test sequsnoerin whieh the float Wasneiaae a null
during teat table repositioning the lo , BD = 0.62 meru,



4.

b. HEddy-Current Sensitivities (Section 3.3.5 C2):

SF torquing-rate sensitivity due to induced eddy-current flow in the

beryllium coil holder, The eddy-current influence is to cause an effective

torquer-coil-inductance resistance change with frequency. A high-resistance,

preferably nonmetalic, material is recommended for the coil holder,

a. SG Signal-to-Noise Ratio and Pulse Coupling (Section 3,3,6 & 3.3.10C)

Presence of an 800-cps pickup and 1600-cps side-band carrier modula-

tion limits the ultimate torque-to-balance control-loop sensitivity. The 800-cps

pickup and pulse coupling is probably due to internal harness configuration

and the side bands result from presence of magnetic connector pins in |

SG end-housing area. The use of nonmagnetic pins, investigation of an

optimumharnessing configuration, and further control-loop development,

in the areas of noise desensitization and interrogation timing are recom-

‘mended,

ad. BearingReliability (Section 3.3.8 & 3. 3,10)

To date hand starts have occurred on two units (410B and412) and high-

speed touchdownshave been accidently induced on units 410 and 411, Develop-

ment3 improved bearing-wear surfaces(e.g.: fine-grainedihot-pressed

alur na) and optimum bearing geometry (higher g and slew capability) is

recdiamended,

_ Desirable Design Improvements ~

The following are design changes andinvestigationsthat are considered

desirable for improved strapdown performance and extended mission applications,

Ae Torque-Generator Power(Section 3.3.5 A)

Incorporationofhigher flux-density magnet assembly would reduce

torquerpower requirementsfor a one-radian slew capability by almost

50%and yield a corresponding improvement in electronic design efficiency,

Performanceimprovement in reduced scale-factor difference between

ewand cew torquing would also be achieved,

b. SG-to-TG Alignment «(Section 8,3,5 A)

Improved torquer sensitivityto float angle rotation canbe achieved by

higher-acouracy SG-to-TG alignment coincidence, ‘The ac torquer sensi-

tivity alignment procedure (3, 3,5 A) is recommended, |

eo, Minimization of Gyro Bias Drift (Section 33, 9)
Matching end-housings and rotor reaction and mechanical torques

could yield a desirable reduction in the magnitudeofthe bias drift terms,

Eliminationof output-axis acceleration sensitivitses by improved flex-lead

development would alsobe ad¥antagéous,



d. Reduced Gyro-Float Time Constant (Sectidin, 2.5 - 2.4)
Improvedgyro bandwidth for optimum. control-loop performance would”

be desirable. The pulse-bursting phenomenon which is due to the large

time constant is considered undesirable, especially in a high-speed DDA

algorithm implementation, At the 9600-pps interrogation rate, pulse-

burstingis evident at all test rates,

"ew Wheel--~Motor Development (Section 3. 3.)

\ Studies to reduce wheel power as well as the development of ceramic

wheel-motor stator-fabricating techniques ‘re desirablefor extended|

mission considerations,
Do

Finally, it is recommended that continued development and testevaluation of

the 18 IRIG MOD B bepursued, In the areaof pulse torque-to-balance operation

thedynamic and environmental interplay makes parallel development of hoth the

instrument and control-loop characteristics necessary if ultimate.strapdown per-

fermance objectives are_to beachieved. Test-program extension, to include shock

; and vibration of wheel assemblies to measuretheultimate capability of the bearing

design, would be very desirable. So oO .
4 &

ose

°B) 16 PM PIP Test Evaluation Summary & Recommendations

The test evaluation has demonstrated that the PM PIPis a high-performance

‘instrument with the potential of fulfillingthe objectives of extencsd manned missions,

Thestability of both scale factor and bias under ideal‘test conditionsappearto 8

satisfy the performanceobjectives of anticipated dictended missions when operated _

at the 3200-pps interrogation rate, Operation at the 9600-pps interrogation rate was

“poorer, since the interplay between float motion response and noise coupling ismore’

significant at the higher frequency.

© Under less~ideal conditions substantial shifts were recordedin the instrument -

stability measurements, These shifts were at times associated with the:‘double-*

pulsing phenomenon, though in other instancesno explanation was apparent. One

probablecauseof the shifts is the sensitiivity of the entirecontrol. loopto noise- ",

coupling between the SG & TG lines, Although the coupling appearedto. occur within

the‘instrument harness, the sourceis associated. withthe torque-current switching

sharacteristics of the electronics loop. | Continued intensive investigation ofthis:

noise sensitivity in the developmentof the electronic controlloopis: necessary, 7

Aswith the‘Apollo MODD PIP, stop-bias hysteresisis the primarycauseof

the bias: instabilityof the PM PIP, Seale-factorchangesdue to typical on-off .

operation and to simuiated electronics malfunctions have been.Small,
3
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. The anisoeleetic term (hyA byA) is large enough in the present float deaign

to represent an tndesirable error source in a strapdown application with augtained

angular rates, It ig recommended that design studies to reduee the anigoinertia term

be tnltiated, It ig further recommended that additional tasting be done to evaluate the

effects of large current variations, more severe operational malfunetions, vibration,

shock, dynamic rates, and high+g inputs. ‘The paraliel development of both the

instrument and control loop is egaential if the ultimete etrapdown performance ob«

jeotives are to be achieved,

3.3 18IntegratingIpertial Gyro MOD B(RIG MOD B)

3.3.1 ot

The 18 IRIG MOD B is 4 single-cdegree-of-freedom gyroseope that is

currently under development at the MI'T Instrumentation Laboratory, Apart

from reduced size, its gas-bearing wheel package and permanent=magnet

torquerare the basis features that distinguish it from the Apollo If gyro,

The 18 IRIG MOD B design, however, ts speeiteally ertented towards a

strapdown environment application, The torquer, for example, lg eompatible

with input rates of up to one radianpex second, Similarly, the suspenglon

design prevents radial side loading for rates somewhat in excess of one radian

per second,

 

3.3.2 Physical Deseription

The 18 IRIG MOD B gyro (ig, 8. 8=1) ls a single-degree-of-freedom

integrating pyro. It has a gas-bearing wheel that rotates at 24,000 rpm and

develops an angular momentumof 151, 000 gm~om?/see. A 4=pole, 800-eps,

2-phase synéhrotious motor drives the wheel, ‘The bearing consists of a

atabliived journal pressurized by outboard thrust plates. ‘The wheel and

motor structure are mounted in a hermetically sealed eyUndrical float, The

float ig pressurized at one atmosphere with neon gas. The float is surrounded

by a high-density damping fluid (brominated fluorocarbon), the temperature of

which is controlled to maintain the Moat near neutral bueyance ( 132°F), Bellows

are provided in each end-housing to allow for Muid thermal-expansion changes,

An 8-pole magnetic microsyn suspension is provided at each end of the

unit, It stabilizes the (axial and radial) geometrical relationship between the

pyro float and case (taper angle of 15° and radial-gap clearance of 0.003 inch).

At one end of the case is a signal generator whose output is proportional

in magnitude and phase to the angular position of the float about the output axis,

It is a 12-pole multiple-E-connected microsyn. Its sensitivity is 20 mv/mr

using an B+volt, 9600-cps excitation source,
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A permanent=magnet torque generator is at the opposite cage end, ‘The

permanent=magnet adsembly in the 16 IRIG MOD B gyro consisty of Alnieo V

permanent magnet with 8 poles, an armea-Lron return path and 6 torquing colls,

each having 144 turng, The magnet and return path are located on the gyro-aade

erid=houging, ‘The coll la mounted on a beryllium holder that ie attached to the

float, The colle are axeited through flexible leads, The avlls will create a

torque on the float about the ease output axla that is proportional to the current

magnitude, Coils around the magnetie poles are provided to magnetize the

permanent magnet, After magnetizing, it ig partly demagnetized with an ac

voltage, ‘This stabilizes its deaay characteristic with time (leas than 30 ppm

ehenge in torque in 00 days), A magnetie ring located in the end“housing on

the side of tite magnet provides torquersoale-factor temperature aompensation,

The permanent magnet ig magnetized after the gyro ia assembled to eliminate

contamination problema that could odaur in assembling a magnetized torquer,

Wrapped around the gyro cage are four nickel-wire-wound temperature

Betsors for temperature control and monitoring, ‘The ease ia then eneloged

in a shroud to provide magnetic shielding and a vacuum envelope to

reduce thermal radial gradients, The unit is approximately 2 inches in

diameter, 3«'7/8 inches long, and weighe 1.15 1b,

Table 3,3<1 representa & survey of operational and contre) parameters

for the 18 TRIG MOD 8B,

3.3.3 Prineiples of Operation

The equation of motion for an ideal single-degree-of-freedom gyro is

giver by

be

where ;

2)irloa moment of inertia of the float about its output akig (gm-om

ABA # float~to-case angle about the output axis (rad)

Q

IE float damping coefficient about output axis (dyne~cm/rad/sec)

K # elastic spring constant about the output axis (dyne-cm/rad)



TABLE vided

19 thi MOD B NOMINAL PARAMETERS

AND OPHRATIONAL FRATURES

 

Gg noConstanta|

 

 

 

Angular Momentum

Output Axia Damping Coefflelent

Output Axta Inertia

Moat Time Constant

Transfer Munetion

Torquer Rate Seale Factor

Toxrquer Time Constant

Anisolnertia Coefficient

Anisoelastic Co«ftflelent

Fioat Mass Unbalance Uncertainty

0.161 x 10°

B02, 000

998

460

1086

55

9.2

0.012

0,076 
 

 

f-om*
sec

dytie~cm~sea

gm=om”

  

i bec

millivolts
milliiradian

dep/hr
ma

KM gec

 
 

ADIA ©
ADSRA
  



TABLY §.8*1 (CONT'D)

 

Wheel Bearing Characterlatios
 

Symbols
 

 

 

 

 

 

  (Negligible thermal tinbalance)    

"Speed 24, 000 ~ |rpm ,
Rotor Moment of inertia 60, 5 gmn-or | liars

1A Slew Capability 6 rad/seo

Moto? Bxeltation 28V, 500+ ls

Power ii watts start,

5.2 wetta synch

Run tp Time (at 28V) 10 Hee

oatCharacteriation -
“Moment of tnertla. SS

OA 228 gm-om loa

IA 436 ym~em” Tha

SRA 436 gm-em” Lona
Float Anisolnertia < 0,03 ey

Rotational Stops #17 mr

Flotation Temp 132 oF

Torque -Characteristics |
Sousitivigg a =aaaSasa

Magnet Stability 30 ppm/90 days

Temperature Coefficient <10 ppm/OF

Coil Resistance 158 ohms

Contitious power 0.9 watt
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TABLE 3,3+1 (CONT'D)

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

suspension assy.

Signal Generator Charactertstios, Units
Hxettation 0600 Hu, 6V, ma )
Sensitivity 20 | mv/ mer 5.

(about OA) 8G

Reaction torque #0,06 dyrie~cin

Secondary Impedance 104 + 42700 Ze

(S600Hz, 180°%)

Primary Impedance 116 + 41160 Zp

(9600-2, 130°%°)

Suspension Characteristics

Hxeltation ) | 0600-Hz, BV,
.63 watt/suspension end

Capacitor (working range) -014utd ~ 45V

Darnping Resistor 7249.2 ohms

Radial Stiffness 8 gma /0. 001"

Peak Radial Force (. 0004") 31 (tnindmum) gms

Susperidion Recovery 0,001" radial
displacement

Axial Stiffness 0.64 gm /0, 001"

Reaction Torqtie <.6 dyne~em/

 

Thermal Considerations
 

  Sensor Resistance 130°R

Sensor Gradients per sensors

Storage (Bellows) Range  494 ohms
0.00226 ohm /OF

25 - 190°R    
B11

  



Al # wheel angular momentum (gm-cem2/see)

Wa. * angular rate of the case about the input axis (rad/see)

dotnmanded torque of the torque generator (dyne-cm)=
i
’
Q

1

Uys =* tncertainty torque acting on the gyto float about the output

axis (dyne~crn)

For a unit with a low elastic restraint (K * 0) and no commanded torque,

& condstant-input rate, WyA’ Will cause a constant torque about the gyro~float

output axis, The resultant output-axis float rotation corresponds to

. 5 4

Since the float output angle, A.Aii8 proportional to the integral of input

arigular rate, WyA» the gyro is called an integratitig pyro.

When the gyro is being command~torqued, the pulse-torque scale

factor (defined as an angular motion about the gyro input axis that would yield

the satie output axis rotation as one pulse of torque) can be calculated from

(8.8,1) Under steady-state conditions this equation reduces to

If Mg is a non~titne~variant function and - ty is the clock period

corresponding to the duration of the control current, the pulse-torque scale

factor (SF = the angle about IA resulting from one torque pulse) obtained

from (3,3, 3) ig

A. Mens ¢
IA. TG 6 (3, 3, 4)SF * pulse a

Counting the quantity of . positive (N*) and Negative (N) torquer pulses

in a period of time will yield the total input angle charge during that period.

y Mec t ;
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In addition+to the torques resulting from Antput rates and commands trom

the torque generator, the Byto experiences torques oft its float arising from the

 fon-ideal nature of its physical design, In: general, att index of ‘byro performance *

is defined as 4 meastre of the uncertainty of these torques, Thiee significant —
types of uncommarided torques that act about the gyro “float output axis are;

as

‘Bias Torques (independentof acceleration input) caused by flex~lead

restraints and by magnetic restraints between the gyro float and

. case due to the suspensions, signal géfierator, atid torque venerator,

A measureof this torque expressed as an equivalent input-axis rate

is termed bias drift, BD.

Totques proportional to acceleration input caused by a non-coincidence

of the gyro~float center of gravity (cg) and center of buoyancy (cb), -

The total torque is defined as resulting from specific-force input

components acting along the spin axis and the input axis. The cg-~cb

displacerient along the spin axis results in an equivalent input rate

that is defined ADIA (drift due to acceleration along the input axis),

Similarly, the displacement about the input axis yields an equivalent

rate termed ADSRA (drift due to acceleration along the spin reference

axis), .

Torques proportional to the acceleration input squared, These

torques ate the result of compliance or yielding of the wheel

structure, The torque about the gyro output axis due to the compliance

effect is given by

g
Moa * ™2 [AgAy Kgg - Ky) - Byg Ag + KgyAy

(3, 8, 6)
“Kg 4g Ay + Kg hoAg]

Ag Lo the cotiponent of acceleration along the spin, input,or
otitput axis, respectively.

fn = the mass of the gyro wheel

structural compliance resulting in a deflection along

the i-axis for a force along the j -axis

zw

o
t
e

th
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Drift performance data for a gyro are taken onan inertially stabilized

loop (Fig, 3.32), The gyro is mounted on a.test table with its input axis

parallel to the table axis. The gyro signal-generator output is amplified,

then fed to the table servo which operates to rotate the gyro about its input

axis, An ideal gyro operating in thig type of test loop (serve mode) would

maintain its input axis fixed in inertial space. It would sense the component

of earth rate along its input axis and rotate the test table at this rate. The

table rate for ariactual gyro in a servo mode deviates from earth rate dueto

‘torques that act about its outputaxis.“These torques are grouped in the following

categories: torques that are independent of specific force inptits (acceleration),

torques that are proportional to acceleration and to the square of adceleration

(compliance). The table vate that is required about the gyro input axis to balance

out these torques is the equivalent gyro drift terms (BD, ADIA, ADSRA, eic.).

It is convenient to express these terms as a quantity of Earth rate. A meru of

drift rate is a thousandth of the rate of rotation of the earth (0,015 degree/hr.)

In an acttial system application it is normal practice to compensate

for the drift terms. The ultimate instrument performance index is, therefore,

the drift-rate stability. The measurement of drift rates is obtained by deter-~

mining the time for the table to rotate through prescribed angles (generally

ofie degree is used), Thus, the test determines the average drift rate over a

period of time.

The three drift terms, BD, ADIA, and ADSRA, can be determined in

a servo-mode test by measuring table rate (in a pulge-torque-to-balance~loop

output pulses are counted over a period of time) for each of the three gyro

positions shown in Fig. 3.3-3. The stability of the individual drift termsis

determined by repeated measurements after storage periods or by continuous

measurement of table drift rate for exterided periods.

3.3.4 Dynamic Errors

In addition to the basic static drift errors, there are dynamic error

sources which come into play when one considers a gyro operating in a strap-

down environment. They are derived and discussed in a general sense in

Chapter 2, Briefly, one error-source group is geometric in nature (coning

and output-axis coupling) and would be evidenced even in an ideal instrument.

These errors are compensated for in the systern application by knowledge of

dynamic inputs as measured by the instruments themselves. For example,

correction for output-axis coupling can be effected using rate data determined

from another instrument (its IA collinear with the OA of the instrument that is

being corrected), Other error sources, stich as anisoinertia and cross-coupling

are due to the departure of the gyro from an ideal instrument, or to the use

3-14
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LOCAL GRAVITY

WT = WIE, - BD-ADSRA

LOCAL GRAVITY LOCAL GRAVITY

wre WEL - BD +ADSRA wy = WIEy - BD-ADIA

Fig. 3.3-3 Servo mode gyro drift test positions.
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of the gyro in a non-ideal control loop. In stabilized platform applications

these variousdynamic-error sources are not routinely considered since the

platform functions to isolate the instruments from undesired dynamic forcing

functions. In a strapdown application the instruments encounter the full

dynamic environment and all error sources must be reviewed, The instrument

dynamic errors are tabulated below and corresponding average drift terms are

calculated for the 18 IRIG MOD forinputs that are typical of spacecraft

dynamics.

1.  Output-axis coupling (compensated for)

Equivalent input-axis drift rate (Wy) due to acceleration of the gyro

case about the output axis (steady-state solution):

Wy= OA W (3.3.7)D H OA ves

Wy = 105 meru for a spacecraft steady-state angular acceleration
2

of 0.005 rad/sec”.

2. Coning (compensated for in basic algorithm)

Equivalent Input-axis drift due to kinematic rectification of angular

sinusoidal vibrations about two gyro axes (SA & OA) which are

phase-displaced (6) from one another:

W.. = WeaWoa mf sind (3.3.3)D

f - = coning frequency in cps

W,, = 1630 meru for a limit-cycle angular vibration of 1° at 1/2 eps,
with 6 equal to 90°.

3. Anisoinertia

Equivalent input-axis drift due to non-equal input- and spin-axis

float inertias:

(log “Tea )W SA” “IA 2“~ a 2

p=7Kru * (Wr )~ WwWSA hoa| (3.3.9)

where Aon represents the float angle offset from the SG Null and

is very small in an effective control loop.

Wp = 6.3 meru max for a 0. 1-rad/sec input about IA & SA,
with equal to 90°.
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3.3.5 Torque Generator

A) General Discussion

As previously noted, it is the high-rate torque~to~balance capability

with minimum adverse performance effects that is the essential requirement

for strapdown-gyro utilization, This section discusses some of the overall

considerations associated with the torquer and its utilization in a strapdown

torque-to-balance control loop. It then reviews torquer sensitivities, problems

encountered, and corrective and design improvements anticipated to optimize

the design for the strapdown appHcation, These remaining subsections are:

B ~ Rotational Float- Angle Sensitivity (page 3-22)

C - Magnetic-Material Interaction (page 3-26)

D ~- Reduction in Torque-Generator Power (page 3-39)

The 18 IRIG employs a permanent-magnet torque ‘generator’ as opposed

to the square-law torquer used in the Apollo Gyro. As such, it is a linear

device and (apart from non-ideal features) the magnetic stability and torquer

scale-factor errors associated with current-transient rise and decay charac-

teristics are eliminated’

The current (i) through a conductor in the magnet gap field (B) yields

a force (F) on the conductor given by ;

Fe TXB
(3.3.10)

(See Fig. 3.3-4, pictorial of a single pole of the 18 IRIG Torquer.)

This force atting at a distance (r) from the center of rotation of the float will

cause a torque

M=FXYr (3,3,11)

Reversing the direction of the current flow through the conductor will reverse

the direction of torque.

The gyro operates in a closed loop (Fig. 3. 3-5) where the torques

on the float are restrained by control signals to the torque generator, Any

rate about the input axis of the gyro produces a torque about its ouput axis and

causes the float to rotate from a null position. The direction and magnitude of

the float rotation is sensed by the signal generator, When the SG output voltage

reaches a given threshold level, a discriminator provides a positive-or-negative

set signal, depending on the polarity of the SG output voltage. These set signals

are interrogated at a given clock frequency to switch a eontrol current of fixed

amplitude and duration into the positive or negative direction of the torque-

3-18



generator winding torque. A detailed description of the electronic test loop

that was used in this evaluation and its parameters is provided in Chapter 4,

Theoretical aspects of pulse-torque-restrained instrument servo loops are

ineluded in Chapter 2,

Va COIL ON FLOAT ASSY

By are PATH ON END HOUSING

    

 

MAGNETIZING
COIL

MAGNET
IN END HOUSING

   

z
i
<
«
—

C

Fig. 3.3-4 Perspective view of single pole section of permanent magnet torquer.
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Fig. 3.3-5 Block diagram-18 IRIG closed loop.

 

 

  



The quality of torque pulses is a very important consideration since

each pulse is used by the strapdown algorithm as a corresponding measure of

gyro input rate.

For the control-loop mechanization, the principal error source is

inaccuracies in the torquer pulse area. For a torque pulse of 75-ma amplitude

and 300-microseconds width , a scale factor error of one ppm corresponds

to a current amplitude variation of 75X1078 ma ora pulse width change of

3 x19710 second, Methods of maintaining this type of control are discussed

in the torquing electronics discussion of Chapter 4, Section 4. 5.6,

With respect to the torquer, o variety of sensitivities associated with the

torquer-assembly geometry and materials as well as environmental inputs

to the gyro must be considered, Some of the sensitivities that are briefly

described here and then developed in detail in subsequent sections are:

1. Gyro Rotational Float Angle,

2. Float Radial and Axial Positions,

38. Magnetic Material Interaction,

4, Thermal inputs.

With respect to the geometry of the torquer, scalefactor (torque sensitivity)

changes occur for different float rotational angles (coil-magnet pole crientation).

In the torque-to~balance operational mode the float angle is maintained within

the threshold level (quantization) of the ternary control loop which is centered

about the SG null. Sensitivity changes can be minimized by reducing misalignments

between the SG null position and the TG maximum sensitivity position. Beyond

this provision the design itself must allow operation in the ternary deadzone

region without exhibiting appreciable torquer sensitivity changes. Further,

a desirable performance objective is to hold the sensitivity uncertainties due

to this effect to 2 ppm.

Float radial displacernent occurs due to an angular rate about the gyro

output axis. This rate operating on the angular momentum of the wheel causes

a torque about the input axis. This torque is resisted by the magnetic suspen-

sion. The suspension must be adequate to prevent radial displacement toa

jewel extreme under angular rates of up to 1 rad/sec (the maximum rate for

which system performance is specified), In addition, a torquer sensitivity

resulting from the radial float motion due to the rate about OA should be less

than 25 ppm for rates up to 1 rad/sec.

Linear acceleration input will cause radial and axial displacements that

are proportional to the difference between the operating and the unit flotation

temperature. Under 10 g's of linear acceleration and a 2°F error from flotation

temperature, the axial or radial displacement that could result should cause

changes in torquer sensitivity of less than 50 ppm.
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Magnetic material interaction on the assembly can adversly influence

instrument-torquer sensitivity and basic performance stability, For example,

any magnetic material on the float that is in the vicinity of the magnet can

interact to yield torque uncertainties in the BD drift terms. It would be

desirable to assure that such influences would account for less than 0.2-meru

BD uncertainty. Similarly, magnetic influences in the torquer assembly can

contribute to errors in scale-factor linearity and stability. A desirable design

objective would correspond to total SF linearity over the .001-to-0.4 rad/sec

of 50-ppm. From 0,4-to-1 rad/sec 100 ppm linearity would appear

to be adequate. SIF stability of 20 ppm would represent a reasonable perform-

ance objective,

Temperature sensitivity represents a trade-off between temperature

control-loop capabilities and internal magnet compensation technique complexi-

ties. Temperature control to within « 0. 1°F is attainable and a torquer

sensitivity of 10 ppm per °F appears to be a reasonable objective.

Rotational, axial, radial and thermal sensitivity evaluation testing is

presented in Section 3.3.10. The measured sensitivities were previously

presented in the summary (Section 3.2). The remaining discussion in this

section provides a theoretical background for some of the sensitivity factors,

details known problem areas and their solutions or tentative solutions, and

identifies proposed TG improvements.

B) Rotational Float-Angle Sensitivity

In an actual instrument the torque generated differs when the

same'current is applied in opposite directions through the torquer

coil. The torque difference may be explained by noting that the SG null position

and the TG maximum torque-sensitivity positions are not perfectly coincident.

Thus, if the gyro is operated with the float at its SG null, the torquer is not

necessarily at its optimum position with respect to the magnet. Figure 3. 3-6

illustrates this condition. A single coil is shown relative to a two-pole magnet.

The plane of the coil makes an angle 9 with the plane of the permanent magnet.

For the direction of current in the coil as shown, the mmf of the permanent

magnet (fm) is decreased by a component of the coil mmf of magnitude

(fing sin 9). If the coil current is reversed, the component of mmfof the

torquer coil inc adds to the permanent-magnet field by the component (inc sin 8).

This results in a torque difference between cw and ccw torquing that is propor-

tional to the angle between the plane of the permanent magnetic and coil (8).

For 8 equal to zero, the cw and ccw torquer scale factors would be equal. In

the gyro this effect will cause a ASF change proportion to unit float angle about
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Fig. 3.3-6 Torquer coil reaction effect for 2 pole PM torque generator.



the output axis. This difference between positive and negative scale factor,

called ASF, is given by the following relationship:

N I 8
Asp: —1C TG (3,3, 12)

M

where

Nino = torquer coil turns

Ing = torquer current (ma)

Fay = permanent-magnet mmf (ma-turns)

6 = angular misalignment between torquing coil and permanent-

magnet pole (radians)

Similarly, if an ac current is fed to the coil, an output torquewill

result that is proportional to the angle 9 and the magnitude of the current.

This ac torquer sensitivity can be used in the assembly of the instrument to

minimize the cw and ccw torquing scale-factor difference.

For example, during testing of the end-housing, the torquing coils

may be excited with an alternating current andthe magnet mechanically rotated

until the ac torque produced reduces to zero. In this position an output

signalis observed at the magnetizing windings on the magnet and its magnitude

and phase are recorded. Then, during the dry centering phase of gyro

assembly, the magnet end-housing is rotated so that the same magnitude

and phase are observed when the signal generator is at its null position.

The use of this procedure should result in a reduction of the misalignment

angle between the 8G and TG. Techniques that are currently used allow

§ to equal one milliradian maximum; the use of this technique could reduce 9

by an order of magnitude.

_ Early in the program, large torquer sensitivities with changes in

rotational, radial, and axial float motion were evidenced. The problem was

traced to the magnet casting. It was found that the casting could not be fabricated

to accurately locate the maximum flux density at the center of each mechanical

pole. A composite magnet structure was then developed. Figure 3.3-7 shows

the composite and cast magnet designs with illustrative flux patterns. The com-

posite structure consists of a ring upon which salient poles are accurately

fixtured and adhesively attached.
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Fig. 3.3-7 Magnet assembly-8 PMT 1.730-1B.



Figure 3, 3-8 showsthe distribution of gap flux density in relation to

the mechanical pole center for a composite and cast magnet assembly. Note

the steep distribution and offset in the cast design as opposed to the almost

flat distribution of the composite structure,

A typical average torque generator scale factor variation with the

float angular displacement from its electrical null position is shown in

Fig. 3.3-9,

Scale~factor radial-position sensitivity is shown in Fig. 3.3-10. In

this curve scale factor is shown with the rotors displaced radially about IA & SA

from the stator center. SF is measured for each of these displacements.

These figures clearly illustrate the marked scale-factor sensitivity

improvements of the composite magnet.

C) Magnetic- Material Interaction

Three basic magnetic-material interaction problems have been discovered

in the 18 IRIG evaluation. They are:

Magnet Stator - suspension rotor coupling;

Stop-~Bias Hysteresis;

Eddy-Current Sensitivities.

The stop-bias and eddy-current sensitivities are problems which have

been uncovered during the current development period and are discussed in

some detail. The magnet-suspension rotor problem was observed as marked

increases in bias torques quite early in development and was corrected by in-

serting a sleeve of magnetic material between the magnet stator and suspension

rotor. The sleeve shunts coupling flux.

1) Stop-Bias Hysteresis

Stop-bias hysteresis appeared uniquely while testing unit #0411.

Prior to torquer magnetization the unit demonstrated excellent perform-

ance repeatability when tested in the three-position servo mode. Sub-

sequent to magnetization the unit exhibited a bias shift of approximately

0.1 dyne-cm (Fig. 3.3-11) which appeared as an independent drift rate

(ID)term. In addition after magnetization bias stability was erratic

(5-10 meru), It was found, however, that stable NBD performance

data was obtained if the float was held at null when the test table was

rotated to the various positions during a servo test, (i.e., float was

not allowed to rotate), These test results indicated that the instrument

exhibited a stop-bias hysteresis.
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Stop~bias hysteresis is the terrn that is used to describe instrument-

bias sensitivities that result when magnetic materials are present on the

float in the vicinity of the permanent magnet. With the magnet energized,

and the test servo-loop closed, these magnetic particles assume a domain

orientation that stays fixed until conditions are changed. When the table is

repositioned, the servo loop is opened, float motion towards a stop occurs

(the gyro is not held at SG null)and the magnetic particles assume a new

random domain orientation. This causes a change in the total reaction

torque on the float. Reaction torque variations resulting from rotational

float angle changes are illustrated in Fig. 3.3-12. When the servo loop

is kept closed during the gyro test position changes, float motion and thus

these reaction torque changes are minimized, and repeatable data is

obtained. Tests conducted on 18 PIRIG's (the ball bearing predecessor of

the 18 MOD B IRIG) also detected stop-bias hysteres.

To isolate the source of this magnetic effect, all torquing-coil holders

and coil assemblies not already mounted on floats were subjected to test

on a precision gas-bearing table. In all cases reaction torque sensitivities

with position were observed; however, their magnitude was considerably

less than that seen in unit #0411. The principal cause appeared to be

associated with the coil-holder material iron content. The holder is

fabricated from I-400-grade beryllium. Investigation revealed that this

grade of beryllium has an allowable iron content of 0.5% maximum,

S-350 in a new Brush Beryllium alloy was investigated; reportedly

its physical qualities are the same as I- 400 but maximum allowable

iron current is reduced to 0.25%. A coil support of this material

was fabricated recently. It is anticipated that this material change

will reduce the plus-to-minus stop-bias difference to about a meru.

This is an interim fix only, and ultimately we propose to replace the

beryllium coilholder with a completely nonmagnetic material.

It is interesting to note that a similar experience occurred with an

accelerometer which employs a potted torquing-coil assembly. Similar

erratic performance were observed and, in this case, traced to mag-

netic particles dispersed throughout the potting compound. It was

discovered that these particles were introduced during the manufacture

and processing of the compound filler material. Although the 18 MOD B

torquing coil assembly is not potted, the flex-lead attachment pins are

fastened in place using a filled adhesive (Bacon Ind. LCA-9) and the

major float joints (one of which is adjacent to the torquing coil) are
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sealed using this same LCA-9 adhesive. A nonmagnetic version of this adhesive

has been purchased and is presently beiny evaluated. As a further precaution,

all. torquing-coil assemblies not already complete will use coils wound with OFHC

copper wire which is drawn through nonmetallic dies.

2) Eddy-Current Sensitivity

Since the torquer is used in a pulse rebalance type of control loop in which

the pulse rate is a function of the input, a considerable amount of testing was

done by the Electromagnetics Engineering Section to determine the effects of

varying frequencies on the torquer-assembly's operation. An inductance and

resistance sensitivity with frequency was discovered (Fig. 3.3-13). The same

data was taken using a titanium support with a solid- and a laminated-magnet

return path (Fig. 3. 3-14) and indicated the marked decrease in frequency

sensitivity. The difference in frequency response for a beryllium torquing-coil

support and one made from a nonmetallic material (Bacon Ind. P~20 potting

compound) with both a laminated and solid return path is shown in Fig. 3. 3-15.

(These tests were on a different size holder.)

In addition to the inductance and resistance tests described above, tests

with a constant alternating current applied to the torquing coil were conducted.

The net reaction torque was measured for different frequencies at several

magnet-coil rotational angles. For the beryllium coil support the test showed

a change in reaction torque with frequency for identical angle orientations

(Fig. 3.3 - 16). In contrast, similar tests with a titanium coil support (solid

and laminated return paths) showed a marked reduction in reaction torque

with frequency dependence (Fig. 3.3 - 17). The nonlinearities are directly

attributable to the magnitude of eddy currents induced in the coil holder and

magnet return paths. A major electrical difference in the holder materials

is that beryllium is a fairly good electrical conductor (4.3 microhm-cm

while titanium is not (176 microhm-cm),

Both of the effects described influence the scaling characteristics of the

torque-to-balance loop. For the ternary~-control loop pulse torquing is used and

the rate and molding pattern are a function of the applied angular input rate

(Section 2.5). The frequency content of the torquing current is therefore

directly related to the input rate and thus the result is a scale factor

nonlinearity. The inductance and resistance changes directly influence the

performance of the torque current magnitude control loop (Section 4. 5)

which is band-width limited. The reaction torque tests indicate a measure of

the direct influence of eddy cu“rents on the torquer sensitity.

It is evident from Fig. 3. 3-13 through 3, 3-16 that the beryllium

is not an ideal selection for a torque-coil support for a gyro used in a Srapdown

pulse-torque-to-balance loop. The influence of current frequency components on

the torque-generator control loop scaling was further illustrated during pulse-
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torquing tests on unit #411, Superior scale factor linearity and stability were

obtained with a 234 u sec current pulse as opposed to a 78 uw sec pulse width

(tested at input angular table rates of 2° to 12° /second).

Some investigations have been conducted for alternate materials to be used

in the manufacture of torquing-coil supports. From the figures Shown it is apparent

that, to minimize the eddy-current effects, a nonconductive material would be

best. Supports can be made of a variety of plastic compoundsto satisfy this

requirement, but plastics in general are dimensionally less stable than most metals.

Since the coil supportis mounted directly on the float member, which requires high

mass stability, the use of plastics will necessitate detailed analysis.

From the standpoint of dimensional stability most ceramics are ideal but, because ©

ofthe very thin-wall sections of the holder, manufacturing a ceramic support is a problem,

Further, ifa gyro gimbal redesignis to be avoided, the material density is an important

consideration since end-to-end fleat balance would be affected.

Other materials which should be considered are composites(fibers of boron, sapphire,

graphite held in softer supporting matrices).

D) Reduction in Torque-Generator Power

As noted previously the 18 IRIG MOD B's torque-generator capability to cope with

high-input rates is its essential strapdownfeature. In the present design status, however,

a one-radian capability can be accommodatedfor relatively short periods due to the mag-

nitude of the current required(approximately 190 ma; coil resistance is 158 ohms

normal). Thus, approximately 5.7 watts thermal input of this magnitude will result in

both a thermal-gradient unbalance (affecting basic gyro drift performance)and scale-

factor uncertainties, Electronic design is also complicated by the need to develop cur-

rent switches and a de precision-current regulating loop that are required to operate

at a relatively high current level (power dissipation in the electronics also represents

an operational penalty).

Studies to see if an increase in the torquer flux dens:.y could be obtained with the

same mechanical design constraints of the present assembly were conducted. It was

discovered that the flux density could be significantly increased by changing the

material used for the composite magnet pole pieces. The original design used Alnico

V for both the ring and poles. The use of Alnico [X for the pole pieces appeared to

provide a better magnetic-material match for the magnetizing-coil geometry and

yielded almost a 50% increase in the coil gap flux density.

Table 3. 3-2 compares the original design to the Alnico IX configuration for

the same torquing coil. In addition to reduced power operation, another

advantage resulting from a higher flux density is a reduction in the scale-factor

difference between cw and ccw torquing (ref. Eq. 3.3.12).
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TABLE 3.,3-2

 

TORQUER PARAMETERS

CONSTRUCTION

 

Alnico V Ring

Alnico V Poles

Alnico V Ring

Alnico IX Poles

 

 
. 069" gap . 069" gap

Flux Density (B__) 1,600 gauss 2, 380
Stabilized g

Generator Sensitivity (S,,) 775 Gynencm 1, 150

Power at 150,000 dyne-cm 5,7 watts 2.59
(one rad/sec)

Scale Factor Difference 110 PPM/mr 50 PPM/mr
at 1 rad/sec (ASF)    
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3.3.6 Signal-Generator Noise
 

Early in the sequence of system pulse-torque testing, erratic performance

indicative of the presence of a high noise level was encountered. Closed-loop

testing was being conducted with a scale factor of 6 seconds of arc (rotation about

the input axis) per torque pulse. This corresponds to setting of the electronic

torque command threshold to approximately 180 microvolts. The noise was

directly traced to output of the signal-generator secondary. The output of the

signal generator was monitored on a broad-band frequency analyzer and a

spectrum of magnitudes at the various frequencies is tabulated in Table 3.3-3.

The major noise component was pickup from the wheelpower lines (140 micro-

volts at 800 cps) and a band-passfilter (9600 cps+3 KC) was incorporated into

the gyro preamplifier. A wide-band filter is used so that affects on the loop

dynamics are minimized. The spectral output of the SG band-pass amplifier

normalized to correspond to an equivalent SG signal at null is shown for

comparison in the second column of Table 3.3-3.

As indicated by the table, the amplifier eliminated the large undesirable

800-cps signal, and reasonable performance wasattainable with a 6-arc-second

torquing quantization. Consideration of finer quantization (1 to 3 seconds ofarc)

levels may be desirable for optimization of attitude matrix algorithm performance.

This would necessitate operating with signal levels as low as 30 microvolts. At

this level the noise coupling observed at side-band frequencies of the 5G 9600-

cps carrier would also become undesirable.

The dominant modulation side band frequencies that were observed

at the SG null position were + 400 cps, £800 cps, and +1600 cps. The

appearance of a 9600 cps +400 cps modulation is expected as it corresponds

to the 400 rps wheel speed. The mechanism for the 800 and 1600 cps was not

clear since modulation of this could not be attributed to harness pickup, etc.

Further, if a 30 microvolt torquing threshold were set, the 8-15 microvolt

magnitude of the + 1600 cps (corresponding to second harmonic of wheel-voltage

excitation) would be intolerable.

A magnetic-coupling phenomenon was suspected and the Electromagnetic

Engineering Section conducted a detailed investigation. It was determined that

the connector pins located near the suspension gap were magnetic (COVAR,

a nickel-iron alloy, is used because of its thermal match with the glass seal on

the end-housing) and acted as a bridge for the suspension flux to couple into the

SG (illustrated in Fig. 3.3-18). The figure shows flux cutting across the con-

nector and into the SG, When the motor current flows through the connector, it

creates a flux which modulates the suspension flux leakage into the SG. The

8C0 cps motor current saturates the connector twice in each cycle and, there-

fore, the dominant modulation is seen as a second-harmonic (9600 + 1600)

side-band.
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SG SECONDARY NOISE

TABLE 3.3-3

 

 

 

 

No Filter Band-Pass Amplifier

Frequency Amplitude Amplitude
(cps) ( microvolts) (microvolts)

800 140 2

4000 6 --

8000 (9600-1600) 15 8

8800 4 5.9

9200 (9600-400) 1 3

9600 (quadrature) 13 8.5

10, 000 (9600+400) 1 3

10, 400 (9600+800) 2.5 3.5

11, 200 (9600 + 1600) 11 8.5

19, 200 40 6   
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As a result of this finding follow-on 18 IRIG units will incorporate nonmagnetic

connector pins.

3.3.7 Gas-Bearing Design Consideration

A) Rate Slew Capabilities & Compliance

Apollo experience has shownthat a significant percentage of gyro

failures have been attributable to the wheel ball bearing wear. Theuse

of a gas bearing offers the potential of extended operational life that is

required for missions of several years duration. The gas bearing, however, is

subject to a potential wheel-touchdown catastrophic failure precipitated by

environmental inputs. This factor was clearly evidenced by the failure of the

first developmental gyro, delivered to test in October 1966, which failed due

to a high-speed touchdown 1/2 hour after it was turned on. Subsequentto this

failure, design investigation to increase the slew capability to 5 radian/sec

was initiated. This design capability was achieved by reducing the bearing

radial and axial clearances, and changing the float gas from helium to neon.

Figure 3.3-19 presents a comparison of the original and the current

design parameters. Note that not only was the slew capability increased but

also that the compliance term was significantly reduced. However, the use

of neon increased the wheel power by approximately 16% (Fig. 3.3-20) and

the dimensional changes resulted in a two-fold increase in mechanical power

requirements.

Unit #411 wheel incorporated all of the noted design parameter changes

and was tested to rates of 9 rad/sec without bottoming. |

To determine the effect of dimension tolerances on the gas-bearing

slew-rate capability and compliance a computer parameter-variation study

was conducted. The results showed the marked influence of axial and radial

clearances on compliance and slew-rate capability, Fig. 3.3-21 and 3.3-22

respectively. Variation of groove depth, groove land-to-width ratio, and

gas pressure on compliance did not appear to be significant.

B) Start-Stops

Experience in early wheel-qualification testing indicated that a design

change was desirable to minimize bearing-wear problems during starts and

 

“On 19 December 1967, after approximately 4 months of testing, a connector
on the Gertz gas-bearing test table was accidently removed during rate torque
linearity testing on unit #411. The table accelerated to in excess of 12 rad/sec,
resulting in a bearing touchdown andfailure. ;
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DESIGN PARAMETERS CASE A CASE B

BEARING CHARACTERISTICS 24000 RPM 24000 RPM
AXIAL CLEARANCE - pin. 69 40
RADIAL CLEARANCE - win. 90 40
AXIAL COMPLIANCE - yp in/Ib. 14.5 1.8
“RADIAL COMPLIANCE - y in/lb, 12.1 1.6
ATTITUDE ANGLE - degrees 249 12

WEIGHT OF ROTATING ELEMENT - gm 57.4 58.0
ANGULAR MOMENTUM - gm-cm‘/sec 0.151«10° 0.151 x 108
POWER
MECHANICAL - dyne-cm 2600 4850

watts 0.65 1.22
ELECTRICAL - watts 3.3 @215V 5.2 @28V

COMPLIANCE TORQUE(T,) - meru/g’ 8.5 0.8
MAXIMUM ANGULAR INPUT RATE

ABOUT 1A - radisec 1.9 5.0   

 
 

CASE A: ORIGINAL DESIGN PARAMETERS.

CASE 8: REVISED DESIGN PARAMETERS INCORPORATED IN CURRENT (8 IRIG MOD 8 BUILD

Fig. 3.3-19 18 IRIG MOD B gas bearing wheel assembly.
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stops. An improvement incorporated has been to crown the wheel thrust

plates so that the wheel hub contacts the thrust plates at a point of minimum

radius.

Each wheel assembly is subjected to a minimum of 1000 starts and

stops in each of the critical three positions. {IA vertical and SRA up and down.)

This procedure attempts to screen failures in the wheel assembly stage

(burn-in period) rather than after the float or gyroassembly, with

attendant increased cost and schedule delays.

During test it was observed that the originally-projected 24-volt pull-in

wheel excitation voltage could not be assured. It was determined that at this

level the available motor torque was marginally close to the required pull-in

torque. Rather than considering redevelopmentof the motor it was judged

more suitable to design the wheel power supply to assure an excitation of

28 volts, which is still well below the motor saturation level.

C) Maximum Gas-Bearing Load-Carrying Capability

Recent advances in the analysis of the grooved thrust bearing have also

been incorporated into the later gyros in the 18 MOD B program. This is

basically an adjustment in groove depth which has resulted in extending the

thrust capacity of the bearing. Work which continues on other programs indi-

cates that further optimization may be improved by using this technology.

D) Journal~ Bearing Environmental Testing

A maximum a test run on the journal bearing of an 18 IRIG MOD B

wheel over the frequency range £0-2000 Hz indicated a capability in excess of

40 é. In the vicinity of half-speed whirl frequency (i.e., 200 Hz), however,

the level reduces to 21 g.

3.3.8 Gas-BearingReliability
 

Experience has shown that, for a ball-bearing wheel, indications of

impending failure are evidenced by one orall of the following:

1) Mass instability of the wheel package along the spin axis,

2) Change in time for the wheel to decelerate to 1/4-speed or stand-

still after the wheel voltage has been turnedoff,

3) Stability of the power required to run the motor, and

4) Stability of the bearing-retainer frequency evidenced on the signal-

generator secondary.
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With respect to the gas bearing, insufficient data is available to allow

development of a failure-prediction technique. Two failure modes have been

experienced for gas-bearing gyros. They are:

1) <A rate input such that a wheel touchdown occurs during operation

and a permanent instantaneous failure results with essentially no

warning.

2) Increase in starting voltage occuring over a length of time and

eventually the wheel will not start within the range of voltages

that can safely be applied. Temperature cycling of the unit at

times allows the unit to be restarted.

The first failure mode is an environment hazard and only preventative

techniques or a further extension of the rate slew capabilities constitute rea-

sonable solutions.

The second mode may be amenable to impending bearing-failure pre-

diction. A history of the voltage level required for pull-in and the pull-in time

may be significant. A wheel-speed indication is present in the modulation

of the SG signal output. This signal may be of value in monitoring and

éeveloping a failure criterion.

Tests run on a 25 IRIG MOD 3 gas bearing shown in Fig. 3.3-23

illustrate the relationship between SG frequency and (wheel power supply)

voltage change, The wheel voltage was decreased while the unit was

operating in sync and the corresponding change in wheel speed is shown,

To assure reliable gas-bearing operation, it is essential that the

gyro be able to withstand, with an adequate factor of safety, the system

environmental inputs of angular rates, vibration, and shock. Tests can

then be instituted to determine the adequacy of the design for the appli- .

cation. Tests on 25 IRIG MOD 3 by FBM personnel have demonstrated

increased vibration and shock capability by changing the thrust-plate

groovedepth and pressurizing the float with as much as 3 atmospheres

of helium. The penalty for these types of design changes is increased

running wheel power.

Increased reliability of the bearing surfaces may be achievable by

material and surface-finish changes. Effort is presently under way to have

the gas-bearing surfaces manufactured from a fine-grained hot-pressed alumina.

_ the one-micron-or-less grain size of this material (as compared to grain

size of ten-to-forty microns in other commercial aluminas) shows promise of

better surface finishes with a lesser tendency for crystal pullout to occur

(one cause of stop-start generated debris).
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The lack of test data and reliability information for the gas bearing

wheel assembly makes reliability and failure-mode tecting an important

investigation area.

3.3.9 Other Design Improvement Activity

A) Development work is being conducted within the FBM/IC group in the

application of ceramic fabrication techniques to the wheel-motorstator,

Ceramic bonding of the laminations and vacuum depositing ceramics about

the assembly after the coil has been mounted offer the following possible

improvements:

1) Improved mass stability,

2) Lower stator-surface vapor pressure and a reduction in possible

contaminants internal to the float that may be ingested into the

gas bearing.

Although supported by separate funding, these techniques are directly

applicable to the stators used in this program.

B) Minimization Gyro Bias Drift

To minimize the amount of bias torque about the output axis (bias

torque = current-sensitive torque and mechanical torque) the reaction torque

of end-housings is measured with various rotor assemblies. Then pairs of

end-housing assemblies and rotor combinations are selected and assigned to

specific units such that the measured reaction torques tend to cancel when the

unit is assembled.

In a related area investigatory work is being done with aluminum flex

leads, Since the density of aluminum (2.77 grams/cc) is very close to the

density of the damping fluid (2. 399 grams/cc at 130°F) the aluminum flex

leads would be very nearly floated. Because of this, difference in bias torque

which appears from the OA-up and OA-downtest runs would be virtually

eliminated.

3. 3,10 Gyro-Evaluation Testing
 

A) General

Testing performed on the 18 IRIG MOD B have generally had the

following test sequence:

1) Functionals (centering), floatation, and transfer

2) Servo-mode temperature-drift sensitivity (120-140°F)

3) Cool-down drift sensitivity
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4) Torquer magnetization retest centering, float freedom and servo-

mode test, torquer sensitivity

5) Shroud seal-cool-down testing

6) Performance testing: servo mode, compliance, wheel power,

pulse torquing

During the test sequence special tests were performed when anomalies in

data appeared.

B) Component-Area Evaluation-Test Findings and Status

Five units were tested in the component area. Unit #410 was delivered

to component test on 10-06-66. While the unit was being initially aligned on

the test table, the wheel had a high-speed touchdown and subsequentfailure,

This wheel was operated at 48,000 rpm, The remaining 4 units were run at

24,000 rpm. The unit #410 was recycled for a new wheeland redesignated as

#410A,

Unit #410A

The unit was in test from 24 March to 14 April 1967. It was delivered

to Apollo systems 14 April and returned 14 July following delivery of Unit #0411

to the systems group.

Servo data were erratic and, to determine if contamination was the

cause, float-freedom tests were performed at its axial extremes as well as

its centered position. It was found that data taken with the float displaced

toward the SG had no large torque changes. It was generally concluded that

there was a contaminating particle in the instrument TG end. Long-term

servo-mode and IA-vertical tests with the float axially displaced toward the

SG appeared to confirm this.

The unit was delivered to the systems group for gyro-electronics check-

out. It was recommended that all testing be done with the float axially displaced

toward the SG.

Subsequent teardown to the float level on this unit when it was returned

was inconclusive.

Unit #411

This unit was in test from 16 May to 29 June 1967 and was delivered

to Systems on 29 June.
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Run-to-run servo data repeatability was poor following initial torquer

magnetization. The torquer was demagnetized and servo data were retaken

and good repeatability was attainable.

Further testing revealed that the run-to-run variations in drift rate

with the torquer magnetized was caused by opening the servo loop. This

allowed the unit to drift to the OA stops.

Stop-bias-hysteresis testing was then conducted and the unit drift

sensitivity to excursions of the float from the null position was confirmed.

(Reference Stop-Bias discussion, Section 3.3.5 C.) Figure 3.3-24 shows

typical bias shifts obtained with different changes in the float excursion,

A sampling of servo-test performance that was obtained with the gyro

servo-loop closed (OA held at a null) during table position is shown in Fig. 3.3-25.

Long-term IA-vertical servo runs were made. A deviation curve for

two consecutive 36-hour runs is shown in Fig. 3.3-26. Note that the RMS and

average deviations are -0.14 and-0. 28 meru respectively.

A cross compliance(K,,) of -0. 44 meru/g” was obtained in a long-term

IA -horizontal servo test run, This is compared to -1. 39 determined from a

test run by statistical averaging (lower confidence level).

Unit #410 B

Unit #410 A was returned from systems for teardownto the float.

After reassembly it was redesignated unit #410B. This unit was tested from

30 August to 27 October 1967, It was furnished to systems for continued

electronic checkout on 27 October.

Performance appeared to be very satisfactory and no measurable

evidence of stop-bias hysteresis was detected. Following a wheel rundown

the wheel could not be restarted in either SRA~horizontal or vertical orienta-

tions. After overnight storage at temperature, restart was attempted and

then retried at 137°F. A restart was achieved with 400-ma/phase current

(as opposed to 280-ma/phase nominal). An ADIA shift of -325 meru had also

occured. Subsequent testing included run-up and run-down at various unit

orientations, cooldown across servo testing and rebalancing with no further

start difficulty. Performance had deteriorated slightly but was still reasonably

good (ABD = 0.1meru, AADSRA = 2, AADIA = 4.5 meru over four servos runs).

The unit was furnished to systems to be used for continued electronic checkout.

P- ause of its wheel history, however, it is suspect and is not considered a

delivered instrument.
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Unit #412

This unit wae in test from 31 October to 30 November 1967. Hard-

start difficulties wsre encountered (required 45V/phase after cooldown and

the minimum start voltage had increased from 15 to 28 volts), and the unit

was returned for teardown to the wheel assembly for further analysis. In-

spection did not reveal a visible cause although debris in the +SRA thrust

plate was suspected from analysis of the test data. The wheel was cleaned,

reassembled, and retested. Wheel retest with over 1000 start-stops has been

conducted with no difficulties encountered.

Reassembly of the gyro is expected to begin in mid-January and the

gyro will be redesignated Unit #412A,

Unit #413

Assembly has been completed, preliminary tests began on 11 January

1968. Initial performance data are satisfactory.

C) System Test ~- Torquer Evaluations

System test evaluations on unit #411 were oriented towards defining

torquer sensitivities. The initial phase of the investigations were conducted with

precise de current level inputs and were intended to define a base line for

sensitivities with respect to float angle, radial and axial displacement, and

temperature. The second phase was testing in a ternary pulse-torque-to-

balance control loop. The objective here was to evaluate the adaptability

of the instrument to the strapdown application. 7% these tests scale-factor

stability and linearity with various test rates and torquing parameters were

investigated. /i]l1 tests were conducted on a precision air-beering test table

which could be operated in either a gyro servo~mode or could be driven at

precise-angular input rates (15°/hr to 600°/sec). The test area is shownin

Fig. 3.3-27. (Photographs of 18 IRIG unit #411 installed in system alignment

hardware are shown in Fig. 4.3-7, 4.3-8, and 4,3-9.) In all test setups

a. band-pass pre-amplifier mounted close to the gyro test block was used

to provide noise and 800cps wheel power filtering. (See Section

(3. 3. 6)).

1) Torquer Sensitivity with Float Angle

Figure 3.3-28 shows difference in cw and cew torquersensitivity

with float angle. This test was run using dc current leveis of 10, 30

and 60 ma applied to the torquer with the test table operating in a servo

mode. Table rates were determined using the table inductosyn readout.

The 60-ma level corresponds approximately to the current level used

for the pulse-torque-to-balance mode of operation. At 60 ma, the

difference between cw and ccw scale factor changes by less than
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40 ppm/milliradian.

The average cw and ccw torquer-sensitivity change is shown in

Fig. 3.3-29. Note that the point of maximum torque corresponds to

approximately +5 milliradians (mr) of float angle measured via the SG,

As discussed in Section 3. 3.5B, the optimum alignment corresponds

to one in which the SG null is coincident to the TG maximum-torque

position. It would appear that SG-to-TG misalignment was on the order

of 5 milliradians (use of the alternating current alignment procedure,

Section 3.3.5B, should improve the alignment accuracy). For unit #411

the average scale-factor sensitivity near the 5G null at the 60-ma

current level corresponds to 60 ppm/mr

2. Temperature Sensitivity

The temperature sensitivity of the torquer is shown in Fig. 3.3-30.

A temperature-compensation ring which acts as a magnetic shunt is

selected and installed during torquer assembly. Its temperature coeffi-

cient is matched te achieve a design objective of 10 ppm/OF torquer

SF sensitivity. The tests on Unit #411 indicate a sensitivity of 16 ppm/°F,

Since thermal control to within 0.1°F is anticipated, scale-factor varia-

tions due to this influence were not a problem,

3. Radial Sensitivity

Average scale~factor sensitivity to radial displacement along IA

and SRA are shownin Fig. 3.3-31. The sensitivity is less than 10 ppm

for a radial displacement of 400 microinches. A rate about the gyro out-

put axis of more than 1/2-rad/sec would be needed to cause radial dis-

placements of this magnitude.

4, Axial Sensitivity

Figure 3.3-32 shows the torquer sensitivity change with axial

displacement. The sensitivity changed by less than 50 ppm fordis-

placement of 250 microinches. This axial displacement would occur for

a 2-1/2°R, floatation error and 10 g's acting along the output axis.

5. Torque-to-Balance Testing

a) Test Electronics

The instrument was tested employing a ternary-pulse-restrained

torque-to-balance control loop. 'Ternary'' is used in the sense

there are three distinct torquing states: positive, negative, or

zero torque, The simplified mechanical switching schematic,
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Fig. 3,3-33, (semiconductor switches are actually used) helps

illustrate ternary control and some of the subtleties of the test

electronics. The switch status is shown in the zero-torque

mode, positive-torque polarity. Note the torquing polarity is

set by an "'H" switch (switches 8,» So, Sa,

a double-pole-double-throw switch) that feeds current into the

and 34 function as

plus-or-minus direction of the torquer winding. Switch 5.5 operates

so that current flows through either a dummyload or the torquer

winding.

The dummy load is a resistively wound heater (approximately

the same resistance as the torquer winding) located onthe TG end

of the gyro, Thus, 55 not only turns on the command torquing

(set position) but also is mechanized to maintain a thermal balance

in the reset position. In addition, regardless of the torque cam-~

mand state, approximately the same current is fed into the scale-

factor resistor. The scale~factor voltage is compared with a

precision-voltage reference in the input stage of a high-gain de

amplifier. The amplifier is part of the de control loop that

maintains a precise fixed-current level. Note also that an R-C

compensation network is connected across the torquer. It func-

tions to tune the torquer so that the load seen by the switches

and current source is purely resistive,

The turn-on and turn-off of torque (operation of 5.) ean

occur only at specific switch set-and-reset-pulse times respec-

tively. For the electronic test configuration that was used, a

switch set~and-reset pulse is issued in each (interrogation) clock

cycle. The reset pulse precedes the switch pulse so that

95 is operated such that a torque-off command exists in

each clock cycle. Thus, current is applied to the torquer as

pulses and evenfor maximum commanded torque a short off-

period exists in every clock interrogation interval. The average

applied restraining force for a given measurement period is,

therefore, a function of the numberof torque pulses applied

during the measurement period, The resultant loop opera-

tion is such that an equivalent torquing pulse rate exists for

each constant level of applied input rate, For an

ideal permanent-magnet torquer, however, the rate pulses

applied to the torque winding have no effect on the amount

of torque derived from each pulse or the float response
fo each pulse, Ags noted previously in Eq. 3,3.4,
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b)

each torque pulse represents an equivalent increment of indi-

cated angle change. By definition, the torque pulses are ©

termed A@ pulses. They are represented in the control-loop

mechanization by another pulse that is issued either on the

[rad] or [-ae| line for a torquing pulse that results in

response to an applied angular rate along the positive or nega-~-

tive sense of the instrument input axis respectively.

Teat Setup

A block diagram illustrating the functional elements of the con-

trol loop and various test monitor and support equipment are

shown in Fig, 3,3-34, The general test technique used for

both SF stability and linearity testing is to set the table controls

to desired rate, set the test-counter preset section to accumulate

a number of A@,, pulses from the table inductosyn, and route the

gyro 46 pulses to the counter accumulator, The counter preset

section controls the input gate to the accumulator so that when

the desired numberof Abn pulses are received the count of gyro

pulse increments is stopped. The result accumulator count (N)

represents an exact measure of the gyro output A@ pulses for a

preset numberof table increments (X),

Within this test setup, the test uncertainties result from both

the instrument and test equipment,

The test equipment may introduce uncertainties due to their

inability to maintain a constant instrument environment(i, e,,

temperature control, wheel and microsyn excitation, power-

supply noise, and line-voltage regulation), Torquer temper-

ature sensitivity of 16 ppm/°F was determined (Fig, 3,3-11),

and test temperature control loop maintained control to

within + 0,1°F, Variations in microsyn and wheel excitation

can cause bias changes due to micarosyn reaction-torque and

thermal-gradient variations respectively, Microsyn excitation

was maintained within 0,1%, Variations in the de or ac power

ean directly influence the torque-to-balance control loop, The

control loop itself incorporates a pre-regulator to minimize

ripple and noise to its power supply, The basic dea test-rack

power supply is regulated to within 0.01%, In general, it

was determined that laboratory line-transient filtering by the

test-console power supplies was adequate to assure no in-

fluence on the test runs, All power supplies and the pulse-

torque electronics were synchronized by a test clock and

scaler (1,382 megacycles, stability of 1 part in 10" per day),
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Another factor in test accuracyis the basic test resolution.

In the procedure of counting A® and AG gyro and table pulses

outlined previously, the effect of small table-rate variations

between test runs or printouts is eliminated by using a measure

of table angular motion as the precision input (+ 1/3 arc-second

point-to-point accuracy). The gyro resolution accuracy may

influence stability because of the time relationship of a single

gyro pulse count relative to the total table-count preset control.

To minimize this influence, in excess of a million pulses are

counted for each stability measurement run.

Variations in gyro drift during test will also influence scale-

factor stability and linearity. This measurement erroris in~-

versely proportional to the input rate during the test. If the drift

uncertainty is one meru and the torque-to-balance input-table

test rate was only 1000 meru, the influence of the drift-time

uncertainty can be equivalent to an indicated SF stability of

1000 ppm. Servo~mode drift tests showed BD and ADIA stabil-

ity on unit #411 to be better than 1 meru (Fig. 3,3-25) when the

float excursion was controlled about the 8G null. Thus, table

test rates for stability runs were set in excess of 1000 earth

rates (15 X 10" deg/hr) to assure that SF-stability uncertainty
effects due to drift variation werelessthan 1 ppm, The minimum

table rate used for scale-factor linearity runs was 3,6 X 10° deg/hr

(1°/sec),

Aa noted previously a preamplifier with a band-pasa filter

for noise-pickup attenuation was mounted on the table with the

gyro, A grounding and shielding mechanization was developed

to minimize noise and special care was exercised in routing

the signals through the table slip-ring assembly, Good noise

rejection was achieved througii the use of the amplifier

(Section 3,3,6); however, both 1600-aps wheel modulation and

mise coupling between the TG and SG at torquing-current

switching times was observed. (The SG harness rungalong the

gyro shroud and is connected to external connector pins at the

TG end,) The magnitude of the switching spike was considerably

larger than the 8G signal-level change correspondingto float

motion that would result from a torque pulse.
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a) Multiple Pulsing

The presence of noise on the 8G lines appeared to contribute

substantially to shifts in instrument-stability measurements.

One probable cause of shifts during closed-loop pulse-torque -

to-balance operation was multiple-pulsing. The term multiple-

pulsing is used to describe the occurance of a burst of several

Aé@ torquing pulses of the same polarity during tests at con-

stant-input rates,

As discussed in Section 2.5, the 18 IRIG gyro float dynamics

(time constant) cause the torque-to-balance loop to pulse-

burst (9600-pps)interrogation rate for input rates in excess of

1.5 degrees per second, The computer simulation described

in Chapter 2 predicted pulse-bursting of 3-torquing-pulses-~

on and 12-oif for an input rate of 3°/sec (9600-pps operation).

In tests on unit 411, a 8-on, 12-off busting pattern was ob-

served in the region of 2.8°/sec, (The difference may be

accounted for by the variation between nominal and actual

instrument parameters.)

At low rates the multiple-pulsing appeared to be noise-induced

and normally took the form of a ''Double-Pulsing' phenomenan,

Double -pulsing is explained in detail in Section 3.4.7, Briefly,

an additional erroneous pulse of the same polarity would occur

immediately following a normaltorque command. The additional

pulse does not drive the float through the eleatranias ternary-

control dead-zone but does represent a source of measurement

error. Figure 3,3-35 helps demonstrate double-pulsing, The

figure is a reproduction of a phase-demodulated recording of

unit 411's 8G output signal taken with earth rate as the basic

test input,

The unit is in a pulse-torque-to-balance control-laop mode

operating at a 9600-pps interrogation rate, The scale factor

is equivalent to approximately 7.7 seaonds of arc per pulse,

For the earth-rate input this should correspond to approximately

two pulses a second, ‘

The spikes shown on the figure correspond to the recorder-

demadulator's response to the switching-signal noise coupling

of the torquing pulse. The actual float motion is represented by
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d)

the saw-tooth curve. As shown, the torquing pulse drives

the float towards the 8G null (approximately a A@ increment),

The float then drifts out to the minus-polarity torquing thresh-

old in response to the earth-rate input. At an earth-rate in-

put, float-dynamic considerations can not account for pulse-

bursting. As shown, the double-pulsing occurred randomly,

It would appear that the double-pulsing is precipitated by the

presence of noise at the SG output. The influence of double-

pulsing on measurement stability for the PIP is presented

in Appendix B. The same general considerations are

applicable to gyro measurements .

Pulse-Torque Test Results

The frequency sensitivity of the torque resulting from the

coil-holder eddy-current effects, (discussed in Section 3.3.5

combine with multiple-pulsing effects to yield varying degrees

of measurement and performanceinstabilities, These are

evidenced during pulse -torque-to-balance scale-factor

stability and Hnearity testing, As discussed previously,

both multiple~pulsing and eddy-current frequency sensitivities

are more pronounced at higher control-loop interrogation

rates, Thus, superior stability and linearity was always °

exhibited at 3200-pps as apposed to operation at 9600-pps.

Kigure 3,3-36 shows a 13-hour scale-factor stability run on

unit 411 at a 3200-pps interrogation rate, A total excursion

of 5ppm was obtained, The best 9600-cps interrogation

stability test run is shown in Fig, 3,.8°8%

In this case the total excursion is on the order of 15 ppm with

peaks of 25 ppm.

Torque -to-balance scale-factor linearity test results at

8200- and 9600-pps interrogation rates are shown in Wig, §,38-98

and 3,8-39 respectively, Again, the 3200~pps interrogation

rate operation is considerably better, During testing, however,

it was observed that improved performance could be obtained

by using an additional R-C tuning network across the torque~

coil winding, In theoryonly a single R-C network should be

necessaryto account for the torquer-coil time constant (L/R),
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The additional benefits derived from the use of dual tuning are

probably explained by the coil-holder eddy-current effects.

For example, in Fig. 3.3-13 the normalized inductance and

resistance of the torquing-coil was shown to have varied with

frequency. The dual-network time constants taken individually

were 116 microseconds and 6 microseconds; together they yield

a more complex function which probably approximates the

variations of the coil and holder more closely. The left-

hand side in each of the test figures (3,3-38 and -39) shows

the measured scale-factor linearity variation for a single

R-C tuning network. The right-hand side showsthe test results

with dual tuning. Note the improvements in scale-factor

linearity and the marked reduction in the difference between

the CW and CCW scale factors. With dual tuning, scale-factor

linearity onthe orderof 100ppm and 200 ppm appeared to be

consistently obtainable at 3200-pps anc 9600-pps interrogation

rates respectively for an input range of 1 to 10°/ sec,
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atid oxlel pull-in capabilities of the micrusyn suspension, Whettthe power

is of, the microsyn operates such that the float 1s suspended about the pivot.

he stispersion rotors ate ferilte and are located at each end of the float,

The Inter diumeter ly tupered to provide axial magnetic support. A four~pole

feriite rotor located on ofte ed of the float mates with the stator in the end

housing to form PIP f+type microsyn 8G, The 'T'G rotor is an eioapsulated

aasembly of eight alr-core coils mounted to the opposite end of the Moat, The

dolls are orlented rotationally to metch the elght-pole permanent-mapnetit

located in the TG end~housing, Current ls brought into the torquetr culls

through two flex leads and the torque produced by the TG 1s proportiorial

to the applied current, Thete are two axial through-holes th the float, sytnitne~

tirically located with respect to the peridulous axis, Tubular slugs are placed

in the holes for flotation and erid-to~ etd balatice adjustment, The holes

also allow fluid flow fox mote rapid axlal centering, Miteen minutes maximum

coripared to two hours for the Apolio PIP, (Scale~factor linearity 1s influeticed
by TG+votor axial and radivl motion,)

5G Bnd-Housing Assembly:

The SG end-housing assembly contains a tupered elpht-pole magnetic

suspension stator and «a twelve-pole E-type microsyn stator concentrically

mounted in & ohe<plece beryllium end-housing and encapsulated with an epoxy

compound, A ball pivot is located at the inside center of the erid-housing and

tribtes with the float,

T’'G End+Housing Assembly:

The TG end-housing assembly contains a tapered elght~pole magnetic

suspension stator, an elght~pole permanent-magpnet torque generator stator,

and an Armco magnetic ingot-lron-cylinder (acting as a return path for the

petmanert-magnet stator) mounted concentrically in 4 one«plece beryllium

efid-housing, ‘The petimanent magnet stator is made of Alnico V and is an

assetnbly of a ring structure with poles that are adhesively attached.

Mounted on the stator are the eight magnet energizing coils, the

tétriperature compensator ring, and the coil printed-cireuit ring, ‘This

assembly ig also encapsulated in epoxy compound,
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3.4.4 theory of Operation

The 16 PM PIP operates of a losed~loop prineiple (vee Mig, 8. 4-3),
Where the torques on the float are restrained by torque generator control

sigtals, .

Any component of acceleration along the input axis of the PIP produces

a torque about the output axis, and causes the float to rotate from o null

position, The direction atid magnitude of the float rotation is sensed by the

signal generator, When the §G output voltage reaches a given threshold level,

a diseriminutor provides a positive-or-negative set signal, depending on the

polarity of the 5G output voltage, These set signals are interrogated at a

given clock frequency to switch a control current of fixed amplitude and

duration into the positive or negative direction of the torque generator winding,

The polarity of the torque is set to oppose or restrain the sensed input torque,

A detailed description of the electronic test loop that was used in this evaluation

and its parameters is provided in Chapter 4, Theoretical aspects of pulse-

torque+restrained instrumerit servo loops are included in Chapter 2,

The float acts as a torque-summing member (neglecting any inaccuracy

torques) atid the torques acting on the float can be expressed as!

42 do
loa “2 + O a + ma, 4 Mite) = 0 | (3.4.14)

Where .

79
lyA dt » # the torque due to inertia of the float

IbA = moment of inertia of the float about OA

6 = atigle of rotation of the float about OA

c St. = the viscous damping torque about OA

Cc = damping coefficient

mpe, =  ifiput acceleration torque

ms = peridulosity of float

oi, = cotniponent of acceleration input alongIA

Mug) = restraining torque provided by the torque getierator for a

fixed current amplitude

Integrating (3.4.1);

at

4 gg = melon ae + 08 = meV, + \ + Mepyydt (3,4,2)
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wheres

Vj, = componentof velocity along 1A (3.4.3)

The @ and, @ terms on the left~hand side of equation (3,4,2) represent

the dynamic storage characteristics of the instrument. For steady~state

conditions, the control--“lbop functions to keepthe float at the null position;

the average storage term ig, therefore, negiigible with respect to a measure~

ment period. Thus, inthe steady-state the torquer, output is seen to balance

the specific-force input and the indicated velocity is:

+t4 \ , |
Vin = m4 vo # Mey dt (3.4.4)

Since the feedback current to the torque generator is controlled and measured

over discreteintegral intervals determined by the clock frequency,

(3.4, 4)imay be expressed in the following form: ‘

1 c a fMey

where

fey ss is the clock period, corresponding to the duration of the

control current

Thus, if Myg) is a non-time-variant function, the indicated velocity

measurement for an integral number of sampling periodsis:

Vv M, ts
Vv /, ~ cnt =n’) (3.4.6)Ib

irid

 

As indicated in (3.4.5), the velocity measurement maybe expressed

in a quantized form. It can be computed, therefore, by counting the clock

veriods corresponding to positive or negative torque in a test period and

multiplying by a constant. The constant may be termed the instrument scale

factor and represents an increment of velocity (AV) measurement.

Thus

=(Aav)) nt
Vite) = (AV) N'- (3.4.7)
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where AV = Mitgy t/ ml (324.8)
oo

Vite) = indicated velocity input in a test period
HOP, :

N = number of sampling intervals of positive torque ina given |

comptitational period

N <4 2 number of sampling intervalsof negative torque in a given

_ computational period :

te = the test observation period

The torquing constant (M, 4) for a permanent-magnet airrcoil torquer

is basically linear. The magnetic stability problems experienced with square- |

law electromagnetic torquers andthe scale-factor errors due tolorque-current

transient rise and decay characteristics are eliminated.

3.4.4 Test Program

A test plan was formulated to allow a fine-grain investigation of the

instrument's suitability for usein a strapdown configuration. In addition, ‘vests /

were defined to uncover any PM PIP sensitivities that could result in adverse -

performance in a system-level operational environment.

In general, test evaluation program sought to answer the following.

questions:

a) What is the limit of the PM PIP's capability?

b) How is this capability affected by operation of the instrument in

a system environment ?

c) How does noise on the SG and torquer lines affect loop operation

and stability?

d) What results are obtained by interrogatingat different frequencies?©

e) What cross-coupling errors are associated with use of a PM PIP

in a strapdown environment ?

The test effort was divided into two main areas. The first was to set

up a PM PIP in an optimam manner, keeping all environments as ideal as

possible, in order to ascertain the PM PIP's performance limits. The second:

phase was to subject the PIF to a range of operational environments which would

be present within a system configuration and to evaluate the resulting degrada-

tion in the PIPA performance. In addition, problems peculiar to the use of

such an instrument in a strapdownenvironment werealso to be investigated.
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3.4.5 Test Setup

The PM PIP was tested employing a "'ternary'' pulse-restrained torque-

to-balance control loop. The torque loop is essentially identical to the one

described in Section 3.3. This description has been modified as applicable

and provided for completeness. ‘'Ternary' is used in the sense that there

are three distinct torquing states: positive, negative, or zerotorque. The

simplified mechanical-switching schematic, Fig. 3.4-4, (semi-conductor

switches are actually used) helps illustrate ternary control and some of the

subleties of the test electronics. The switch status is shown in the zero-

torque mode, positive-torque polarity.

Note the torquing polarity is set by an ''H" switch (switches Sp So,

Sg, and S4 function as a double-pole, double-throw switch) that feeds current

into the plus or minus direction of the torquer winding. Switch Ss operates

so that current flows through either a dummy load or the torquer winding.

The dummy load is a resistively wound heater (approximately the

same resistance as the torquer winding) located on the TG end of the PIP.

Thus, S. not only turns on the commandtorquing (set position) but is also

mechanized to maintain a thermal balance in the reset position. In addition,

regardless of the torque-command state, approximately the same current is

fed into scale-factor resistor. The scale-factor voltage is compared with a

precision-voltage reference in the input stage of a high-gain dc amplifier.

The amplifier is part of the de control loop that maintains a precise fixed-:

current level. Note also that an R-C compensation network is connected

across the torquer. It functions to tune the torquer so that the load seen by

the switches and current source is purely resistive.

The turn-on and turn-off of torque (operation of Py) can occuronly

at specific switch (set) and reset pulse times respectively. Forthe electronic

test configuration that was used, a switch set-and-reset pulse is issued in

each (interrogation) clock cycle. The reset pulse precedes the switch

pulse so that S5 is operated such that a torque-off command exists

in each clock cycle. Thus, current is applied to the torquer as pulses and,

even at maximum commandedtorque, a short off period exists inevery _

clock-interrogation interval. The average applied restraining force for a

given measurement period is, therefore, a function of the number of torque

pulses applied during the measurement period. The resultant loop operation

is such that an equivalent torquing pulse rate exists for each constant level

of applied specific force. For an ideal permanent-magnet torquer, however,

the pulse rate applied to the torque winding has no affect on the amount of
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torque derived from cach pulse or the float response to each pulse.

As noted previously in (3.4.7), each torque pulse represents an

equivalent increment of indicated velocity change. By definition,

the torque pulses are termed +AV or - AV pulses. This termin-

ology is in keeping with vector convention and 1s represented in the control-

loop mechanization by a pulse that is issued either on the (AV) or (-AV)

line for a torquing pulse that results in response to an applied specific force

along the positive or negative sense of the instrument input axis, respectively.

A block diagram illustrating the functional elements of the control

loop and various test monitor and support equipment is shown in Pig. 3.4-5,

Figures 3.4-6 and 3.4-7 are photographs of the PM PIP laboratory area

and test configuration,

In order to determine the instrument's capability accurately, the test

conditions and setup were precisely defined and controlled. For example,

the interconnection of electronics and test equipment was carefully developed

to assure that noise on the SG andtorquer lines would be kept to an absolute

minimum, To eliminate ground-loop problems a single-point grounding scheme

was employed, Signal and power grounds were completely isolated and then

interconnected at a single ground-point tied to the external bus, Lead lengths

were minimized and critical signal lines were shielded to assure a minimum

of pickup. The result was an exceptionally clean SG monitor (better than a

40-dB signal-to-noise ratio) and excellent dce-loop-current stability (legs than

5 parts per million), (The measurement of current-loop stability was limited

by test equipment capabilities. )

In addition, it was determined that pre-regulator and power supply

filtering of laboratory line transients (induced by power load changes) was

adequate to assure no effects on PIP performance, Sensitivity of electronic-

loop scale-factox control to laboratory temperature environment was observed

and room temperature (72° hk 2°R) was controlled to assure optimum performance.

In the interconnection scheme, noise coupling between the torquer and

signal generator was observed at current-switching times. The transient

magnitude measured at the SG was generally in excess of twice the

magnitude of the selected interrogation detection level (6-8 sec of float

rotation). Major portions of the coupling were traced to-the instrument harness,

unshielded from the base of the instrument where the leads emanate to its con-

nector. On one test unit, SG-lead shielding was added and the noise was reduced

(approximately 50%), but could not be eliminated, Some noise coupling may be

magnetically induced within the body of the unit. However, unlike the
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Apollo PIP, magnetic shields are incorporated in the instrument. It is doubtful

that any significant noise reductions would be attainable from further magnetic

shieiding improvements. Further investigation of optimum lead placement

and shielding might prove more productive. Development of electronic techniques

to desensitize the control loop from switching noise is also desirable. A change in

the test-loop mechanization is currently being implemented. This change

reverses the timing sequence of the control-loop logic so that the SG voltage-

level detection and interrogation occurs prior to any current changes in the

torque generator,
‘

3.4.6 Scale Factor and Bias Stability

Detailed tests were conducted on two instruments, units 9 and 14, A dis~-

cussion of the test equations and technique as well as the test results are

presented in this section.

 

The accelerometers! performance characteristics that were most critically

evaluated are the instrument bias and scale factor stability. The scale factor

(SF) was defined in (3.4.7) and corresponds to an equivalent indicated velocity

measurement increment, AV. The bias term, Ay results from torques acting

along the pendulous input axis. These torques arise from non-ideal geometric

aspects of the physical instrument (i.e., suspension and SG reaction torques).

The bias torque is generally expressed as an equivalent acceleration of the

pendulous mass. Fora given instrument the indicated velocity change differs

from the true velocity change by the time integral of the bias,

Guidance system performance is governed in large measure bythe accuracy

of the measured velocity change. For each system, therefore, it is common

practice to determine each accelerometer's scale factor and bias to calibrate

the system accordingly. Ultimate system performance is then dependant upon

one's ability to define the instrument's scale factor and bias. Techniques may

be developed to minimize errors in the test measurement of these parameters

so that the uncertainties correspond to the basic stability of the instrument

and control loop.

Stability test data are presented for both instruments in Figs. 3. 4-8,

-9, -10, This performance represents the probable limit for the instrument and

electronics design. The data were obtained under well-controlled laboratory

environment and test conditions. Some of the special setup considerations, as

well as the noise coupling and thermal sensitivity problems that hindered

obtaining consistent data of this caliber, were described in the
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previous section. Repeatable data of this quality were attainable, however,

through the implementation of standardized procedures and vigorous attention

to all test-technique details.

A fuller appreciation of the measurement accuracy and the meaning of

the test data is attained by considering somedetails of testing and the associated

data-reduction derivations. Fundamental to accelerometer testing is the orien-

tation of the instrument with respect to the local gravity vector. With the

instrument input axis aligned for a positive one-g input, the relationship between

the time (7, )to accumulate a selected number of corresponding +AV pulsesis:

X (SF)
7 = gt Ay (3.4.9)

where

X equals the number+AVpulses selected,

SF, is the positive scale-factor constant corresponding to the magnitude of the

incremental velocity represented by each +AV pulse for tIA alignment

with the g vector. (See equation and the discussion in the previous section.)

Ay is the true PIP bias expressed in the same dimensions as the gravity term,
Woo,g ; it is the bias term which exists at both open- and closed-loop opera-

tion when the instrumentis at a null.

Recall that the test time (7, ) can be related directly to the numberof

clock cycles (interrogator pulses) that occur during the accumulation of X AV's

Ny = 7
Fr 7 (3.4.10)

where

F = the clock interrogation frequency

N, = the number of interrogation pulses during the count interval

of X-positive AV's.

Assuming a 3200-cps interrogation rate (used for test results shown)

and substituting (3.4.10) into (3.4.9)

3200 (SF,) x

N =gt Ap (3.4.11)
1
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In general, instrument nonlinearities exist that yield a scale-factor

difference between positively~ and negatively-applied torque pulses

(discussed in detail in Section 3.3). Thus if the instrument input axis were
sf oe

aligned in a negative sense with respect to the local ''g' vector, and if X

number of AV counts were accumulated, the following relationship would result:

~2200 (SF) x

Ny = (-g + A,) (3.4.12)

In this case

X equals the numberof -AV pulses selected

SF, is the negative scale factor constant represented by each -AV pulse for a

-IA alignment with the g vector

N, is the number of interrogation pulses during the count interval of X -AV

pulses.

By manipulating (3.4.11) and (3 4.12) to solve for SF, and SF,

and then by adding, the resultant solution allows representation of the average

scale factor (SF,yp) in the form:

Ay N

 

 

SF _ SF, + SF | g (N, + N) , 2b S17Se (3.4.13)
avg 3 6400 — xX 6400 x a

For a precision instrument such as the PM PIP the bias value is very

small (less than 0.2-dyn-cm torque) compared to the specified test input and,

similarly, the scale-factor difference should not yield a significant difference

in interrogator pulse counts. The average scale factor may be approximated,

therefore, to a very accurate degree by

SE = ss + ‘avg~ 6400 x (3.4.14) |

For example, if we assume relatively large values of bias and scale-

factor differences, Ab equal to 0.02% of g; and the interrogator count differed

by 1%, the percentage error ina SPove fetermination using (3.4.14) would

correspond to two parts per million.

Another test derivation is obtained by adding (3.4.11) and (3.4.12)

2A, = 3200|/SF
x . x

b WN, 7 5¥2 Nz (3.4.15)
1 2
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The right-hand side of the above equation can be manipulated to obtain

SF, + SF - SF1 2 ( x_ x), 2 (xX i)2A, = 3200 —-=—— —lL_ + (3.4.16)b 5 Ny #) = 2 (st No

SF, + SF,
Because _— is the average scale factor and (SF, - SF,) represents

the difference in scale factor (ASF), (3.4.16) may be rewritten in the

following form

A, = 1600 avg\N, NG)" 2) T, No (3.4.17)

Now, substituting (3.4.14) into (3.4.17) and combining fractions

fe N, -N
i.e, Wr" N) = mR etc.) we obtain:

MN, N,)(Ny+Nop 1 asr /N,+Ny
= 1600. + | ———— &NN, 2° NIN, (3.4.18)

Additional simplifications can be obtained by introducing the relationship

 

 
 

hn. = NitNoe (3.4.19)
Avg )

where

Ni ~ avg” 6

= WN -
No = avg” °

substituting in (3.4.18)

. 2g N 6 ASF N_. xX
Ay, = 1600 ee + —,—se— (3.4.20)

6400(Nayg~ 9) Nave®

dividing numerator and denominator by Neve

be 2g 6/Novg | ASF KINvg

avg ave J

    

t
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term

Since N, and No will always be within a few hundred parts per million, the

6

 

2 can be considered negligible and (3.4.21) reduces to

  

avg

N,-N
= —l4 >| —>_Ay = 8 N,N, + ASF) T— Ny 1600 (3.4.22)

Referring back to (3.4.14) we note that:

x g
= RANOSE 3.4.23)2 6400 SFg (

 

Substituting (3.4.23) into (3.4.22), we obtain:

N,-N
1 2 ASF

b (es =| 28Fvg

AL in (3.4.24) represents the bias measurement determined from

a tone g and -one g count. This may be defined as the ‘count bias'' and is exactly

equal to the true bias if the scale factor difference is zero.

One should note that (3.4.24) and (3.4.14) were derived for a

+one g count. They would be applicable for other test orientations if g sin @

were substituted in the equation and @ were restricted such that g sin 9» ab

(i.e, N,-No « Navg) With this restriction count bias determinations will

differ from the true bias by a constant.

We may determine the instruments true bias with a precision dividing

head (optigon B) that is used to accurately orient the instrument to obtain an

absolute signal generator nuli. The bias determined in this manner is referred

to as the null bias, a At the null orientation the relationship between the biasb e

and the angle between the sensitive input axis and the local gravity vector

is shown in equation (3.4.25).

a, + mtgsiné@ = 0 (3.4.25)
b

The n agnitude of ay determined from the null bias tests may then be used in

(3.4.22) or (3.4.24) to obtain the + scale factor or scale-factor

linearity (ASF/SF), respectively.

Since the position of the sensitive axis of the instrument with respect

to the dividing-head readout scale zero may differ by some small consistent
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angle, two orientation readings are used for each null bias determination.

Input axis orientation pairs (Ry & Ry or R,' & Ry') for which null readings may

be obtained (dependent upon the sense of the bias) are shown in Fig. 3,4-11.

The "R" corresponds to the optigon B scale reading. For the case

illustrated R)

respectively. For the test setup the magnitude of 6 is then:

-Ry and R,'7 Ry! correspond to a negative and positive bias

°o

la] = (Ro - Ry) # 180 (3.4.26)
2

The maximum error in the Ro-R, with the optigon B used in testing is

approximately 7 seconds of arc (consisting of 4-second scale error anda

3-second operator repeatability error). The head error is essentially constant

for a specific test setup. Bias stability measurement uncertainty is, there-

fore, governed by operator repeatability errors and at a maximum corresponds

to 1.5 are seconds in the determination of 8. The error determination of the

absolute null bias, however, will also influency; the error in determination of

the scale-factor difference (aSF) in (3.4.23). For example, a 3.5-arc-

second uncertainty in null bias determination corresponds to approximately

a 36-ppm error in the determination of ASF in an instrument scaled for 18g

capability at a 3200-cps interrogation rate.

From 16 PM PIF test observations it would appear that the Apollo PIP

dividing head readout accuracy limitations can introduce a significant uncertainty

in the determination of the PM PIP's absolute performance characteristics.

System application requirements that necessitate the ultimate knowledge of the

instruments performance potential will necessitate an improved orientation

readout capability (resolution of 0.25 arc seconds with a maximum run-out

accuracy of 2 arc seconds would,for example, reduce performance measurement

uncertainties by three).

3.4.7 Moding and Double-Pulsing
 

As previously noted in the ''Test Setup" discussion, noise coupling

between the torquer and signal generator lines was observed and could not be

completely eliminated. During closed-loop pulse-torque-to-balance operation,

coupling tended to cause a "double-pulsing" or ''moding"’ phenomena.

Double-pulsing is the term used to describe operation in which, following

a normal torque command, an additional erroneous pulse of the same polarity

would occur. Stable ternary operation is retained, however, since the discrim-

inator (zero-torque region) dead zone was set sufficiently wide so that the addi-

tional pulse did not drive the float through the dead zone to the opposite
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polarity torquing threshhold, Figure 3.4-i2A attempts to illustrate the double-

pulsing phenomenon. For this illustration it is assumed that a sizable amount

of the float rotational response to a torque pulse occurs before the next interro-

gator pulse (this is essentially true for a 3200-cps interrogation rate). Figure

3,4-12B shows the float motion and corresponding output for some fixed input

Aj, (less than the restraining loop torque capability), We observe that some

steady-state float offset from null occurs which is proportional to the ratio of

the input pendulous torque to the total full-on torque command capability. In

Fig. 3.4-12B we observe that, for the same input (in this case equal to

approximately 50%of the instrument capability), the float tends to return to the

same offset position. At the next interrogation time, however, the presence

of noise (due to the previous torque current pulse) causes an additional pulse

command to be triggered and, similarly, additional float motion. If one were to

count interrogation pulses N, (3.4.14) for a preset AV pulses, dependent

on the test-setup initial starting point, variations in the interrogation pulse

count would occur. These counts would then be used to determine the average

scale factor for each test run and a corresponding change would be obtained.

Thus, erroneous scale-factor stability data would be generated.

In actual operation, possibility of three distinct interrogator counts

could be accumulated for a given number of AV's. The particular count obtained

is dependent on the test synchronization of the interrogation pulse count in

relation to the AV pulse train. A detailed quantitative derivation of the count

instability in relation to double-pulsing is presented in Appendix B of this

chapter.

Whenthe ternary control-loop zero-torque-command dead zone is too

small to accomodate the float rotation due to an additional torque pulse, ''Moding"'

results. Dependent upon the test input and the loop parametersthe additional

torque pulse caused by noise coupling may drive the float through the dead zone

and trigger the opposite polarity torque command. Binary type operation may

result in intermittent or continuous 1:1, 2:3, etc., moding. Since, for a specific

test condition, only a single-polarity AV is used for the preset counter gate

control and the occurance of moding results in an abrupt shift in the interrogator

count, moding can be eliminated by increasing the control loop dead zone. This,

however, results in a system inaccuracy due to the increased float velocity storage.

3.4.8 Frequency of Interrogation
 

In the strapdown application, the velocities measured in the body frame

must be transformed through the attitude matrix in the computer into the inertial

frame. Because of the time-varying nature of the attitude matrix and the
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iterative characteristics of the numerical transformation, consideration of

smaller velocity increments would appear desirable for improved system

performance. for the same instrument range capability, increasing the

interrogation rate of the pulse torque-to-balance control test-loop results in

correspondingly smaller torque pulse widths and, therefore, in finer

velocity quantization. Since the test loop operates on an error detection at

the peak of the SG carrier signal, only integer ratios of interrogator to carrier

frequency are possible.

The previous test results were obtained with a 3200-cps interrogation

rate which, for an 18g capability, corresponds to approximately a 5.5-cm/sec-

per-pulse scale factor. Experimental tests were conducted using both 4800-

and 9600-cps interrogation rates with corresponding scale factors of 3.6- and

1.8-cm/sec pulse, respectively. In the 3200-cps 1-g tests the double-pulsing

could be eliminated; however, at 4800-cps, test conditions could not be obtained

for which double-pulsing did not occur occasionally. At 9600-cps, random

double-pulsing was always evidenced. The increased noise sensitivity at

higher interrogation rates results from the instrument float response limitations.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the float rotational response to a torque pulseis

primarily limited by its time constant. If the torque pulse width is set approxi-

mately equal to the time interval between interrogation pulses, for a 3200-cps

interrogation rate, over 80%of the total float rotational travel will have occurred

for a single torque pulse before the next interrogation pulse. At 9600-cps,

however, only approximately 55%of the total travel will have occurred. Thus,

in the dynamic l-g, 9600-cps test, more noise susceptibility exists since a

prior torque-pulse command does yield as large a voltage margin between the

torquing threshold level and the SG output signal.

A SF stability run taken at 9600-cps interrogation frequency conditions

under test conditions in which a minimum of double-pulsing occurred is shown

in Fig. 3.4-13. Note that poorer stability performance was obtained when

compared to a 3200-cps test run (Fig. 3.4-8). The difference in performance

probably stems from both the double-pulsing phenomenon as well as an increased

scale-factor sensitivity to torque pulse width stability at the higher interrogation

frequency.

A control-loop design change to reduce noise coupling effects and mini-

mize, if not eliminate, multiple pulsing is under development. Further investi-

gation into the instrument harnessing design would also be advisable. As for the

need for higher interrogation rates, this determination is primarily influenced by

mission objectives and the computational errors associated with the coordinate

transformation processing. It would be desirable to extend the integrated
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attitude algorithm and gyro test package study to investigate their interplay

with accelerometer performance and data processing.

3.4.9 Sensitivity Testing

PM #9 was subjected to a limited numberof tests to determine scale

factor and bias sensitivities to turn-on and turn-off sequences and to typical

malfunctions.

Figure 3.4-14A showsthe results of a stop-bias hysteresis test. This

test is used to determine peak-to-peak bias variations resulting from excursions

of the float into the plus and minus rotary stops. The test had little affect on

scale factor. The affect on bias is attributable to a change in the magnetic

state of the suspension rotor due to rotation through the magnetic field produced

by the suspension coils. ‘fhe null and one g bias numbers shifted equal

amounts, indicating that the scale factor difference remained constant during

the course of the test.

Pigure 3.4-14C shows the affects; on bias due to turning off the

27V to the current switch, the 4V excitation to the suspension and SG

microsyn, and the 30V main power to the Pulse Torquer Power Supply.

Figure 3.4-14B also showsthe ‘affects:of torquing the float alternately

into the plus and minus stops, Here, as in the case of the stop-bias hysteresis

test, the only affect seen is the change in bias due to the rotation of the float

into the stop.

Affects due to changes in 4V excitation and quadrature werealso investi-

gated. The scale factor was found tc vary 2 ppm per 1% change in excitation

near the normal operating point. Quadrature changes had no affect unless

very high levels were reached (approximately 5V p-p).
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4 BODY MOUNTED TEST PACKAGE AND REAL-TIME A? GORITHM

TEST AND EVALUATION

4,1 Introduction

The objective of this test evaluation program is to define the operational

capabilities and limitations of strapdown system performance and thereby provide

a basis for development of a body-mounted system configuration for advanced

manned missions.

Clearly,to achieve the evaluation objective, the basic test tools (hardware

and software) and a test sensor package with support electronics must be developed.

The sensor package should incorporate state-of-the-art instruments and the elec-

tronics should allow a flexible investigation of different quantized torque rebalance

levels and sampling rates. Similarly a real-time computational facility and sensor

package interface should be devised to allow investigation of a variety of algorithms

at various computational update rates. Within the frameworkof these activities,

support equipment must be mechanized to allow both precision static and dynamic

inputs and to provide detailed component performance and environment monitoring.

The major activity through this reporting point, therefore, has been devoted

to the development of hardware, facilities and test plans to fulfill the test evaluation

objectives. For the most part, the design and fabrication effort has been completed

and the total facility and test package integration is in its early stages of checkout.

Because of funding limitations, the initial development effort was restricted to a

gyro sensor package and attitude algorithm evaluation. Provisions for the addition

of accelerometers were included, however. The initial stages of sensor perform-

ance testing should commence shortly, pending availability of gyros. Facility

capabilities for 0. 3-rad/sec multi-axis slew rates and up to 10 cps-10 arc-min

peak-to-peak oscillatory inputs are operational, Real-time computational test pro-

grams for both lst and 3rd order quaternion attitude algorithms have been defined

and will undergo preliminary test verification.

The major sections of this chapter describe the following areas:

1. Design and Development of a Body-Mounted Inertial Sensor Test

Package,

2, The design features of the pulse torque control loop and power supply

electronics,
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3. Development of Real-Time-Algorithm Computational Capabilities for

Integrated System Testing,

4, Static and Dynamic Sensor Package and Integrated Test Concepts and

Procedure Development,

5. Design and Development of Strapdown Sensor Package Ground Support

Equipment.

4,2 Summary

The following is a brief summary of salient features of the body-mounted

test package and real-time test facility (see Figs, 4.2-1, -2).

A) Gyro Package Assembly

The gyro package contains three 18-IRIG MOD B gyros, each mounted

in an adjustable alignment mount assembly. Each gyro axis compliment

includes an individual temperature controller, SG preamplifier, quadrature

trim-potentiometer and magnetic suspension hardware. These components

are mounted on an aluminum frame whose form factor allows it to be sub-

stituted for an Apollo IMU inner gimbal for special dynamic tests. An optical

reference cube is mounted on the frame and used both as a reference to

which the gyros are aligned and as a meansof aligning the test package

to the test table.

The frame is attached to a 4-axis test table via a high thermal resistance,

adjustable alignment plate. Frame temperature is precisely maintained by

a heat exchanger mounted adjacent to the thermal shroud enclosing the sys-

tem. A thermostat located on the frame controls the flow of liquid coolant

through three parallel coolant passages on the frame.

B) Support Electronics Console (SEC)

The circuitry housed in this console fulfill the electronic fui.ctions asso-

ciated with basic self-contained system operations.

The major elements are:

a) Three-axes of ternary pulse-torque rebalance loops. Each loop

has a variable torque rate capability (a submultiple of 9600 Hz). The

present maximum torque rate is 0.3 rad/sec.
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b) 800-Hz gyro wheel supply

c) 9600-Hz Ducosyn excitation supply

d) + 15-vde Power Supply for the individual gyro temperature

controllers.

In addition, a Manual de Torque circuit is included for use in gyro

IA misalignment angle determinations.

C) Precise Test Input Table

A four-axis table configuration with positioning accuracies up to

2 arc-secondsis utilized for both static and limited dynamic testing.

Constant rates to 1.0 rad/sec and oscillatory frequencies up to 10 Hz

can be utilized about two of the four table axes.

D) 3-Axis Dynamic Test Inputs

Use of the gyro package frame in a modified Apollo gimhal system

will allow 3-axis rate and oscillatory drive capabilities for extreme

environmental testing.

E) Real-Time Algorithm Computation

A Honeywell DDP-516 Computer with an 8K word memory and a

0.96-usec memory cycle time is interfaced with a gyro-torque pulse

accumulator. This system will be used for both gyro parameter

evaluation and for integrated real-time attitude-transformation

algorithm testing. Both high-order whole number type algorithms and

a simulated DDA processing will be programmed and evaluated.

F) Ground Support Equipment (GSE)

The GSE performsthe following functions:

a) Gyro Package mode control; i.e.; standby, wheels-on and

pulse torque loop moding. Safety interlocks for proper gyro

temperatures and excitation voltages are included..

by Signal Monitoring - gyro and frame temperatures, critical

pulse torque voltages, clock frequencies and gyro error signals.

c) Pulse Torque (A@) Data Acquisition - preset counters, timers,

storage registers, printers and tape punch are all utilized to obtain

gyro pulse counts and timing required for instrument level data

performance analysis.



G) Optical Alignment References

An azimuth heading accurate to 5 See is provided by a permanently

mounted porro prism. Fixed targets consisting of Davidson 2" aperture

autocollimators will be mounted along an east and north line,respectively.

These targets will be used in conjunction with the porro prism for gyro

package alignment.

4.3 Test Package and Supporting Hardware
 

4.3.1 General Considerations

The developmental gyro test package consists of three frame mounted

18-IRIG MOD gyroswith their alignment hardware and associated electronics

(Figs. 4,3-1 and 4.3-2),.

The 18 IRIG MOD is a single-degree-of-freedom integrating rate gyro.

It has been specifically developed for strapdown applications and has a permanent

magnet torquer that is sized to be compatible with input rates of up to one radian

per second. A complete description of instruments' design details, performance

parameters and data is included in Chapter 3, Section 3.

The frame form factor has been designed to allow it to replace the stable

_ member of a prototype Block II Apollo gimbal system. This provision was made

so that body-mounted test evaluations could be conducted with extremely high

simultaneous three-axis slew and oscillatory inputs. The gimbal system control

electronics will be modified so that they can be externally positioned for various

test sequences (dynamic inputs up to 50 cps with one degree excursion are an-

ticipated). This gimbal system adaption provides an ideal multi-degree-of-freedom

test table configuration, i.e.: low-noise slip rings assemblies, multispeed

resolver readouts, and a controlled thermal environment.

For basic high accuracy position and rate inputs, consistent with com-

ponent performance determination and typical mission altitude maneuverrates,

a four-axis test table will be used (Fig. 4.3-3). The table configuration consists

of a 16", two-degree-of-freedom precision control table mounted on a larger

32" two-degree-of-freedom table. Both table rotary axes are equipped with

variable rate drives. As shownin Fig. 4.3-4 the frame mounts on a titanium

plate, which in turn is mounted to the 16" table via 3 leveling adjustments.

4.3.2 The Frame and Fixtures

A reference alignment cube is mounted on top of the frame. The cube faces

representing the X,Y, and Z triad are orthogonal within 1 arc-second. The leveling

provisions on the titanium mounting plate are provided to allow precise alignment of

the top cube face with respect to rotational rate input vector of the lower table

rotary axis. The gyro input axes are aligned with respect to the appropriate cube
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faces. The cube surfaces then serve to define the absolute reference orientation

of the test package relative to azimuth and local vertical, as defined by a facility

porro prism and reference autocollimators.,

The frame is made of aluminum; it incorporates integral coolant passages

through which water glycol is circulated for instrument thermal environment

control. Figure 4.3-5 is a photo of the frame that was taken prior to final machining

and bonding (i. e.: insertion of cover plates over the coolant passages). Note the

coolant intake and return passages parallel each other so that thermal gradients

across the frame are minimized. The view shownin Fig. 4.3-5 is identical to the

frame view shown in Fig. 4.3-4. Note the cover plates on both sides and the

coolant line connectors. The connectors are installed on the blocks where the

passages terminate as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 4.3-5. Similarly,

4 mounting pads (Fig. 4.3-5) are provided for each gyro alignment fixture. They

are precision ground to form a flat surface. The three sets of pads form a triad of

planes that have been machined so that their tolerances with respect to the cube

faces are within the adjustment ranges of the alignment rings. The surface orien-

tations of each pad set has been accurately measuredwith respect to the reference

cube faces. Figure 4.3-6 shows the misalignment of the mounting-pad normals

with respect to the alignment cube reference normals. Each gyro is prealigned

in its alignment fixture to account for these fixed angular misalignments.

4.3.3 Gyro Normalization

The alignment fixture (shown in Fig. 4.3-7) allows freedom of adjustment

of the gyro input axis about the output and spin reference axes. The alignment about

OA and SRA is achieved by means of two independent adjustment mechanisms on

the alignment fixture. Adjustment of IA about OA is achieved by rotating the plate

that the TG gyro end is mounted to with respect to the alignment assembly frame

(Fig. 4.3-6). This is accomplished by the operation of two conical screws that are

operated against tapered surfaces on the mounting plate. Adjustment about SRA is

achieved by rotation of an eccentric ring located on the end-mount clamp. The gyro

mounts in the clamp on a spherical seat which functions to avoid generating bending

stresses along the axial length of the gyro due to the rotation of the eccentric ring.

The range of adjustment capability is 7 min of are and 32 min of arc of IA about

SRA on OA, respectively. The measured adjustment sensitivities are approximately

1.3 arc secondsof rotation of IA rotation about OA for degree of rotation of the conical

screws, and 2.6 arc-seconds of rotation of IA about SRA per degree of rotation of

the eccentric ring. The experimental test objectives are to align each IA within 10

are-seconds of its corresponding reference cube surfaces. In addition to the alignment

features, heaters for thermal control are integrally wound about each of the fixture's

gyro end mount alignment clamping rings.
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Fig. 4.2-7 Gyro alignment fixture. front view.

 

 
     

 



As shown in*Figs. 4.3-8 and 4.3-9 integral to each gyro harness is a

complete set of normalizing electronics which include: a signal generator pre-

amplifier, magnetic suspension capacitor modules and quadrature adjustment

components. The gyro,therefore, is normalized and aligned in its system level

configuration at a component prealignment level. The advantage of this normalized

configuration is uniformity of test setup and the assured validity of data correl-

ation between system and component test runs.

The preamplifier is a differential amplifier for common mode rejection

qualities with a gain of approximately 100 (adjustable) at 9600 Hz. It includes

a bandwidth filtering provision for noise rejection of spurious wheel power signal

pickup and their harmonics. The amplifier input connects directly to the gyro

SG secondary and its output is transformer coupled to the pulse-torque electronics

located in the Support Electronics Console (SEC). The primary function of the

amplifier is to assure that a high level signal is transferred across the package

interface so that environment noise influences on the pulse-restrained loop per-

formance are minimized. A ducosyn 3 .5:1 stepdown transformer located on the

frame provides 8-Vrms 9600-Hz excitation to the gyro ducosyns. Voltage stability

is maintained by feedback from the transformer secondary to the source supply

located in the SEC.

4.3.4 Thermal Des’gn

Individual temperature controllers for each gyro are mounted on the frame.

A proportional de controller was selected in lieu of a more efficient pulse-width—

type control to minimize the package electronic noise environment. The controller

employs a balanced bridge sensor circuit in which two of the elements are the

sensors located inthe 18 Gyro. The controller design will maintain control tem-

perature to +0 .01°F, Each controller is sized to provide a maximum of 26 watts

control power. Aunique feature of the controller is the use of two integrated

circuit amplifiers. The controller preamplifier employs a Fairchild A726 pre~

amplifier followed by a A709. The use of the A726 which has self-contained sub-

strate temperature control minimizes the equivalent input stage drift to less than

One microvolt per °c. A schematic of the controller is shown in Fig. 4.3-10.

A cooling technique has been designed for the test package that allows de-

veiopment of variable thermal resistance concepts. This investigation was under-

taken withthe objective of minimizing the electrical power used by the temperature

control system during an extended mission. For example, in the Apollo system,

approximately 20 watts are required in standby operation to maintain the components

near their operational temperature. The standby phase represents the major portion

of the mission time.
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The concept is to vary the thermal resistance from the platform

to the heatsink depending on the enviornment and system mode, The result

would be that in standby, a high thermal resistance would minimize the

power required to keep the platform at temperature. Similarly, in operate

(instruments, wheel power, and associated electronics powered) the thermal

resistance is adjusted such that only excess heat is removed. The direct

gyroheater control power is minimized, therefore, since the platform is at

a temperature that is only slightly lower than that of the instrument control point.

A block diagram of the configuration developed for the test package is shown

in Fig. 4.3-11; photographs of the completed assembly are shown in Figs. 4.3-12

and 4,3-13. Note that the coolant loop varies the thermal resistance by adjust-

ment of coolant mass flow through the frame's integral coolant passages. In

general, the total temperature control loop consists of both the liquid coolant loop

and the individual instrument temperature controllers.

The coolant loop serves to regulate the amount of heat which is transferred

from the platform to the heatsink. It consists of the following:

1 a pump for coolant circulation,

2 a thermally-operated three-way valve for coolant flow direction,

3. a reservoir and expansion bellows

4 a heatsink which consists of aliquid to liquid heat exchanger. One

side of it is utilized by the self-contained coolant loop, the other side inter-

faces with the coolant supply or a forced-air heat exchanger which couplesto

the heatsink. This provision was made to facilitate dynamic testing on the

test table. (Universal coolant couplings to allow coolant flow to the test

package during table rotational tests are avoided.), and

5, a valve mode controller which is operated by a mercury thermostat

on the platform.

In the operate mode, the heat is removed by the coolant mass flow through

the platform to a coolant bypass valve. A mercury thermostat senses and controls

the platform at a constant temperature. From the valve, the coolant has two paths,

one which is a bypass and the other through the heat exchanger. Both of

these lines are united again at the reservoir and the coolant is pumped back through

the frame. Depending on the environment, the coolant bypass valve will,switch

the flow such that only the excess heat is transferred to the exchangerso that

a minimum amount of control power will be required at the gyro.
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In the standby mode, the pump and bypass valve will normally be off in

order to conserve power. But, if the platform temperature were to rise above

the standby control point (i.e. , ambient becomes hotter than the platform), the

pump and valve will become operational.

A thermal shroud was designed to isolate the gyro test package from the

laboratory environment during testing on the rate drive table. The thermal shroud

assembly consists of a polished stainless steel dome and bottom cover; both are

lined with one inch of closed-cell foam insulation. The shroud creates high thermal

resistance and permits the variable thermal resistance coolant loop to effectively

control the frame temperature. Figure 4.3-14 is a pictorial schematic illustrating

the overall coolant loop, test package, shroud, etc. A photograph of the hardware

mounted on the test table is shown in Fig. 4.3-15; Fig. 4.3-16 shows a cut-

away of the assembled shroud, mounting plate, and test package.

Test evaluation of the thermal shroud insulating characteristics was under-

taken at room conditions and an overall thermal resistance of 4°R/W from the

frame to the base mounts was determined. A thermal resistance of 4 3°R/W was

obtained when the frame was removed from the base mount. This indicates a very

high thermal resistance, more than 50°R/W, from the mounting base. Most of the

heat flow is across the thermal shroud.

A system of this size with its constraints (i.e., mirror viewing ports)

presents a problem using standard thermal insulating techniques (i. e.: the more

insulation, the larger the overall shroud size). In order to achieve higher thermal

"super insulation'' would have to be used (i.e. , vacuum shroud).resistances, a

This method has been suggested and is incorporated into gyro module concept

presented in Chapter 1.

4.3.5 Facility Features

Facility Alignment References are required to accurately define the orien-

tation of the test package reference cube (correspondingly, the gyro input axis triad)

with respect to inertial space. Thus, in a test,the package may be oriented by test

tables in some predeterminedrate sequence. The test package may then be realigned

to the alignment reference position and the package-algorithm performance may then

be evaluated. A porro prism was installed in the laboratory to provide the azimuth

reference (5-arc-second accuracy). Two fixed targets housing Davidson autocolli-

mators are used to align the Frame Reference Cube to an earth-fixed reference

position (North, East and vertical). These optical standards then provide a prime

reference from which the 4-axis test table readouts can be calibrated. Figure 4.3-17

shows the relative location of collimators and theporro prism in the laboratory,
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Fig. 4.2-14 Sehematic pictorial of strapdown system (freehand perspective).
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Figure, 4,3~-18 illustrates a cube azimuth alignment using a Kern DKM-3

theodolite, the porro prism is shown in the background,

A 4-axis test table configuration consisting of two International Machine Tool

Co. tables is used for static and limite: dynamic tests. The uppertable is a 16"

modified with a rate drive on its rotary axis. Its trunnion is equipped with a manual

drive provision. The lower table is 4 modified Apollo 32" table. The table rotary

axis has been fitted with a hydrostatic bearing (installed to allow rate drive oper-

ation) and rate drive. The lower rotary axis is also equipped withan 18-bit(4.9 sec)

optical encoder. The trunnion axis has a fixed rate drive capability. Both tables

are equipped with precision optigons with read accuracy of 2 and 5 seconds of are

for the lower and upper tables, respectively. The lower table rotary rate range is

0,01 to 1 radianper second. Its maximum oscillatory capability is approximately

10 min of arc peak-to-peak at 10 cps. This table configuration was designed and

assembled under NASA Contract 9-153.

The remaining major support and developmental test items: algorithm

computer, electronics and power supplies, and supporting test equipment, test

consoles and functions are described in subsequent sections of this chapter,

4.4 Real-Time ~- Algorithm Computational Capabilities

4.4.1 Introduction

Use of a real-time computer in the strapdowntest laboratory is a

necessary adjunct to comprehensive integrated system testing. To satisfy

this objective, a small, scientific, general-purpose computer with state-

of-the-art processing rate capability was sought. The computer application

is discussed in Section 4.4.2 and the selection criterion for the computer

is presented in Section 4.4.3. The programmingeffort necessary to allow

real~time processing on the computer is then described, Finally, the

special hardware development necessary to interface the strapdowntest

package with the computer is described in Section 4.4.5, The computer

facility is shownin Fig. 4,4-1.

4.4.2 Use of a General-Purpose Computer

_ A general-purpose computer was selected becauseof its

programming flexibility for data processing, For a real-time computer

test application, the general-purpose computer programs which operate

on the gyro data could be changed to evaluate not only different attitude main-

tenance schemes, such as the direction cosine matrix, the quaternion, and

Kuler angles, but would allow varying the program parametersto select
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those which best complement the performance of the gyro package itself,

Some of the parameters which could be varied in the attitude maintenance

program are the order of update, the frequency of update, the precision of

the resultant matrix, and the time netween orthogonalization and normalization

of the matrix.

The real-time computer availability also allows simplification of

gyro-package performance testing and adjustment hy monitoring tests and

printing performance results as soon as the data has been taken, Dynamic

error analysis could be made if the true gyro platform orientation is

known by the camputer; that is, if the teat table angles could he read

by the computer, an instantaneous comparison of calculated orientation

(using gyro data only) and true ortentation could be made and stored,

4,4,3 Computer Capabilities
 

In order for the real time computer to perform its various tasks,

requirements for the computer's speed, instruction complement, interrupt

structure, and memory size were defined, The speed of calculation is

generally proportional to the camputer memory cyele time, since all in-

structions are stored in, and must be read fram memorybefore execution

in the central processor. Most instruations alsa involve data stored in

memory, Thus, a state-of-the-art memory cycle time is desired, i.e.,

about one microsecond, The most commoninstructions appearing in an

attitude maintenance algorithm are "Add," "Subtract," "Multiply," "Fetch,"

and ''Store,'' In general, double-precision is necessary, i,e,, 30 bits of

accuracy,

In addition to the above considerationa, several other application

factors are also significant, For example, to allow the program running

within the computer to be synchronized with the gyrascape data processing,

an interrupt method muat be available for the gyro electronics, Also,

hesides the real-time gyroscope operation, periadic transfer of data ta and

from a teletype and a magnetic type unit will be required, A waitlist clack

will requive a method to reinitiate a program delayed for a predetermined

amount of time, The size of memory muat allow storage for the real-time

program and its data, Resident programsfor teletype input/output data
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conversions, task switching, interrupt determination, etc., must also be stored.

Storage of a loader program in addition to the real-time program and

servicing programs is desirable to allow insertion of new program segments

without erasing the real-time program.

Recognizing these real-time computer capability requirements,

a survey of small, commercially available general-purpose computers was

rade, Among those considered were the Varian DCI 620 and 6201, the

Interdata INT. 3, the Raytheon model 703, the Scientific Data Corporation

SDS 22, the SEL 810 A, and the Honeywell Computer Control Corporation

DDP 516-and 416, The memory features of these units were considered adequate,

Some of their other characteristics are shown in Tahle 4,4-1, The memory cycle

and multiply times are shown in microgeconds, and the availability of interrupt

lines is indicated. The Honeywell DDP 618 was judged most suited for our

application and a unit was received in November 1967,

The following is a brief reylew of the DDP 516's capabilities, The

DDP 5146 computer is a stored-program digital processor with a 2's cam-

plement numbering system, Addressing is direct, indirect, or indexed, or

any combination of the three, The indexing of an address does not increase

the execution time of an instruction, The coincident current ferrite core

storage allows 8192 words of 16 bits each, and can be expanded to 16K or 32K

with purchase of new memory packs, The hardware instruction capabilities

are add, subtract, load and atore bath single-and double-preaision, multiply,

divide, and normalize, In addition, single word input (under program

control) is allowed, Up to 16 peripheral devices may be connected to the

input-output and interrupt lines, and the selection of allowable interrupts

is programmable, The ASR~-36 teletype unit is the primary input ~- output

device furnished with the machine,

The speeds for various machine operations are as follows}

Memory cycle less than 1 microsecond

Load, Store, Add lesa than 2 "

DP Load, Store, Addless than 3 "

Multiply less than 6 "

Divide less than 12 "

I-word input/output 2 "

The ASR-35 teletype is used both for preparation of program saurae

tapes and for loading of abject programa into the computer's memory,
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Table 4_4-1

Comparison of Computer Characteristics
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TYPE MIMEeee usec |see INTERRUPTS

| SYSTEMS ENG. LAB. 810A L715 } 35 | 7 :
| COMPUTER CONTROL CORP. 516 0.96 { 1.92" | 5.28" *

| COMPUTER CONTROL CORP. 416 0.96 1927 | NO | -
| VARIAN DATA 620 1.8 | 3.6 | 18° : -

| VARIAN DATA 6201 1.8 | 3.6 ie -
| RAYTHEON 703 | 2.0 | ao : 1

| INTERDATA 3 | 20 | 20 | 100 1
SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS 32 0.9 23 | 10 .    
 

* OPTIONAL
** DOUBLE PRECISION WITH MULTIPLY OPTION

 



During real-time operation, the test engineer via the teletype keyboard will

initiate and direct test or monitor programs. This computer capability will

enhance test operations, (The interface hardware which connects the gyro-

scope package to the computerwill be described later,)

4,4.4 Programming Requirements

The basic DDP 516 is not supplied with real-time software, This

parayraph describes the programs developed for our application, Interrupt

servicing requirements are presented and the initialization, data transfer

(via interrupts), and data processing structure of programs are described,

Hxamples of the maintenance of the attitude matrix and gyroscope perform-

ance programs are given, Finally, the real-time executive and the time-

sharing teletype monitor program are explained,

During real-time operation, the computer, upon receipt of a program

interrupt, will jump to a routine that was developed to determine which peri-

pheral device issued the interrupt. This is done by commanding each device

in sequence (through an SKS instruction), to return to voltage on the "device

ready Hne"' (within 2 microseconds) if it was not interrupting, The voltage

causes a program akip to the next instruction, Tf no voltage is returned,

the next instruction executed causes a jump to the program segment which

services that device. Bookkeeping is also provided so that,after the interrupt

is serviced, the interrupted program may be resumed,

Because more than one peripheral device is allowed to interrupt, and

since these devices require program servicing to be completed within certain

times, the interrupt service routine must be kept aa short as paasible, The

oriterion for timing is that two interrupt servicings (for different peripherals)

he campleted within the time allotment for the most critical device, For example,

in the gyro test package operation, the gyro information may be updated every

104 microseconds and the servicing of the gyra data peripheral accumulators

muat be accomplished within this update period, Because of these interrunt

time restrictions, a job-awitching executive program with priorities is neces-

savy, The gyro interrupts will, therefore, not anly read gyro data, but alsa

achedule the high priority gyro data use program,
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A job using a peripheral device must be broken up into three sections:

initialization, data transfer, and processing. The initialization section com-

mands the peripheral to the appropriate mode, sets its interrupt mask, and

tells. the interrupt search program where the interrupt service routine for that

device is located in memory, Following the initialization job, the data trans-

fer phase begins, This phase operates entirely uponinterrupt, This service

routine determines when the data transfer is completed so that processing may

begin,

In the case of an attitude maintenance program (the Algorithm), the

initiation section will issue the "OCP" command (output control pulse, made

changes on/off, eta.) to the gyroscope interface hardware, initialize the attitude

reference matrix, set the gyro mask(for interrupts), and stare the address

of the gyro reading (interrupt servicing) routine in a prearranged location,

The initialization is then complete and it will returnto the "end of task" section

of the executive, The interrupt transfer section will read the three gyroscopes,

store the data in prearranged data locations, and schedule the matrix update

program through the executive, In addition, a short job will be scheduled which

will restart the program that was in process when the interrupt occurred, The

executive will then test the priorities of waiting jobs, and start the one with the

highest priority, Usually the gyro data use program will carry the highest

priority. The attitude algorithm then incorporates the latest set of gyro data

into the attitude reference matrix, Upon aompletion, it returns to the "end-of-

task’ section to await the next set of gyro data, The attitude reference matrix

will he available for printout, analysis, or velocity correction (when accelero-

meters are incorporated inte the ayatem), The signal to use ar print the attitude

matrix will be either programmed, for periodic reading, or attainable through

a “start button interrupt" (an interrupt which occurs when the computer start
button is depressed), The matrix will be printed when this interrupt accurs.

In a typical test, the programe described will be used to tell the

computer (through the teletype keyboard) the test table's initial reference

position and necessary inertial component compensation parameters, The

test table is then repositioned and the computer calaulates what the matrix

should be, and compares it with the gyro data-produced matrix, The errors

would be printed out using appropriate routines for data conversion and the

teletype output. This teletype program has the same initialization, inter=

rupt, and continue struature aa the attitude matrix program, It involves less
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computer action during interrupts, however, since only one word (oneletter)

is printed at each interrupt. The only processing is the acquisition of the

word to be printed at the next interrupt,

If one wishes to perform a gyro performance test, the same general

outline above would be used and, instead of calculating an updated attitude

matrix, the gyro pulses would be accumulated, When enough time had

elapsed (the computer would count the numberof gyro interrupts to determine

time), the interrupt schedules the drift calculation program and removes

the gyro mask to prevent reading of any more data, The drift calculation

program then determines drift terms from gyro pulse accumulations taken

at several table orientations, Appropriate corrections for earth-rate,

\hich is defined for each table orientation, are included, Data accumulated

at each orieatation is stored between orientation changes, and final proc-

essing and print-out takes place when the test sequence is over,

The executive program has been mentioned several times, and a more

detailed description of it is in order, The scheduling section of the executive

receives two pieces of data from the calling program, These are the priority

of the job to be scheduled, located in the accumulator ( A- register ) by the

calling program, and the address of the first instruction to be executed in the

scheduled program, loaated in the low-order accumulator (the B-register),

The scheduling section stores this data ina list, along with previously

scheduled jobs, and sets up bookkeeping for the storage of the priority

and location of the next job, It then returns control to the calling program,

This scheduling consumes about 20 microseconds, Upon completion of a

jab, instead of issuing a halt (which will destroyany real-time work), it

transfers control to the “end-oftask' section of the executive, This section

enables the interrupt, does minar bookkeeping, and beginsto search the

waiting job list for the job with the next highest priority, During this time

interrupts are allowed and are serviced normally, Should an interrupt which

schedules a job occur during this search, the new jobwill be included in

the searoh, After the highest priority waiting job has been found, the execu-

tive will readjust the job task waitlist as required, and start the new job,

Mast programs need input, output, or bath, from the teletypewriter,

A time-sharing typewriter monitor program was written since program

exeoution should not be prohibited because anather will use the typewniter in

the future, The DDP 516 supplied typewriter software was not compatible

with our real-time system application, it has na provision for time sharing,

The moniter forms a list containing the following data concerning the
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typewriter: 1) address of calling program, 2) input or output?, 3) loca-

tion of data buffer, 4) priority of calliag program, 5) addressof first

interrupt service routine, 6) other data necessary for bookkeeping. When

a call to the typewriter monitor is made, this data is stored, and the calling

program is “put to sleep" (until the input or output data is transferred),
The monitor then checks to see if the teletype is busy; if not, the input-

output data transfer job is started, The transfer of data is then done under

interrupt contral; this allows time-shared processing with other jobs,

When the final data transfer is done, the teletype-monitor programis

scheduled to perform the translationof data or the resumption of the calling

program, The busy flag is turned off, and the section of the monitor which

searches theteletype waiting list is scheduled again,

The programmer's job is using the executive and the teletype-

monitor is to know what data is necessary, and where it should be located,

Because the program operates in real-time, routines which operate under

inhibit interrupt must remai: fairly short, and cannot contain loopsof

unknown length (such as one which asks ifa peripheral is ready, and asks

again if not), Such an wiknown-length program may be operated under

interrupt enabled mode, but it should have a fairly low priority,

The executive, teletype programs, and interrupt search programs

have been written, At this timean attitude maintenance program using

third-order quarternion update formula is in preparation,

4.4.5 Interface Hardware Development

As discussed in the program developmentsection, the SKS instruc-

tion (skip if ready-line set) is used in the peripheral equipment search, In

addition, the other input/output commands, OTA (output from accumulator),

INA (input to accumulator), OCP (output a control pulse), and SMK (set

interrupt mask flipflop) correspond to required voltages to transfer data

and control information, In ease of the ASR-35 teletypewriter, the interface

logic, which uses signals from the computer and from the teletype unit,

are furnished with the computer, The interface for the gyroscope electronics

was designed and fabricated at MIT/ILusing micropac circuit modules that

are identical to the type used in the computer itself, This assured inter-

face logic level compatibility and facilitated the design, The actual interface
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hardware was. assembled and installed in an unused area on one of the com-

puters' swingdrawers shown in Fig. 4.4-2. A close-up of the gyro inter-

face assembly is shown in Fig. 4.4-3. The computer power supply supports

the logic power requirementsfor this assembly.

The instructions which wereneces:.ary are as follows:

INSTRUCTION FUNCTION

INA'0017 Read X gyro counter

INA'0027 Read Y gyro counter

INA'0047 Read 2 gyro counter & reset counters

OCP'0007 Reset counters and enable time scaler

OCP"1007 Disable scaler (turn off interface)

SMK'20 Set gyro interrupt mask if bit 12

of A is set

SKS'0107 Skip if gyro not interrupting

The major signal lines to and from the computer are as follows: the

address bus (ADB) containing ten lines which specify which device and which

function is ta be accomplished, the 16-line input bus, the 16-line output bus,

the device ready line (DRLIN-), and the interrupt line (P1LU0-),

In addition to the interface logic itself, three up-down counters for

the gyroscope +49 pulses, and one clock counter (scaler) are necessary, A

block diagram of the complete gyroscopeinterface is shown in Fig. 4. 4-4.

Figure 4. 4-5 shows the timing of pulses issued by the computer to.

the interface electronics during an INA instruction.

The tine scaler is an $-bit binary counter with a parallel output. Any

number of counts of the clock from 1 to 256 may beselected by performing a

logical and’ for the desired bit configuration, For example, with 9600-Hz

clock, seject 96 counts for a 10-millisec interrupt.

The counter section has three 8-bit up-dewn counters. The + and >

lines for each axis are separate and pulses will never occur simultaneously,

A pulse on either line is used to select the counting direction, Thepulse

is delayed and shaped before arriving at the counter. On receiptof
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interrupt 'br!) the computer will jump to a program sequetice in which enabling

signals ate generated to bring the contents of the counters to the input bus.

‘The timing of these signals is shown in Ig, 4.4~6.

In order to allow more flexibility in the gyro interface, three additions

are being developed, ‘he first is the dapability to preset the time scaler to

some value other than 96, which corresponds to 10 milliseconds. This

option would sitnplity testing of different algorithm update tates, This

would be aecomplished by mechanizing an OTA 7 instruction, with the de~

sired number of gyro clock cotints in the accumulator, The time per update,

then, could be adjusted from 104 microseconds (one pulse titme at 9600 pps)

to 26 milliseconds, or 256 cotints. The second moditication is of use in

simulating 4 Digital Differential Analyzer with a DDP+516 program. ‘This

tnodification consists of putting data from all three gyros into one word,

The gytos would be read every gyto clock pulse, and this modification

would shorten the processing time for gyro data, At present, the gyro

data is in 8<bit 2's complement form, whereas the computer uses 16-bit

2's complement form, ‘The conversion from B+bits to 16+bits takes b+6

machine cycles per word, and a fairly simple modification to the gyro

interface would eliminate this processing time.

The efficlensy of the titilization of the computer facility from an

operator or programmer standpoint will be greatly improved with addition

of the high-speed input, output capability, An interface is being built which

will aliow the use of an incremental magnetic tape unit, This will increase

the loading speed from 10 frames per second to 300 frames per second,

The savings in loading speed is significant. The time for a full memory

toad would be reduced from 45 minutes to 1-1/2 minutes,

The DDP-6516 does not have an internds clocks a desirable

addition to the facility would be a waitlist clock, that is, a hardware register

which may be preset and counts up and interrupts on overflow. This would

be useful for timing test durations and in rate calculations from position

data.

{rn addition to programming for the DDP~516 Executive and System

Testing routines, it would be desirable to expand the YUL compiler to

assetnble DAP language programs on the IBM 360, ‘This would enable

programming on cards, a useful storage and editing medium, and could

provide correctly formulated tapes.
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4,6 Pulse Torque Control Loop and Power Supply Support Hlectronics

4,5,1 Introduction

The electronics is housed in a Support Mlectronics Console (SiC)

atid for the most part represent elements that are normully considered part

ofthe airborne electronics, A photo of the console is shown in Fig, 4, 6-1,

Note that controls and monitoring provisions are included on the console that

allow independent checkout dnd moding, In addition, provisions for remote

GSE moding and tnonitoring are included, The upper panel includes. control

provisions for the frame heat exchanger (coolatit loop) discussed in Section 4:3,

4,5,2 Summary

 

The major electronic elements of the SHC ure:

1, ‘Three Ternary Pulse Torque Electronics Control Loops

This circuitry is used to provide closed-loop-ternary-pulse torquing

to each of the system gyros, The present design allows a maximum

torque output equivalent to a gyro input-axis rate of 0,3 radian per

second, ‘The torquing threshold and interrogation rates are adjust-

able,

2, Ducosyn Bxcitation Power Supply

This power supply provides a 8V-rms 9600-Hz excitation for

the gyro suspensions and signal generators, A transformer

located on the gyro package fram steps the 26-volt-supply output

down to 8 volts. A signal from the transformer secondary is fed

back to the power supply and functions to regulate the excitation

at the frame,

3, T'wo-»phase Wheel Supply

This unit delivers wheel power to the 3-system gyros, Its

output voltage is 28V-rms at 800-Hz, Remote sensing from the

gyro package is tised to improve terminal voltage stability ofthe

wheels,

4, A + 15-Vde Power Supply

This supply provides excitation for the integrated amplifier

circuits used in the individual gyro temperature controllers,

5, DC Torque Control

Amanually controlled torquer circuit is provided which per-

mits open loop tésts such as those for the determination of the IA

misalignment angles,

A disctission of the operating features, design parameters, and

functional concepts of each are discussed in the descriptions that follow.
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4,5,8 Ducosyn MxcitationPower Supply
° } . o ;

The 9600-Hz ducosyn excitation power supply is composed of three

basic sections: ° , : ,

Automatic Amplititude Control Section,

_ ‘Filter,

PowerAmplifier Section.

A block diagram is shown in Figure 4, 5-2,

The A.A, C, (Automatic Amplitude Control) accepts the feedback sig-

nal from the gimbal-mouftited transformer, converts it to de, and compares .-

it to a reference level, The output is then chopped at a 9600-Hz rate, syp~

plied from the clock input, and applied to the filter,

The filter section is 4 constant, K, LC filter. The filter contains the |

trimming adjustments for phase control between the input and the output |

signal,

The power amplifier section is a class B push-pull amplifier with a

transformer~coupled output, The power stages are driveti by 4 preampli~

fier that receives its input from the filter section. Local feedback

from the power amplifier output to the preamplifier is used for gain stabil-

ity and reduction of distortion,

The design specifications for the power supply are:

Output Voltage: 26 volts rms at 9600 Hz,

Nominal Power Output: 6 watts

Voltage Regulation: ~0,2% to 0,3% with dc bus variations of

24 to 36 Vde.

-1,5% to +1.0% with temperature variations

of -50° to 200°R,
Phase Angle Variation: +5° to -3,5° for a temperattre variation of

-50° to 200°F,

Total Distortion: 1,2% of 26 volts.

4.5.4 Gyro Temperature Controller + 15-Vdc' Supply

The +15-Vdc supply ig a pulse width modulated supply which supports

thermal control electronics. :

The supply is composed offour bisic sections:

Frequency Control Section,

Modulator Section,

' Power Section,

Comparator Section.

A block diagram is shown in Fig, 4,5-3,
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The frequency control section is a free-running multivibrator which
is synchronized at $1, 2-k pps by an external input, The multivibratur output

is integrated to produce a triangular-shaped wave form which produces the

voltage slopes for pulse-width modulation.

The modulator section is a differential amplifier whose inputs are the

integrated multivibrator outputs and the error signal bias from the compara-

tor. The bias signal is appliea to the emitters of the differential amplifier

and controls where on the slope of the integrated wave forms the modulator

operates. As this bias varies the output pulse width of the modulator varies,

The power section is a class B power stage, with drivers, which is

transformer-coupled to the rectifier and filter sections of the output. The

input to the power section is the variable pulse width output of the modulator,

As loads or B+ vary the pulse-width input varies to maintain a constant out-

put voltage from thefilters.

The comparator section compares a feedback signal from the +15-volt

output to a reference signal. The difference between the supply's output and

the reference is amplified and used as the error-signal bias input to the mod-

ulator. A series regulator was added to the -15-volt output to

provide the required regulation.

The design specifications for the power supply follow.

‘Output Voltage: +15 Vde

Maximum Power: 7,5 watts per side

Voltage regulation with buss variations

of 22 to 36 volts (500-ma load): -15 volts - 0,1%

#15 volts = 1.7%

Load Regulation for 75-ma to 500-ma

Variation: -15 volts - 0.3%

+15 volts - 0.1%

Output noise less than 100-mv peak.

4,5,5 800-Hz Wheel Supply
 

This supply is a 1% 800-Hz, 28V-rms supply based on the BlockII

electronics. It has an additional front panel amplitude control for flexibil-

ity. The supply is synchronized from an external clock, but has a

free-running multivibrator for operation when sync is lost. The stability

and distortion specifications are the same as the Apollo circuit's,
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4,5,6 Pulse Torque Electronics

A) General

This description covers the basic operation of the gyro-pulse

torque electronics, the design requirements for proper operation, and

design specifications for each functional element, In addition, some of

the control-loop problem areas which require further study and improve-

ment are also reviewed, Ifigure 4.5-4 is a photograph of the three-axis

pulse-torque control drawer located in the SEC,

A simplified block diagram of the gyro-pulse-torque electronics

is shown in Fig. 4.5-5. As shown, the pulse-torque system mechani-

zation is defined by two basic control loops: a de current loop that

mainiains a precisely regulated torquing current and a torque-rebalance

ioop that detects gyro float motion and controls current switching to the

gyro torquer to return the float to its null position.

The following sections describe the operational features of both

the torque rebalance and current control loop, Nominal design para-

meters are outlined in Section E, A discussion of design problems

and anticipated design improvements are reviewed in Section F,

B) Torque Rebalance Loop

The gyro float may be viewed as a torque summing element and

an angular rate about the case input axis results in a torque which causes

the float to rotate about iis output axis, This rotation is sensed by the

gyre signal generator (SG). The SG output magnitude, a 9600-Hz sine wave,

is proportional to the float angle displacement from null and its phase

(0 or w relative to the reference excitation voltage) is a function of the

angular direction of rotation from the null position (positive or negative).

The torque command operates on the basis of the SG output to .

control the current to the torque generator via the operation of the current

switch, The current polarity is set so that the torque produced rotates

the float back towards the null position. The control loop is digital in

nature and the torque generator is energized by current pulses of fixed

amplitude and width.

The loop operation is such that the gyro SG signal is amplified

and routed to positive - and negative-phase threshold-level detectors. A pulse

(interrogate pulse) samples the level-detector outputs and is phased to
correspond with the peak of the 9600-Hz SG output. The interrogate
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pulse rate may correspond to any integral submultiple of 9600 pps.

(The test electronics, for example, have provisions for interrogation

rates of 9600, 4800, and 3200 pps.) If the SG signal exceeds the level-

detector threshold at the interrogation time, the logic sets ‘’.e polarity

(i.e., direction of flow) in the current switch, The polarity is selected

so that the direction of current flow through the torque coil will result

in a torque that drives the float back to the SG null position, After the

polarity is set,a second pulse (switch pulse) turns the torquing current on.

Before the next interrogate time a reset pulse occurs which turns the

current switch off. The interval between the switch and reset pulse deter-

mines the duration of current flow, i.e. torquing-current pulse width.

(In the test electronics used the interval between the switch and reset

pulse is also selectable.) A functional diagram of the torquing control

loop (interrogator) logic is illustrated in Fig, 4.5-6. (Relative timing

pulses and control outputs to the current switch for an assumed SG output

signal that exceeds the + level is also shown.) (The actual circuitry

uses NAND-DTL logic. )

The current switch is illustrated in Fig. 4.5-7. The torquing

polarity commands from the interrogator set diagonal opposite pairs of

transistors of the ''H'' switch (Q, and Q, or Q, and Qz). The transistors

function as a double-pole double-throw switch that feeds current in one

direction or the other dependent on the torquing polarity desired.

Transistor Qe turns the torquing current on when a torque set command

is received from the interrogator logic, Transistors Q, and Q, function

as a single-pole double-throw switch so that,when no torque current is

required,current is by-passed through a dummyload into the scale-factor

resistor, The voltage across the scale-factor resistor is compared with

a precision-voltage reference in the input stage of a high-gain de amplifier.

The amplifier is part of the dc control loop that maintains a precise fixed-

current level. The current bypass minimizes load variations in the dc

current control loop and assures that the loop does not go out of its linear

operating region. Note also that an RC compensation network is connected

across the torquer. It functions to tune the torquer so that the load seen

by the switches and current loop is purely resistive.

In summary, the torquing loop operates such that current is

applied as pulses and even at maximum commanded torque a short off

period exists in every clock interrogation interval. The average restrain-

ing torque for a given measurement period is proportional to the number
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of torque pulses applied during the period, Thus, an equivalent torquing

pulse rate exists for each constant-level input rate to the gyro. For an

ideal permanent-magnet torquer, however, the pulse rate has no effect

on the amount of torque derived from each pulse or the float response to

each pulse. Hach torque pulse represents an equivalent incrernent of

indicated float angle change, 46. They are represented in the control

loop mechanization by another pulse that is issued either on the +A@ or

-~A@ line for a torquing pulse that is commanded. The pulse line polarity

is set to correspond to angular rates along the positive or negative sense

of the instrument input axis, respectively.

C) DC Current Loop

The current loop operates to precisely regulate the torquing current

magnitude to a fixed amplitude, A functional block diagram of the current

loop is Shown in Fig. 4.5-8, The series regulating transistor is controlled

to maintain a coristant current with load and power supply variations. The

load variations result frorn changes in current polarity and switching

between the torquer coil and dummy load. Current changes are detected

by comparing the voltage drop across the scale factor resistor (Rox) with

a voltage developed by the precision voltage reference (PVR). Voltage

differences are amplified by a differential amplifier and its output

signal is then fed back to the current regulating transistor.

D) Design Parameters

The following is a brief summary of some of the nominal design

parameters of the pulse torque electronics (refer to Fig. 4.5-9).

1. Gyro Preamp (differential amplifier)

Gain =45V/V rms

2, AC Differential Amplifier

a) Gain = 45 for a 20 get threshold (3200-pps interrogation)

b) Gain = 130 fora 7 Set threshold (9600-pps interrogation)

3, Interrogator

a) Trigger level 0.70-rms-matched with 10% for 0 and 7 phase

inputs.

b) Pulse rise and fall time less than 60 nanosec for input interrogate,

switch and reset pulse rise and fall time of less than 70 nanosec.
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a) Current level with 88-ohm scale factor resistor, 71 ma nominal,

current spread for plus~minus polarity and dummy load conditions”

within 1 ppm.

b) Rise and fall time torquer current less than 0. 44: sec.

5, Pulse Torque Power Supply and Pre-regulator

a) Pre-regulator and power supply 27V + 3% for line variations

of 30 V + 10%,

b) PVR supply of 15 Vde +1%.

c) The remaining outputs shall be as shown in the table below:

 

 

TABLE 4.5-1

PULSE TORQUE POWER SUPPLY DESIGN PARAMETERS

Cutput Tolerance al.

+ 8 Vde + 5%

+ 5 Vdc + 5%

+10 Vde + 8%

-10 Vde + 8%    
6. Precision Voltage Reference

Output voltage 6.0 Vdc: stable to 1 ppm.

7. DC Amplifier

Gain > 10° V/V
Bandwidth > 400K Hz

Linear output +2V

E) Discussion and Design Improvements

As indicated previously and reflected bysome of the design

parameters, the torquing scale factor stability is directly proportional

to the torquing current pulse width and amplitude stability. For example,

if we consider a nominal pulse amplitude of 70 milliamps and 300 microses,

current stability on the order of 3 nanoamps and pulse width stability of

6 nanosec is required for an rms scale factor uncertainty of 30 ppm.

Clearly the rise time characteristics of the control pulses, logic networks,

and current switching transistors are extremely critical in estabilishing |

accurate pulse width control. PVR and scale factor resistor stability in

the ppm range are necessary for current-level control. Further, the |

dc amplifier gain operating range and bandwidth must be compatible

with the load changes.
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During instrument testing several operational problems were

encountered that adversely affected control loop performance. These

problems are reviewed below and, where applicable, design improvements

are discussed,

1. Torquer Tuning (See Section 3. 3. 5C)

Tuning is required so that the torquer,coil appears as a resistive

load to the current-control loop. Inductance changes with pulse rate

occur (referenced section) and result in degraded current-control

loop performance. The dc amplifier cannot accomodate for the

inductive transients with a single tuning network. Various

combinations of paralle: RC tuning networks were required in order

to accomodate for the torquer nonlinearity.

2. Signal Generator Noise (See Section 3. 3. 6)

Various levels of pickup and noise modulation in the SG carrier

signai output were observed, A filter in the gyro amplifier was

required because of the excessive 800-Hz wheel power pickup.

Modulation frequencies of 9600 + 800-- and 1600:- Hz could not be

filtered since the frequency response of the loop would be adversely

affected. This design change allowed reasonable performance at

quantization levels of greater than 10 to 20 arc-seconds per pulse.

However, the presence and amplitude of the modulation frequencies

limit the ultimate level of loop quantization. Further improvement

rests with theelimination of the modulation cause in the instrument

itself (described in the referenced section). |

3. Interrogator Timing (See Sections 3.3.10 and 3. 4. 7)

A "double-pulsing'’ phenomenon was observed in both gyro and

PIP testing. The double-pulsing appears to be associated with

noise coupling that occurs when the torque current is reset and

results in an additional torque pulse (see Section 3.4.7). As

indicated in the discussion of circuit operation, the present logic

timing is such that a reset pulse proceeds each interrogation pulse.

Thus, dependent upon the relative timing between the reset and

interrogation pulse the noise coupling at the SG due to the current

change in TG may cause erroneous torquing commands, An interim

solution corresponds to setting up the pulse timing so that the

reset pulse is spaced apart from the interrogation pulse by as

much as possible, at least equivalent to a nominal torquer time

constant... This influences the scale factor, however, since the
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net effect is to reduce the torque current pulse width. A logic design

change has been defined that alters the timing so that interrogation

occurs prior to reset. This allows torquing command decisions to

be made prior to resetting the torquer current, This change should

eliminate the noise coupling influence.

4. Threshold-Level Detector

i The present level detect circuitry employs legic circuit elements.

The tolerance variation between thresholds can vary by as much

as 20%. A more precise and interchangeable level-detection circuit

should bedesigned.

5. Pulse Bursting (See Sections 2.5, 2.6, and 3.3.10)

Pulse bursting or moding is a dynamic characteristic associated

with the interplay between the gyro float dynamics and the pulse

rebalance control loop. Its influence on system performanceis

primarily dependent upon the type of attitude algorithm used, DDA

or whole number. Its effect is to mask the desired quantization

of the loop by the bursting of several pulses. The numberof pulses

vary as a function of the input rate, In the DDA mechanization this

effect would limit the ultimate attitude indication performance.

The affect upon whcle-number computational performance

should be minimal for low-update-rate higher-order algorithms.

However, the relative phasing of bursts may cause a rectification

error due to the noncommutative nature of the attitude algorithm.

Sections 2.5 and 3.3.10 describe the theoretical nature of the pulse-

bursting phenomenon and sometest findings. Section 2.6 describes

a design technique that could be incorporated into the pulse-torquing

electronics thresholdlevel detectar that would eliminate the pulse

bursting. Another advantage of the proposed design is that the

noise susceptavility of the torquing loop is significantly reduced.

6. One Radian/Sec Torquing

The present pulse-torquing electronics design is limited

to a maximum current level of approximately 80 milliamps.

With the present 18 TRIG torquer magnet configuration this current

limitation will allow a maximum torquing rate of approximately

0.4 rad/sec, Even with the improved magnet design (Section 3.3.5D)

the maximum torquing rate corresponds to 0.6 rad/sec. In order to

achieve the l-rad/sec torquing capability, design modification will be

required, The increased current will necessitate a modification to the

torquing power supply preregulator and changes in the current

switch.
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4.6 Test Program and Concepts

The test program and concepts described in this section are subdivided into

three phases:

Preliminary System Functional Checkout (4.6.1)

Gyro Calibration and Long-Term Parameter-Stability Evaluation, (4.6.2)

System-Computer Real-TimeIntegrated Testing, (4.6.3)

Dynamic Tests (4.6.4)

Each represents a progressive level of test and evaluation capability.

4.6.1 Preliminary System Functional Checkout

Initial activity has been centered on function checkout and integration

of the test-package electronic-support equipment (SEC) and the GSE. In the

GSE, the 28-V power supply, temperature indicators, signal-scope monitors,

counters and other monitoring equipments are initially adjusted and calibrated.

Similarly, the SEC components, i.e., wheel supply, ducosyn-excitation and

pulse-+orque electronics, are given open-loop tests, Some of the sequences

of turn-on operation that have been defined and instrumented are:

"Back-up" operation - system is maintained initially in this configura-

tion until proper gyro temperature (1 32°F) is reached.

Mode 1 - the ducosyn excitation (8-V rms at 9600-Hz) (airborne)

28-V supply verification and automatic switchover from backup

operation.

Mode 2 - the gyro wheel-excitation phasing and amplitude verification.

Mode 8 - closed-loop pulse-torque-operation verification (monitoring

of the amplified gyro error signal, the torquing threshold, approximately

equivalent to one-A® for ternary-mode operation).

In addition, the instrument and frame temperature control loops are

verified. The frame temperature stability is initially set to 115°R by the

frame heat exchanger. With wheels off, a stable temperature of 132°F should

be indicated. Wheels are turned on and off and gyro temperature should remain

stable. The frame setpoint is adjusted so that positive temperature control

will always result.

4.6.2 Gyro Calibration and Long-Term-Stability Evaluation

Prior to obtaining data for actual drift coefficients and scale factor

computations, it is necessary to investigate the signal generator noise and

torquing-loop stability.
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1, Signal Generator Noise

In order to minimize cross-coupling errors due to float "hang-off",

the pulse-torquing interrogator is set ideally to sense float rotation

from null an amount equal to the pulse-torque quantization. For the

18 IRIG MOD B gyro, a A@ of 6 arc-seconds is approximately equiva-

lent to 0.18 mv rms, referred to the raw gyro null. Any noise

greater than 0,18 mv will cause the loop to operate in a binary fashion

rather than ternary. The interrogator threshold-levels could be

widened but this would result in a larger float "hang-off'' which

would contribute to system cross-coupling errors. Possible noise

pickup due to cross-talk between gyros, transients, and wheel and

suspension power will be investigated and minimized.

2. Torque-Loop Stability

A measure of the torque-loop stability (this includes the electronic

and gyro-drift uncertainties) is to be determined. The gyro net torque-

to-balance uncertainties are dependent on the orientation of the gyro

with respect to the acceleration vector (in this case ~- gravity). Thus,

the position sensitivity must be taken into account in the calibration of

instrument scale factor.

The gyro input axis is oriented (via the frame reference cube)

parallel to the table-rate axis which is vertical. A mini-

mum rate drive of approximately 2° per second is selected. An inte-

gral number(n) of table revolutions would be used for collecting a pre-

set numberof A6 pulses. This minimizes table-rate instability in-

and measurement uncertainties in the scale factor determination.

Several runs would be taken to allow calculation of a 1-sigma value

of stability. The numberof table revolutions will be approximately

defined so that only 2 or 3 of the lower-order bits of the preset A® count

vary and an accurate 1-sigma value can be calculated.

38. Gyro Scale-Factor Calibration

The gyro remains aligned in the position used for determining the

torque-loop stability. A rate drive of 2° per second is used and a pre-

determined number(n) of table revolutions is selected. The GSE and/or

computer are required to count both the elapsed time and the numberof

torque pulses for n table revolutions.
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The equations for calculating the positive and negative scale

factor are:

+ SF = ——— (vad/pulse)
N -N

ct

(4.6.1)

- sp= —271
N “Nut

where

nt = pulse count for rates about the positive IA,

N- = pulse count for rates about the negative IA, and

Nu = total number of pulses due to the position-dependent gyro

drift and the vertical component of earth rate; i.e.,

Not is determined by counting the number of pulses accumulated per

unit of time interval with the table nonrotating and then calculating

the total numberof pulses that would be accumulated in time T. (run

duration).

The difference in the two scale factors for the PM Torquer

is small (see gyro discussion Chapter 3). Provision for adjust-

ment are included in the torquing-electronics calibration

module.

4, Scale-Factor Linearity

Discrete table rates from 2°/sec up to maximum torque capabilities

of the pulse-torquing loop (at present 0.3 rad/sec) will be used to deter-

mine the scale-factor linearity. Linearity will be compared with that

taken at the componentlevel of testing.

5. Scale-Factor Stability

Scale-Factor stability will be obtained for both the short-term

and long-term. Variations due to test moding,including system cool-

downs and powertransients, will be evaluated. At periodic intervals

scale-factor calibration will be re-determined. From this data

limits of allowable test environment changes will be determined.
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6. Gyro Input-Axis Misalignment-Angle Determination

It is desired that the input axis form an orthogonal triad that

is aligned to respective frame-reference-cube normals. The

gyros will be aligned initially at the component level. This

alignment will correct for the known misalignment of the frame

mounting flats with respect to the cube normals. The system tests

outlined in this section will determine the final alignment.

There are two basic techniques under consideration for determining

the IA-misalignment angles. The first of these is presented here without

great detail but will be used and compared with the results of the

and technique.

a) Torque-to-Balance Rate Method

The pulse-torque loop is closed and the gyro IA is aligned, via

the respective reference cube normal, to be perpendicular to the

table rate vector (w). The table is then driven at about 5°/sec. The

change in the torque summation from a zero-rate input and the

5°/sec-rate input is directly proportional to the misalignment of

the IA with respect to the cube normal, Each "run'' can determine

one misalignment angle for each of two gyros. Since a total of

6 misalignment angles describes the location of all three IA's with

respect to their cube normals, only three runs are required.

b) Open-Loop Method

This technique is more tedious than the one previously described,

but is the same method that has been used successfully by the

Inertial Sensor Group for component evaluation.

A gyro's IA misalignment with respect to its cube normal

is defined by two angle; BoA and Bop: To determine BOA the

system is positioned as shown in Fig. 4.6-1.

The cube normals for IA, SRA and OA are designated as Cy,

Co and Co: respectively. The system is orientated such that the

cube normal Cy is parallel to the table-axis rate vector and the

cube normals Cy and CO lie in a plane perpendicular to the table

axis.
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7.

The SG null is observed and a torquer current ie used so that

the SG signal remains at null. The table is then driven at a rate

of approximately 5°/sec. Ifa misalignment about OA exists, the

float will precess off null and SRA will align itself with the table-

axis rate vector. The amount the float moves off about OA is:

—~— .

85a Gyro SG Sens . (=<, X SG output (mV) = Sec (4.6, 2)

To determine Sopa: the system is positioned as shown in

Fig. 4.6-2.

The cube face Cy is placed parallel to the table rotary axis

and CO

line), The system is rotated about the trunnion axis such that the

is placed parallel to the table trunnion axis (east-west

IA cube normal Cy is approximately parallel to the Earth Rate,

Wiz vector. The float is nulled.

The table is now turned about the trunnion axis (-10°) and

the change in SG signal measured.

The test is done rapidly to minimize gyro-drift errors, The

misalignment 8cRA is then

8

sin (gna) = —— (4.6, 3)
trunnion

This test should be repeated several times in order to cbtain

an accurate-angle determination,

Gyro Drift-Coefficient Determination

For this test the gyros are operated in the pulse-torque+o-balance

mode, At present only the bias and first-order terms will be determined,

although if the magnitude of the 2nd-order terms, as found at the com-

ponent level of testing, are appreciable, a multipoint step-tumbling test

could be utilized to evaluate these terms.
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4.6.3

The bias and first-order terms are: NBD, ADOA, ADSRA, and

ADIA, Figure 4.6-3 shows four possible system orientations that

can be used to acquire the necessary torque summations. The drift

terms comprising each torque summation are also indicated. Simultan-

eously solving the equations for each gyro will produce the desired

drift terms. Twenty-five-minute test periods will be required for

quarter-meru resolution.

The GSE is mechanized to accumulate the time for a preset num-

ber of torque pulses for each of the three gyros. For this test scheme,

knowledge of the torque~-pulse rate expected for each gyro in each

orientation is required.

An integrated semi-automatic approach for effecting these tests

using the Honeywell DDP-516 Computer is under development. For

example, this test would be run in the following manner. The test pro-

gram would be loaded into the computer and started. One of several

test options would then be selected.

Each of these options requires the test package to be placed at

various orientations for some period of time. The accumulated pulses

for a specific position will be used to calculate the individual drift

terms. The teletype will request necessary angles fox each position

and wait for a proceed signal indicating the angles have been set.

The computer will then accumulate pulses for a pre-programmed

time interval (on the order of 1/2-hour per position) and request that

the operator move table to next desired position.

When the computer has accumulated sufficient data to determine

the requested coefficients, they will be typed out on the teletype and

computer will return to executive. Further development to allow the

computer to automatically control table positioning would be desirable.

Integrated Gyro Package - Algorithm Testing:

1. General

The test methods described in this section are conceptual in nature

and are intended to provide a basis for integrated sensor package and

algorithm computational performance evaluation. The gyro package is

described in Section 4.3 and the algorithm computational processing

is achieved using the Honeywell DDP-516 generakpurpose computer

described in Section 4, 4.
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The integrated test objectives are:

a) The development of critical test and analysis techniques for

comprehensive and efficient evaluation of strapdown-system

perforinance.

b) The evaluation of the interplay of system parameters on the

performance capabilities and operational limitations of the strap-

down system.

2. Test concepts

Both integrated static and dynamic environment tests are envisioned

with a variety of algorithm implementations (quaternion and direction-

cosine algorithms are described in Chapter 2). The interplay of algorithm

order, update rates, and normalization techniques with sensor parameters

and compensation (bias, output-axis coupling, etc.) techniques would be

evaluated on a real-time basis. Trade-off studies relative to mission

and performance objectives would then define an optimum configuration

relative to hardware and software design complexity.

Tests are initialized with the body frame and the reference frame

coincident. Typically, static performance comparisons are obtained

with the package oriented with respect to earth rate or subjected to a

sequence of rate inputs ending with the body frame returned precisely

to the original reference position. In both of these cases the relative

system drift is represented by the state of the computational algori*#hm

sampled at random intervals for the earth-rate input or at the end)"

the test. Similarly, for fine-grain response and performance analysis

during high-rate or mission-profile test-input sequences a dynamic test

comparison is desirable.

For both the static and dynamic comparison it is necessary to have

accessto the algorithm state in the computer and to have precise know-

ledge of the test-package state with respect to the reference frame. In

the static-test case the package test orientation at the desired compari-

son time is accurately defined. Maintaining knowledge of the reference-

frame state (i.e., accounting for earth rate)represents a negligible

computational load. Test monitoring and control access to the computer

memory locations is readily attainable without conflict with the basic

algorithm-processing requirements. Thus, for the static test the

computer teletype writer (ASR-35) provides (using the special control

interrupt program discussed in Section 4. 4) a suitable input-output real-::

time test-control interface even though the data transfer is relatively

slow (10 frames per second: four frames comprise one double-precision

word).
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Dynamic test comparison requires a high-speed input-outpui

capability and a real-time test-table-angle interface. For this purpose

a high-speed incremental tape-recorder interface, Digistore, with a

3800-frame-per-second capability is being developed. During a test

sequencethe attitude matrix and corresponding table-position data will

be stored at precise intervals. These data can then be outputted to the

recorder during available program execution slots. The rotary axis

of the lower table is equipped with a Wayne-George gi Digisec encoder.

Tne output test tape may then be reprocessed through the 516 computer

for data processing and teletype printout or used with available large-

scale installation facilities (IBM 360) for processing and plotting.

In the development of the test sequence and programsfor effect-

ing this type of dynamic analysis, care must be exercised so that

the data accumulation, processing and transfer does not jeopardize

the integrity of the basic algorithm. Similarly, to be of value,

sufficient interrogation of the algorithm-matrix components and

test conditions must be recorded.

3. Instrument Error Correction

The discussions in Chapter 2 and 3 have identified both drift terms

and dynamic instrument-error sources that are to be taken into account

in the mechanizationof the numerical algorithm. A major test objective

is the evaluation of the performance interplay with the method and degree

cf parameter correction applied to the algorithm. Performance trade-

offs with compensation update rate and complexity are essential outputs

of this evaluation study.

Specifically, correction techniques for the following error sources

and terms will be developed:

a) gyro bias drift

b) acceleration sensitive drift

c) scale factor

d) earth rate (test activity)

e) output axis coupling



Correction for the constant-bias term can be implemented by a

Simple iterative technique. If we assumed a 100-meru drift term,

for example, a one-per-second update of one AQ increment per gyro

might be considered, at most. Similarly, the earth-rate influence

represents a constant correction term modified (for the test latitude)

by knowledge of the test-package orientation with respect to the

earth-rate vector.

Correction for acceleration drift terms will require operation

on the stored instrument constants by the measure of acceleration

seen by them over finite measurement intervals. One approach is

to determine the average acceleration seen by the instrument and

compensate by indexing the lower-order bits of the appropriate

direction-cosine terms prior to an algorithm update. In a practical

sense, for a well-defined instrument, the acceleration-term magnitude

should not exceed 20 meru. (By strict attention to assembly details it is

possible to hold this magnitude within the uncertainty level by less than

5 meru.) If a one-arc-second correction increment were used in the

one-g test environment, a maximum update every three seconds might

be called for. With an integrating pendulous accelerometer as a system

element, correction inputs can be keyed to the occurrence of a preset

AV count for each associated accelerometer,

For test purposes it is reasonable to assume that the cw and ccw

torquer SF can be adjusted within the stability uncertainties. Hopefully,

compensation for SF linearity will not be required; evaluation testing

at multiple rates will resolve this question. The scale-factor variation

from nominal design should also be adjustable. However, numerical

correction of this does not represent a significant burden. At most,

a matrix correction based upon each gyro's net-pulse accumulation

between updates may be considered. This does not represent a computa-

tional burden for the whole number 3rd-order algorithms and update

rates under consideration.

Output~axis coupling is generally cited as a major error source

requiring compensation. The simplest model postulated for the effective

drift error (%)) due to angular acceleration of the gyro case with

respect to the float (254) corresponds to

I
_ OA .y= —H— Xa (4.6.4)

where

IyA is the float inertia about the output axis and H is the wheel

angular momentum.
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In Section 2.3.5 we have shown that the coupling effect more

nearly exhibits both a wide- (Eq. 2.3.47) and narrow-band low-

frequency response. At low-oscillatory rates the compensation required

for the 18 IRIG is approximately 20% greater than at frequencies in

excess of 0. Ol-cps. Thus, for extremely low frequencies,

compensation using Eq. 4.6.4 is unsatisfactory. Similarly, for body-bend-

ing oscillatory inputs, it is more nearly correct. Over the dynamic

range of spacecraft operations both frequency bands may be encountered.

An arbitrary selection of a wide~band compensation technique

requiring estimates of the net change in angular rate (A rate) at high

sampling frequencies is likely to compromise basic algorithm update

capabilitiss. To be compatible with the quantized nature of the gyro

data and the pulse-bursting phenomenon (Section 2.5), a smoothing

process is implied. If smoothing is used, sizable rectification errors

may occur if vehicle vibration, body-bending modes, or high-frequency

attitude-manuever operations are evidenced.

The choice of OA coupling compensation technique is closely tied

to the vehicle and mission environment. For low-rate large-attitude

deadband control a low-frequency update is suitable. For short propul-

sion burns (higher-frequency modes are evidenced) no compensation

at all may be indicated. For entry-type maneuvers the maximum

accumulated A@ error due to OA coupling during a roll maneuver

may be on the order of a milliradian. A compensation of 10 updates

per second would reduce these errors to negligible levels. The use

of vehicle control system moding information (i.e., engine status,

attitude control-mode limit-cycle deadband, etc., are normally

available to the guidance computer) would be an aid in reducing the

overall complexity of OA coupling compensation.

Compensation for gyro anisoinertia errors are not routinely con-

sidered. Basic gyro-design parameters should minimize these influences.

Similarly, linear cross-coupling errors resulting from float offset angles

should be limited by the torquing-control loop.

The present scope of this program is limited to gyro-algorithm

performance-evaluation testing. The addition of accelerometers and

their associated velocity algorithm would necessitate similar compensa-

tion considerations. These include the fixed compensation for bias,

scale factor, and input-axis misalignments. For dynamic influences

such as output-axis coupling, anisoinertia, linear and centripetal
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coupling, the compensation considerations are similar to that of the

gyro. For example, the output-axis coupling acceleration error (a,)

due to acceleration of the case with respect to the float output axis

(O54) is

ae * oA a (4.6.5)

where

IgA is the float output-axis inertia

p = float pendulosity.

4.6.4 Dynamic Tests

Someof the typical inputs that are planned for instrument-package-

algorithm testing are presented below.

The test described are not inclusive but do provide a basis for algorithm,

compensation, and instrument-package evaluation. The influence of gyro

quantization and pulse-bursting (discussion, Chapter 2), coupled with the suit-

ability of various compensation techniques and their interaction with different

algorithm orders and update rates, are of significant interest. The intent of

the test sequencing is to provide a measure of the error-propagation character-

istics of each of the system variables.

1. Constant-Rate Inputs

The system is initialized in the reference orientation (North

and vertical), The test sequence then places the gyro-package orienta-

/tion so that each gyro axis separately senses earth rate for finite

: periods. This allows definition of a performance baseline for bias

and acceleration sensitive term correction and computational round-

off errors. Tests conducted without various correction elements

will allow direct comparitive evaluation.

Multiple axis-rate inputs of various magnitudes(0,03 to 0,3 rad/sec)

will provide a measure of performance degradation due to slew errors

(gyro quantization and algorithm order), algorithm constraint equation

errors (orthogonality) and steady-state pulse-bursting.

2. Oscillatory-Rate Inputs

Output-axis coupling compensation and algorithm bandwidth is best

evaluated with single- and multiple-axis oscillatory inputs. Controlled

test inputs will sweep a frequency range from 001 to 10 cps per second.
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Angular displacements of from 10° to 0. 5° over the frequency range

of 0,01-cps to 2~cps should correspond to worst-case spacecraft

attitude-control deadband operation or body-bending inputs. Higher

frequencies at amplitudes on the order of 1/10° or less would be

considered representative of higher-order bending-mode or vibratory

inputs.

The adequacy of the OA-coupling compensation technique will be

evidenced at the lower or operational frequencies. At intermediate

test frequencies the error propagation due to the bandwidth limitations

of the OA~-coupling compensation delta-rate estimate will be evidenced.

The gyro test-package instrument orientation is shown in Fig. 4.6-4.

Note that a completely orthogonal gyro-axes configuration has been

selected. This mechanization allows maximum compensation-

evaluation considerations and individual error-propogation analysis.

For example, for OA-coupling compensation, the X gyro OrA corresponds

to “OA about the Y gyro, Orn of the Y gyro correspondsto the Zgyro

© Oa: and the Z-gyro OTA is the X-gyro “oa:

The pulse-bursting phenomenon and basic gyro quantization will

appear as performance phase lags. Noncommutativity errors

resulting fromthese phase lags will be evaluated with various

algorithm types, orders, and update rates. High-frequency

inputs will probe performance limitations resulting from the

interplay of instrument and algorithm bandwidth.

3. Coning

Coning-test inputs represent an effective means for both algorithm

and instrument-package evaluation. Analysis methods allow one to

project the theoretical system-performance limitations for algorithm

order, update rate, instrument quantization, and computational word

length as a function of coning frequency and amplitude (Chapter 2).

Test comparisons with the projected performanceallows fine-grain

analysis of the error-propagation sources.

The coning input is mechanized by applying oscillatory test inputs

about two of the test-package gyro axes. The input magnitudes and

frequency are equal but their phase relationships are synchronized

so that they are displaced by 90°. The resultant motion is such that

the third axis traces a cone whose amplitude and angular-rotational

rate are equal to the angular displacement and frequencyof the

oscillatory input respectively (Fig. 4.6-5). The algorithm operates

on the gyro data of the oscillatory axes to account for the kinematic
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coning drift of the third gyro axis. In an ideal system, if the band-

width of the algorithm is greater than the coning frequency, the

transformation matrix will exhibit no errors due to the coning drift.

The measure of bandwidth performance with this coning-test input is

directly evidenced by the drift rate of the coning axis as indicated by

the algorithm output.

Coning inputs at frequencies of 1 to 10 cps allow evaluation of

truncation errors for various algorithm orders at update rates of

100 to 250 times per second. The interplay of gyro-loop

response limitations and its influence on algorithm performanceis

also exhibited in this frequency range. Atlower input frequencies

gyro quantization and compensation-error-propagation evaluation

are facilitated.
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4.7 Ground Support Equipment
 

This section covers the general design and construction features of the

prototype ground support system developed to support the test and evaluation of

an Advanced Guidance Strapdown sensor package.

4.7.1 General Design Concept

This Prototype GSE equipment was developed to have flexible control

test modes, monitoring and compiling capabiuties for support of strapdown

sensor package development testing. It furnishes all necessary power and

timing and incorporates fail-safe interlocks to protect against unsatisfactory

test conditions. (Fig. 4.7-1).

4.7.2 Functional Description

This GSE was developed by modification and addition to the Apollo

"Optical Inertial Analyzer' (OIA), and the computer test set. Layout draw-

ings of the revised configurations are shown in Figs. 4.7-2 and -3. The actual

equipment is shown in the photosof the facility area (Figs.4.2-1 and -2).

The following special purpose drawers and functions were developed.

4.7.2.1 Mode, Monitoring, and Timing Functions

a) Mode Control '

This drawer was mechanized to control the transfer of power to

the test package, and to control the operational modes during testing.

b) Counter Control

This function allows the test operator to remotely control all of

the data monitoring sequences of the commercial preset counters and

associated electronics that are necessary for use in processing the A@ gyro

pulses from the test package.

c) Digital Voltmeter Automatic Scan Control

This drawer functions so that a variety of test package critical

voltage Signals are automatically routed to a digital voltmeter. The sequencing

allows continuous monitoring either prior to testing, or during the actual test

phases.

d) Monitor Panel

This panel functions as a monitor of the test package operational

status (i.e. wheel and ducosyn feedback voltages, bus dc power, clock pulse

lines, etc.), and furnishes alarms, and system down mode discretes when

necessary. Interlocks exist between the monitor and control panel to inhibit

operation when alarms are issued.
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e) Temperature Monitor Panel

The temperature monitor panel for this system functions as an

indicator only. It is designed to provide a compatible monitoring interface

with each of the gyro individual temperature control loops, the frame and

heat exchanger,

f) Digital Clock (Fig. 4. 7-4)

This unit furnishes all timing pulses that are necessary for the

test package electronic power supplies and torquing loops. It also furnishes

a time base to the data aquisition system, for use when data is to be tagged

as a function of real time.

g) Data Acquisition System

These GSE elements are usedmainly for operational test data pro-

cessing, storage, and transfer to recording equipment for test operator use.

1) Signal Multiplexing Unit

This unit contains the interface electronics for data transmission

to recording equipment (tape punch end digital printer). It also provides storage

for accumulated pulse counts and routes the DVM Scan data.

2) Multiplex Control Unit (Fig. 4. 7-5)

This is the central control point for remotely controlling the output

of the multiplexer. It provides indication as to when stored data is ready for

transmittal and the sequence control for data transfer,

4.7.3 Operational Description

4.7.3.1 Mode Control

A block diagram illustrating the moding is shown in Fig. 4.7-6.

The standby mode (Mode #1) command, transfers the temperature con-

troller from the overnight backup powerto the test package dc power supply

and at the same time excites the instrument suspension supply. An interlock

exists between the mode control drawer and the monitor panel. This interlock

inhibits the standby commandif the output of the clock is not of the proper

frequency and suspension supply output voltage amplitude is incorrect. Ifa

"go" status exist (no failure detect indications) a "proceed" signal is indicated,

and modes may be enabled.

"Operate" (Mode #2) is ''wheels on'' command in which the gyro

wheels are interconnected to its 800-Hz supply. As in the standby
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mode (#1), interlocks exist which will inhibit this commandif a fault is

detected. Another mode is provided that allows "wheels off" operation;

an override feature simulates a ''go'' signal from the wheel powerfault

detector,

4.7.3.2 Digital Voltmeter Automatic Scanner:

This panel {block diagram Fig. 4.7-7) was designed to control

the measurement of system voltages which have a direct bearing on data

 

analysis, i.e,: gyro temperature, suspension excitation voltages, and

wheel voltages, etc. The scanner will control the input to the DVM ina precise

sampling sequence, thus relieving the test operator from the task of request-

ing these inputs on a one-at-a-time basis. The unit will scan prior to test

start and/or during testing. The scan period for each input is selectable.

Scanning may be accomplished at a 5-, 10- or 20-second sampling interval.

The unit may scan continuously, in which case its data takes priority over

all other data routed to the recording equipment. In the "single scan'' mode

the unit will scan the selected inputs once. An additional capability enables

the operator to select a single input for repeated monitoring. These signals

may then be continuously recorded to provide a log for detailed performance

analysis and correlation.
4.7.3.3 Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition system consists of commercial monitoring and

recording equipment, and the special multiplexing storage and control. An

overall block diagram of this system mechanization is shown in Fig. 4.7-3.

The commercial equipments used are:

Four forward/backward counters,

one 10x 10x 6 X-bar,

one tape perforator,

one digital printer,

The multiplex control drawer contains four 40-bit storage registers,

a control logic for test control, parallel-to-serial converters, and timing for

the readout sequence,

A counter control drawer permits the operator to control counter

functions from a remote source, It enables the operator to control the counter

input information (i,e..; +A0's or interrogator counts) from the test package,

the test start/stop modes (i.e,: manual or automatic) and the test configura-

tion (i.e., gyro coefficient and scale factor testing),

To illustrate the operational sequencing and signal flow, a

hypothetical gyro coefficient test run will be described. Assumethat
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the test package is operating and the counters are preset toa

previously determined numberof desired input A@ pulses. The

direction of the counter accumulation is selected via the counter control

panel. It is desired to accumulate time as a function of the preset pulse

counts, Thus the gyro A@ outputs are routed to the up/down counters by

arming selected input gates, while the main timing frequency is routed to a

fourth counter. Similarly, the DVM Scanis initialized and a pre-test scan is

made and recorded. A low rate scan may also be selected. A test start signal

is issued and the coefficient test is begun. Both the gyro A@'s and the clock

frequency are sampled. As each counter achieves the A@ preset coincidence,

a data-ready signal is issued to the control logic. This inhibits the time

counter and the accumulated time is transferred to the storage registers.

When the registers are filled,another ready signal is issued. This alerts the

cperatorthat the set of data is ready for recording, The selection of the

recording sequence is made at the multiplex remote control panel, and,if

the DVM is not recording, the scan sequence will start. The stored data is

then transferred to recording equipment.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report has presented the status of Advanced CG&N Inertial Subsystem studies

and test evalaztion effort covering the period of February through December 1967. The

study focused upon the application and evaluation of strapdown inertial system techniques

for advanced manned missions. A major objective was the development of a system

mechanization that would yield reliability and performance consistent with extended

spacecraft mission requirements, This conceptual effort was complimented by. in-depth

analysis and test evaluations to determine the performance capabilities and limitations

of the strapdown inertial configuration. Thus, studies of instrument dynamic error

sources, torque-to-balance loop techniques, and attitude algorithms were conducted,

Concurrently development and test evaluations of state-of-the-art inertial instruments

were conducted. Finally, a gyro package was developed with supporting test facilities,

(including a real-time computational algorithm capability). Test evaluations to deter~

mine the potentialities of the strapdown configuration were programmed. Although many

individual goals of this study were reached during the reporting period, considerable

effort is still required if the overall study objectives are to be achieved. The following

sections provide a brief summary of accomplishments in each of the major areas of

investigation and test evaluation. Recommendations for continued effort are also included,

5.1 System Mechanization and Performance Model:
 

Mission analysis studies, for both transplanetary (section 1, 2,2) and entry phases

(section 1. 2,3), using a strapdown system error mechanization were conducted and

corresponding performance for strapdown system inertial '’componentsand software

parameters were defined (section 1.2.4). One key area requiring further study is the

terminal guidance portion of the interplanetary leg and its effects upon entry angle un-

certainties. More comprehensive analysis reflecting vibration environments and the

corresponding instrument dynamic error-source propagation would also be desirable.

In general, high reliability proved to be the overriding guidance system require-

ment for extended spacecraft mission applications. In view of this factor the selection

of strapdown system mechanization concepts with their inherent reliability improvement

potentials and ease of adaptability to redundancy techniques is confirmed. In fulfillment

of the system mechanization objectives the study evolved a redundant modular sensor

and electronics concept. The inertial reference unit that was formulated employes

six single-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes and six linear accelerometers operated ina

pulse-torque-to-balance control mode andconfigured in modularreplaceable units.

The instrument input axes are arrayed in a non-orthogonal configuration that corresponds

to the unique symynetrical pattern defined by the normals to the faces of a regular

dodecahedron, It was determined that this configuration achieved maximum reliability

coupled with optimal performance for a six-sensor configuration. The analysis showed

significant reliability improvement, even over orthogonal redundant configurations
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that employ nine gyros and nine accelerometers, This study also formulated adaptive

data processing techniques and self-contained failure isolation and detection methods

for the system mechanization.

Continued effort in the area should pursue the developmentof a suitable engineer-

ing model of this mechanization. Feasibility of the entire concept could then be

validated, modular techniques matured, and detailed problems of misalignment, dyna-

mic error sourcecorrection, failure isolation sensitivities and criteria resolved. A

timely initiation of this task would allow economical realization of hardware for pro-

jected advanced missions and avoids a simultaneousinefficient development and manu-

facturing program,

5.2 Instrument Model and Algorithm Development

Analytic studies formulated dynamic error source models for both the gyro and

accelerometer (sections 2.3 and 2,4). Numerical dynamic errors for the 18 IRIG

 

parameters using typical spacecraft environments was determined and are tabulated.

An angular vibration environment test program is recommended to both validate this

analysis and extend the knowledge of the behavior of a single-degree-of-freedom instru-

ment in the body-mounted environment.

Studies, simulations, and tests of combined gyro-pulse-torque-to-balance opera-

tion were conducted. These studies served to illustrate the dynamic interplay of con-

trol-loop and gyro or PIP design parameters. The results (section 2.5) clearly demon-

strated the factors influencing pulse-bursting operation as well as noise sensitivities.

Control-loop synthesis techniques were then formulated (section 2.6) which eliminated

pulse-bursting, minimized float hang-off, and reduced noise sensitivities. It is recom-

mended these techniques be implemented to allow experimental verification of the

analysis and simulations and evaluation of improvements in the gyro package test evalua-

tion,

Whole-number higher-order quaternion and direction cosine attitude maintenance

algorithms were developed and comparative error analysis for constant slew rates

and coning inputs were formulated (section 2.2). Algorithm parameters such as com-

putational update rate, data quantization and word length were evaluated. Theanalysis

showed that a third-order algorithm operating at a moderate computational update rate

(100/sec) with a gyro quantization of 6 arc seconds and word length of 34 bits would

satisfy anticipated system requirements. Although no overwhelming advantage for either

the direction cosine or quaternion was determined analytically, some advantages for

the quaternion were evidenced, eg, a single-length normalization constraint rather

than an orthogonalization requirement for the direction cosine. The analytic foundations

of algorithin development were successfully completed during the study period, Evalua-

tion of the theoretical findings through direct gyro test package-algorithm testing and

computational simulations is recommended,
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5.3 Instrument Evaluations:

In order to provide a realistic assessment and projection of strapdown system

capabilities, the 18 IRID MOD B gyro and 16 PM PIP accelerometer were selected

for development study andtest evaluations. Both components are single-degree-of-

 

freedom instruments with permanent magnet torquers that are operated in a pulse-

restrained torque-to-balance loop. Particular emphasis was placed on the 18 Gyro

(gas-bearing wheel package) and continued developmentof this instrument, specifically

designed for the strapdown application, was funded under the scope of this program.

In the testing of these instruments emphasis was placedupon torquerperformance

(i.e., SF stability and linearity, etc.) and instrument coefficient environment sensi-

tivities.

Four 18 IRIG units were assembled during this reporting period. Two experi-

enced hard-start difficulties and are being recycled, Unit #411 exhibited high quality

inertial-grade performance and test results are describedin sections 3.2 and 3. 3.

The fourth unit (#413) is in preliminary test and appears to be acceptable in all

respects, Testing proved to be extremely valuable in that several application problems

were uncovered (i.e., stop-bias hysteresis, eddy-current torquer sensitivity, SG noise,

etc., sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6) and corrective action for their resolution was initiated.

In addition, improvements were conceived (TG magnet with a 40-50% increase in flux

density, SG-to-TG alignment technique, etc.) that make a one-radian-per-second in-

put rate measurement capability fully realizable. Implementation of recommended

gyro design changes coupled with the torque-loop design improvements reviewedin

section 4.5 appear to offer performance potentials that are consistent with the per-

formance model requirements described in Chapter 1. Completion of the current 18

Gyro build and further comprehensive systemapplication testing to bothverify the test

findings and allow three~axis gyro package testing is recommended. Continueddevelop-

ment of the 18 IRIG is also recommended so that proposed design changes may be

verified in a second-generation instrument-fabrication series.

Four 16 PM PIP units were fabricated and accepted for evaluation testing. One

unit, SN-12, was furnished to NASA/MSC. Basic componentperformancetesting on

two units was conducted, Extremely stable high-quality inertial-grade performance

was repeatedly attained and test results are described in section 3.4. Noise sensiti-

vity problems were encounteredand further investigation of instrument harness opti-

mization appears to be warranted, Tests with malfunction type moding verified that

the PM torquer was free of the magnetic type sensitivities (gaussing, etc.) exhibited

in the Apollo PIP. However, suspension magnetic effects (ac hysteresis) still remain

and are a sourceofbias instability. Furtherinvestigation in this area is desirable.

Relative to the application of the PIPto a body-mountedenvironment a design improve-

ment that wouldbe desirable is a redistribution of the pendulous massof the float to

reduce the instrument'sanisoinertia coefficient (section 2. 4, 2).
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5.4 Body-Mounted Test Package and Real-Time Algorithm Test Evaluation:

The major effort in this area through this reporting period was the development

of: a strapdown gyro test package; supporting electronics (torque loops, wheel and

suspension power supplies); computational algorithm capabilities and interfaces; and

supportingtest facilities and equipment. These were designed and assembled during

the reporting period and aredescribed in detail in Chapter 4. Currently they are

going through functional checkout and system integration testing. In parallel with

this activity, static and dynamic test concepts were developed (section 4. 6) that in-

cluded real-time computational algorithm and compensation evaluations. To satisfy

the on-line computational requirements a small general-purpose DDP-516 was

secured. Software development was initiated and basic housekeeping" programs

(interrupt servicing, executive, and teletype monitor) necessary for real-time

operations were developed and debugged. Algorithm, compensation, and test evalua-

tion programming are in a preliminary stage of development. Continuation of this

test evaluation activity is highly recommended. Testing should include multi-axesand

oscillatory rate environments with several operational algorithms. The results of the

test activity is expected to yield hardware-softwaretrade-off performance criteria

that will provide a realistic basis for the design of advanced strapdownconfigurations

for future spacecraft application.
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APPENDIX A

Quaternions

Sir William Rowan Hamilton first defined the concept of the quaternion as an

extension of three-dimensional vector algebra, A quaternion is a quadruple of real

numbers written in a definite order to represent a scalar and a three-dimensional

vector, “

If we let X and A be the scalars and ? and P be the vectors of two quater-

nions q and Q, we may write the formula defining quaternion multiplication as:

qQ = (A + §). (A + P) (A-1)

The product is another quaternion whose scalar is the product of the

two scalars less the vector dot product; and whose vector part is the

scalar of the first times the vector of the second, plus the scalar of the second

times the vector Jf the first, plus the cross product of the two vectors.

qQ=QA-p. P+.AP + AP +P x P) (A-2)

Quaternion multiplication is not commutative. This can be shown by forming

the reverse product in (A-2) and noting that the sign of the cross-product term will

change. The quaternion of transformation may be thought of as a representation of a

rotation of a body frame with respect to an inertial frame. Visualize a rotation of

the body frame about the inertial frame described by some angle @ about the rotational

axis In. Then a unit quaternion describing this rotation is defined as:

q = cos a/2 + In sin a/2 (A-3)

and its conjugate which corresponds to the opposite rotation can be represented as:

q* = cosa/2 - in sin a/2 (A-4)

Notice that by the definition of a unit quaternion a constraint has been im-

posed such that the scalar squared plus the vector magnitude squared is equal to one,

A similarity transformation using the quaternion can be formed which

will describe an arbitrary vector being transformed from the body frameinto the

inertial frame as:

w= qvqx (A-5)



where ¥' is an arbitrary vector in the inertial frame and x is the equivalent vector

in the body frame,

To determine the rate of change of the rotation quaternion we may visualize

the body frame oriented with respect to a reference frame at some time toe The

quaternion Q may then be thought of as representing this relative orientation, An

arbitrary nonrotating vector is then defined and expressed in quaternion form, The

relationship between the vector in the body and the reference frame at time to

using the similarity transform (A-~-5) is:

el7
=D .

= QVt, Qe (A-6)

Over a At time interval the body frame will have rotated to some new orientation,

and Qy now represents the relative body frame orientation, The relationship be-

tween the same arbitrary vector in the body and reference frameis:

~~ _ A* ai
etary = Sr Vy (A~7)

Note that the vector representation v is not changing in the inertial frame, Substi-

tuting (A-6) in (A-7) we obtain:

=) *  —b *
Vv = Q,QV7 QQ (A~8)
(t,t At) 1 to 1

*
The quaternion Q Q, therefore represents a rotation quaternion (q) of the body frame

during the At interval and corresponds to: .

—b ”
s % ot wAt ac i wat , -q Q Qi cos 5 + = sin 5 (A-9)

where oP represents the vector describing the body frame rotation during the At

interval and is its.scalar magnitude, Premultiplying (A-9) by Q yields:

 

bp

Q, = Q(cos*At + & sin sht (A-~10)

We may define the rate of change of rotation as:

= Q) - Q

At

Substituting (A-10) into (A-11) and noting that Q was selected arbitrarily and can

also be expressed as a generalized rotation quaternion (q) (that corresponds to

the rotation of body frame with respect to the reference frame that resulted in

this orientation), ‘we obtain;

q (A-11)

 

-b oe
q = q (cos oat » 1 + sin opt.) ee (A-12)
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The differential equation can now be simplified from (A-12) by converting the

trigonometric functions to their small angle approximations. This results in:

q = (k + §) = 1/2 qa = qa : (A-13)
—b

where 2 has the quaternion form (0 + x) andq=(\ +P).

By effecting the indicated quaternion multiplication (A-13) and by equating the vector

and sealar we obtain

’ oe) a

ha Sf (A-14)
2

5P - aPxp
p= ee (A-15)

~T
rx 0 w “ o

1] P, “m, Om (A~16)' t ’ ’ ’ weeeneee x ' ;

[aj= (> Py Py PJ = 5 x 2 ¥
P nu) wW )
y y 4%

Pp, “a ey oO

where (Q] is the anti-symmetric matrix representation of the angular velocity vector

in the body frame and fp), Po, Pg are the rates of change of the magnitude of the

vector components,

iterative update method, (The quaternion equation form is used,)

Now we may define the Taylor series expansion of q to allow formulation of an

' ” At” vee t8q(t + At) = g(t) + q(t) At + A(t) E + GthaAz +r. . , (A-17)

Applying the chain rule of differentiation and using (A-13) we obtain:

i4 qQs = q2t 4 = g(t 29);
tee os ' ’ 3 (A-18)

qd = q(2 +22 + 299 + 9)q

To use (A-18) to propagate the quaternion, it is necessary to find the relationship

between the quantized A9 outputs of the gyro loop and the 9 quaternion,

The A@ increments of a single gyro can be defined in terme of equivalent body an-

gular rates by expanding the incremental angle output O(At) occurring at t from ¢

to t + At and by expanding the prior incremental angle output atat) from t to t~At,

If w{t) is represented by w the results of these Taylor series expansions are;
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2
o(At) wat + Sab 4 Sot”2 (A-19)

Oe (At) =- wAt + BALBar,

 

2

These expansions could equally as well be defined ag vector representations of &,
If we generalize them in thig form (recall that 9 in (A~-18) is the quaternion

representation of @), we may directly substitute the solutions for®, wo, and@

(expressed in the quaternion form as 9, Q, and §}, respectively) as determined

from substituting (A-19) into (A-18), Manipulation and substitution of these terma

yields the exact solution of the third order quaternion in terma of the gyro loap Ad

inerements;:

q(t + At) = q(t) W(t, At)
where

u(t + At) -(1 . v2(2

(A~20)
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APPENDIX B

Effects of Double Puising on Count Stability

Agsaumethe AV output from a PM PIP ta a train of pulses consisting of single

pulses and pulse paira, This AV pulse train is fed into a preset section of a counter

which is used to control gating circuit an the counter aécumulator, A precise time

base (interrogator pulses) is then rauted into the accumulator gate and a count is ac-

curnulated during the time the gate is open, The count representa time for the preset

numer of AV's to accur, A count inatability exiata if the number of interrogator

pulses accumulated for an equal number of AV's taken at random along the AV pulse

train can vary for a canatant input,

The teat count relationship for an instrument subjected to a constant input ia

defined by Bq (B-1),

BI(X) ~ Ay NCA = 0 (B-1)
where

SF is the seale factor of the unit (expressed in cm/sec per AV pulse)

x is the preset numher of AV's

Ay ig the equivalent velocity input per interrogation pulse interval for a

canatant specific~force test orientation (expressed in com/sec per

interrogator pulse)

N is the aceumulated interrogator count

Cc is the instrument viscaus-damping coefficient

) is the net rotation af the float through the fluid during the interval

in which the count ia taken,

n

Since the praduat of the scale factor and the preset number af AV's is a cane

atant, we note that the net change in rotation of the float represents a atorage of data

within the inetrument during the caunt interval, This storage maybe expressed aa

some equivalent percentage of the input velocity,

For a AV pulse train that exhibits the double-pulaing, three different interroga-

ter counts may result as a function of the test start and stop conditions, They corres~

pond ta the present gate control operation whieh:

a) starts ona single AV or the firat AVof a pair of AV's and endy ona
single AV.or the firat AV ofa pair of AV's,

Bel



b) atarta on a single AV or the first AV of a pair of AV's and ends on

the second AV ofa pair of AV's,

c) starts on the seannd AV of a pair of AV'a and staps on a single AV or

the first AV in a pair of AV's,

For cage (a) the teat starta and stops with the float exactly at the same dynamic

candition, C@ = 0,

From Hq (B-1) it is evident that, if there is no storage, the test count is equal to

. yy oF aNF xX x (Br)

For condition (bh) the float has received two consecutive torque pulsea at the end

of the count cycle and, as a result, has stored some increment of velocity;

k(BF) = + C@ (B-3)

Similarly, for condition (a) the float atarted with an increment stored velocity

due to the pravioua torque pulse which exiated just before the count was initiated and

k(SF) = = C@ (B-4)

The k ia necessary to account for the fact that the input acceleration haa acted

far ane interrogation pulse length in opposition ta the applied AV torque pulse,

k * —3r (B-6)

Stated another way, each AV pulse representa — interrogator pulses,
wn

If we salve for N in Hq (B-1) and subatitute the (C) term for eonditiona (b) and

(ce), the count shifts are
(SF) X & (SF - Ay)

‘in

The output count variation (AN) fromthe nev-storage test count Hq (B- 2) corre-

spanda ta

+

eaae (b) 6N = TSE r J
"in

(B-7)

ease (a) aN = x + 1
“in

Thua, if 8 were scaled for a 19g capability and a lg input were used, an

1A-count deviation fram the true count would occur,
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